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Abstract
The emergence of large and complex software systems increases the interest in model-driven
engineering, as a way to lower the cost of development and maintenance of software. Models
allow us to hide irrelevant details, provide diﬀerent model viewpoints, and isolate and mod-
ularize models of cross-cutting concerns of a system. The emerging technologies for aspect-
oriented modeling and weaving provide a systematic way to handle cross-cutting concerns
at the modeling level.
The success of model-driven engineering relies heavily on model transformations. This
thesis describes how aspect-oriented modeling and many typical model transformations can
be deﬁned as aspects/rules that: (1) use the concrete syntax of the involved modeling lan-
guages, and (2) use graph transformation principles as its foundation.
The thesis presents two main results. The ﬁrst main result is an aspect language for UML
2 sequence diagrams. The language takes advantage of a formal model for sequence dia-
grams, which makes the matching and weaving process semantics-based. For this language
we provide a conﬂuence theory.
The second main result is an approach to deﬁne many typical model transformations as
graph transformations, where the transformation designer uses the concrete syntax of the in-
volved modeling languages. Some typical model transformation examples are illustrated in
this thesis, i.e. transformation from feature models to BPMN, UML activity diagram aspects,
UML activity diagram refactoring, UML state machine refactoring, transformation from se-
quence diagrams to state machines, and transformations involving Petri nets. A collection
operator has been introduced as a means to match and transform collections of similar sub-
graphs in graph transformations, using either concrete or abstract syntax. This allows for
improved usability in transformations that would otherwise be complex or impractical to
specify.
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Overview
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Model transformation can be deﬁned as a process that produces a target model from a source
model. This simple deﬁnition can be generalized by allowing multiple source models and
multiple target models. The source and target modeling languages may diﬀer or be the same.
If they are the same, the target model can replace the source model, which means that the
transformation can be regarded as a manipulation of the source model.
Model transformations are crucial for the success of model-driven engineering. Relevant
examples include transformations between models of the same reality seen from diﬀerent
viewpoints (e.g. UML sequence diagrams to UML state machines [93]), transformations
from an abstract model to a more detailed model (e.g. UML class model to WSDL [31]), and
model refactoring (e.g. transformation of workﬂow graphs [44]). In model-driven engineer-
ing the model transformations partially automate the transitions from one model to another,
which otherwise would be fully manual work. By replacing the manual work by automa-
tion, the software engineering process becomes less error-prone and more eﬃcient. A target
model will often be subject for further manual reﬁnement. Additional information is added
compared to the information that can be derived from the source model.
A major motivation for our thesis work is to improve the model transformation languages
with respect to the user-friendliness of specifying transformations. The current approaches
(ATL [45], QVT [70] KerMeta [67], Epsilon [55]) provide both imperative and declarative
speciﬁcation styles, except KerMeta which is purely imperative. These approaches have
several weaknesses. Firstly, they lack a formal foundation that enables us to discuss termi-
nation and conﬂuence properties of declaratively speciﬁed transformations. Secondly, they
are textual-based even for cases where the source and target are graphical models. Thirdly,
the transformation designer needs a detailed knowledge of the often complex metamodels of
the source and target languages to be able to specify a transformation.
Models often resemble graphs. This is why graph transformation has been promoted by
several authors as a means to specify model transformations (four examples are illustrated in
[96]).
A graph consists of nodes and directed edges that connect the nodes. For typed attributed
graphs [37], nodes and edges have types. These types, at least for nodes, often include a set
of named attributes with values that can vary from one node to another. The abstract syntax of
a graph visualizes all nodes by similar graphical symbols, and all edges by similar graphical
symbols. A common abstract syntax for graphs is to let a node be represented by a rectangle
separated into two compartments. The ﬁrst compartment denotes an instance identiﬁer and
node type, while the second compartment contains the list of attributes and their values. An
edge is normally visualized with an arrow, where the edge type is placed next to the arrow.
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Graph transformations have a formal foundation and an established theory with tool sup-
port. However, one of the weaknesses described above for model transformations also apply
to graph transformations. Graph transformations are normally also speciﬁed in relation to
the source and target metamodels, and hence the transformation designer also here needs
detailed knowledge of these metamodels.
A metamodel deﬁnes concepts and relationships between these concepts, which con-
stitute the language in which models are made. Graphs and models can share the same
conceptual metamodel, although in practice they are normally represented diﬀerently since
graph and modeling tools do not have a united way to represent a metamodel. In both cases,
a metamodel is deﬁned by a structural class-like diagram. For graphs, the metamodel is of-
ten referred to as ’the type graph’. Such a metamodel implicitly deﬁnes the abstract syntax
without additional information necessary. On the other hand, the concrete syntax provides
additional information that cannot be derived from a metamodel. The concrete syntax deﬁnes
the visual representation for each type in the metamodel. The same model can be represented
by abstract syntax or by concrete syntax.
A graph transformation rule is often displayed with a left hand side graph (LHS), a right
hand side graph (RHS), and a number of negative application condition graphs (NACs). The
LHS deﬁnes a subgraph to be matched, usually also with respect to types or attributes, within
the graph to be transformed. A matched LHS within the source graph is replaced by the cor-
responding RHS. Figure 1.1 illustrates this principle. An interface graph speciﬁes the shared
elements between the LHS and the RHS, and this deﬁnes how the new elements in the RHS
shall be connected to the remaining graph which is unchanged by the rule. The interface
graph is usually not explicitly given, but is instead implicitly deﬁned by the instance identi-
ﬁers of nodes and edges. An element implicitly belongs to the interface graph if it has the
same identiﬁer in the LHS and the RHS. A NAC prevents application of the corresponding
rule if the LHS combined with the NAC has a match. There can be multiple NACs associated
with one rule. Further details and formalization of these concepts can be found in paper 5.
LHS
Source Graph Target Graph
Match of
LHS
Transformation rule R1

apply R1
Corresponding RHS
RHS
Figure 1.1: Graph transformation rule (target graph = source graph, except for the indicated
replacement)
Graph-based model transformation usually follows the approach shown in Figure 1.2,
where a set of graph transformation rules have been speciﬁed based on the abstract syntax
of graphs. First, the source model (in concrete syntax) is mapped to a source graph (abstract
syntax). Then, the source graph is transformed by a graph transformation tool, according to
the graph transformation rules, into a target graph. Finally, the target graph is mapped to a
4
model in concrete syntax of the target modeling language.
Source Model
Source
Graph
Graph
Transformation
Tool
(e.g. AGG)
Graph
Transformation
Rules
input input output
Target
Graph
Target Model
concrete
syntax
abstract
syntax
Figure 1.2: Graph-based model transformation
In our thesis work we have chosen to follow this promising research path of graph-based
model transformations. However, our special approach is that we have investigated if graph-
based model transformation rules can be speciﬁed directly in the concrete syntax of the
source and target languages, instead of deﬁning traditional abstract syntax-based rules. For
languages with well-known concrete syntaxes, this has the potential to make the speciﬁca-
tion of model transformations more user-friendly since the transformation designer needs no
detailed knowledge of the metamodels.
The idea of using concrete syntax in graph-based model transformations started with in-
vestigations of how to specify changes to models in an aspect-oriented way and how the
associated weaving process should work. Aspect-orientation was originally deﬁned for tra-
ditional programming, as a means to take care of ’cross-cutting concerns’ in a modularized
way. Cross-cutting code is speciﬁed in a separate module, called an aspect. An aspect con-
tains a pointcut that speciﬁes where the aspect code (also part of an aspect, and called the
advice) shall we woven into the rest of the program code. Without aspect-orientation, cross-
cutting code would traditionally have to be scattered and duplicated into multiple areas of
the code.
Aspect-oriented modeling aims to do the same for the modeling domain. In a model
weaving approach the aspects deﬁne cross-cutting concerns that can be woven with the main
model. Aspect-oriented modeling and weaving can be seen as a special case of model trans-
formations in which the source and target languages are the same. The aspect-oriented model
corresponds to a set of transformation rules and the weaving corresponds to applying the
transformation rules.
For aspect-oriented modeling and weaving it is common to use concrete syntax-based
aspects, and in some of these approaches aspects are speciﬁed in a way which is quite similar
to graph transformation rules [51, 101, 50].
To develop and validate the approach of using concrete syntax in graph-based model
transformations, we have applied it on examples involving diﬀerent diagram types, especially
UML 2 diagram types. UML 2 sequence diagrams have been given special attention in our
work, since they are non-trivial to handle in graph-based transformations. The challenges
are due to the facts that: (1) the abstract syntax for a sequence diagram has a relatively
complicated structure even for small sequence diagrams, and (2) there is a signiﬁcant order
of the events on a lifeline, while graphs have no order on a node’s incident edges. It turns
5
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out that the latter fact has the consequence that concrete syntax-based graph transformation
rules for sequence diagrams need special treatment.
Figure 1.3 illustrate the diﬀerence in concrete and abstract syntax for a simple sequence
diagram. The left hand side of the ﬁgure shows the concrete syntax, and the right hand side
of the ﬁgure shows a choice of corresponding abstract syntax. For larger sequence diagrams,
especially those involving combined fragments (introduced in Chapter 3), the abstract syntax
becomes quite complicated. The example sequence diagram has two lifelines, L1 and L2,
and there are two messages a and b both going in the same direction from lifeline L1 to L2.
Lifeline
name=”L1”
Lifeline
name=”L2”
Message
signal=”a”
Event
kind=”!”
Event
kind=”?”send receive
L1 a
b
L2
next next
Message
signal=”b”
Event
kind=”!”
Event
kind=”?”send receive
next next
concrete syntax abstract syntax
Figure 1.3: A sequence diagram in concrete syntax and a corresponding abstract syntax
Normally, the matching in graph-based model transformation is syntax-based1, and does
not take the semantics of the source language into account. A syntax-based matching can
potentially fail to match semantically equivalent, but syntactically diﬀerent structures to a
rule’s LHS. This limitation is why we have developed a semantics-based aspect language for
sequence diagrams. In order to be semantics-based, this language uses a diﬀerent matching
strategy than for graph transformations. The matching relates to the semantics of a sequence
diagram that can be deﬁned as traces representing valid or invalid executions.
The commonalities of our sequence diagram aspect language and the other contributions
of our thesis work are: (1) the use of concrete syntax in model transformations, and (2) as-
pects and transformation rules that are speciﬁed in a similar manner to graph transformation
rules. However, the terminology is diﬀerent. An aspect corresponds to a rule, a pointcut
corresponds to a LHS, an advice corresponds to a RHS, and negative pointcuts correspond
to NACs.
By regarding aspect-oriented modeling and weaving as a special case of model trans-
formation, we can have a uniﬁed conceptual view where both ﬁelds can learn from the
experiences and best practices of the other. Furthermore, we use graph transformation as
a basic foundation for both these ﬁelds, while for each modeling language a tailoring and
specialization is needed in order to make the approach as useful as possible.
Our overall goal is to improve model transformation engineering (where model transfor-
mation includes aspect-oriented modeling and weaving) by: (1) making model transforma-
tion languages more user-friendly, (2) ﬁnding ways to ensure the correctness of a transfor-
mation speciﬁcation, and (3) ensuring termination and conﬂuence of transformation speciﬁ-
cations.
This thesis introduces four artefacts which contribute to the overall goal, mostly with
respect to goals (1) and (3). We contribute to goal (1) by increasing the expressiveness
of graph transformation with a collection operator, by making a semantics-based sequence
1Here, syntax-based can refer to either concrete syntax or abstract syntax depending on what the graph
transformation rules are based upon.
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diagram aspect language, and by using concrete syntax-based graph transformation rules.
We contribute to goal (3) by a theory that can be used to analyze if a set of sequence diagram
aspects is conﬂuent. An overview of the artefacts is provided below.
1.1 Overview of the Artefacts
The ﬁrst subsection introduces a collection operator. The second subsection introduces a
sequence diagram aspect language. The third subsection introduces a conﬂuence theory
for sequence diagram aspects. The fourth and last subsection introduces a framework for
concrete syntax-based graph transformation rules.
1.1.1 A Collection Operator for Graph Transformation
The artefact is a graphical construct for graph transformation rules, called collection oper-
ator, to match and transform collections of similar subgraphs. The matching and transfor-
mation is deﬁned in relation to algebraic graph transformation, by dynamically instantiating
a collection free rule according to the actual match size. This approach allows us to reuse
much of the existing graph transformation apparatus. The collection operator is novel since
it allows us to specify collection matching and transformation concisely by a single rule,
and to allow general cardinalities of potential matches. The collection operator is useful in
several graph transformation cases, and these cases are cumbersome to express without an
operator like the collection operator.
1.1.2 A Semantics-based Sequence Diagram Aspect Language
We deﬁne an aspect language that can be used to specify cross-cutting eﬀects on a set of
UML 2 sequence diagrams. The aspects and sequence diagrams are woven at the model
level. By basing the weaving upon a formal trace semantics for sequence diagrams, we
ensure that the weaving is semantics-based. We formally deﬁne the concepts of matching
and weaving, and we also prove that the weaving, under a few reasonable conditions, does
not lead to invalid sequence diagrams. Our arbitrary events symbol is a wildcard mechanism
that can be placed on the pointcut lifelines. The symbol implies that zero or more events are
allowed in the symbol position on a matching sequence diagram lifeline.
1.1.3 A Theory for Conﬂuence Analysis of Sequence Diagram Aspects
This artefact provides a conﬂuence theory for sequence diagram aspects with respect to the
expressiveness of the language in which aspects are speciﬁed. We show that conﬂuence is
undecidable for a set of aspects with negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events symbol. On
the contrary, we show that conﬂuence can be algorithmically checked for aspects without
negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events symbol. The decidability algorithm is based on
an extended version of a traditional critical pair analysis from term rewriting and graph
transformation.
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1.1.4 A Framework for Concrete Syntax-basedGraph Transformations
We present the framework of a general purpose model-to-model transformation language,
where the transformation modeler can concentrate on the intuitive concrete syntaxes of the
source and target modeling languages. The approach has been tested on a number of model-
ing languages and we report the major ﬁndings of these case studies.
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is based on 8 papers, which are attached as Part II. Part I describes a uniﬁed
overview of the work:
• Chapter 1 - Introduction presents a short introduction, our four artefacts and the
structure of the thesis.
• Chapter 2 - ResearchMethod describes an iterative method over three steps (problem
analysis, innovation, evaluation) upon which the research of this thesis is based.
• Chapter 3 - State of the Art describes the foundation for our work in this thesis.
We give an overview of the most relevant literature for further reading on preliminar-
ies to our work. Some of the work cited have chosen diﬀerent approaches than we
have, but they were candidate approaches before we chose our path. We highlight the
shortcomings in state of the art that are addressed by this thesis.
• Chapter 4 - Problem Analysis describes the main problems and challenges addressed
that are addressed by this thesis. The chapter also presents a list of requirements to
possible artefacts that address the described problems.
• Chapter 5 - Contributions describes an overview of our main achievements within
this thesis. The achievements consist of four artefacts.
• Chapter 6 - Discussion discusses some of our design decisions with respect to the
artefacts, and it is discussed to what extent our developed artefacts fulﬁll the require-
ments introduced in Chapter 4. This chapter also describes the closest of the related
works. It is described in more detail than any of the papers previously have.
• Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Future Work presents the main achievements of the
thesis, and directions for future work are suggested.
The ﬁrst chapter in Part II gives an overview of the papers by giving a short abstract, an
identiﬁcation of my contribution, and the publication status for each paper.
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Research Method
This chapter presents the research method that has been used in the thesis work.
As clariﬁed by [90], much of the computer science research, including this thesis work,
can be called technological research, where the aim is to create new or improved artefacts.
In the ﬁeld discussed here, such artefacts include languages, modeling constructs, security
protocols, hardware processors, methods and theory.
The research method normally used for technological research is an iterative process,
where each iteration consists of three steps: problem analysis, innovation, and evaluation.
In the problem analysis, we choose particular topics within our ﬁeld of interest that we will
investigate. The investigation leads to the identiﬁcation of certain needs, and we set up more
concrete requirements for the technology. We continue by investigating the state of the art to
see if there are shortcomings in all the current approaches with respect to the requirements.
Next, we move on to the innovation step, in which we propose new constructs, hypotheses,
implementations etc. that can improve the state of the art so that the requirements are better
fulﬁlled. The evaluation checks to which extent the new artefacts fulﬁll the requirements.
Such checks can be performed by e.g. experimentation, user evaluation, test examples, or
formal proofs.
The next three sections explain how the three steps are instantiated in this thesis.
2.1 From Problem Analysis to Artefacts
In the initial work of this thesis, we investigated state of the art as described in Chapter 3.
This state of the art investigation covered model and graph transformation approaches, and
aspect-oriented modeling with diﬀerent weaving approaches, the latter in particular related
to UML sequence diagrams.
We tested graph transformation on a number of model transformation scenarios and dis-
covered the lack of a construct to match collections of similar subgraphs, which led to our
ﬁrst artefact.
We reviewed the existing sequence diagram aspect languages. Since all these aspect
languages had shortcomings, we designed a new language as our second artefact.
A conﬂuence theory specialized for sequence diagram aspects is, to our knowledge, not
addressed in any previous work. The existing conﬂuence theories from string rewriting or
graph transformation were not directly applicable to sequence diagram aspects, and hence
we provide a new theory as our third artefact.
Most of the existing model transformation approaches use abstract syntax. In the few
9
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approaches that use concrete syntax there were several open questions and challenges that
were not addressed or discussed, including the ﬂexibility to switch between concrete and
abstract syntax, and especially handling sequence diagrams properly. These limitations are
partly addressed by our fourth artefact.
2.2 Innovation
Our innovation is the introduction of the four artefacts that were shortly described in Chapter
1. We here shortly explain the innovation step in relation to these artefacts.
We have introduced a collection operator for graph transformation (artefact 1) that makes
it relatively easy to deﬁne transformations that are cumbersome to deﬁne without a collection
operator.
The sequence diagram aspect language (artefact 2) has been developed by adopting many
strong principles and design decisions from other languages, and extending the language
based on test examples and a case study presented in paper 2.
We explored how the expressiveness of the aspect language eﬀected the conﬂuence the-
ory (artefact 3) from two sides: (1) we tried to minimize the expressiveness of the aspect
language and see how long conﬂuence remained undecidable, and (2) we tried to maximize
the expressiveness of the aspect language and see how long we still could ﬁnd an algorithmic
way to check conﬂuence.
An early hypothesis in the thesis work was: ’Graph transformation is suitable to solve
aspect-oriented modeling and weaving’. The outcome of this was concrete syntax-based
graph transformation rules as a means to deﬁne aspect-oriented models. The rules were
restricted to endogenous transformations, i.e. transformations where the source and target
languages are the same. After successful results, a new generalized hypothesis emerged:
’Concrete syntax-based graph transformation is suitable to solve more general model trans-
formations than endogenous transformations’ (artefact 4). The goal is to allow as many
source and target languages as possible, and to explore when the approach is not applicable.
The thesis has only some initial results in answering that question.
In Section 6.2 we explain that our artefacts fulﬁll many of the requirements identiﬁed
in Section 4.2. Further research is needed to ﬁnd solutions (if they exist) that fulﬁll all
the requirements, and also to identify new requirements based on case studies and practical
usage.
2.3 Evaluation
Evaluation has been performed by example scenarios, tool implementation and formal proofs.
Example scenarios range from full scale case studies (paper 2 and 4) to small examples,
mostly taken from the research literature.
The ﬁrst artefact, the collection operator, has been applied in several examples including
UML activity model refactoring examples (paper 1 and paper 4), simulation of the ﬁring of
a transition in Petri nets (paper 5), UML state machine refactoring (paper 5), transformation
from UML sequence diagrams to UML state machines (paper 8), and transformation from
feature models to business process models (paper 6).
The second artefact, the aspect language, has been applied on a sequence diagram aspect
example in paper 2. Some important properties of the aspect language have been formally
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proven in paper 7. This includes the soundness of weaving that ensures that the woven
diagrams are valid. Finally, large parts of the aspect language and a weaving tool have been
implemented and tested on numerous examples.
The third artefact, the conﬂuence theory, has been validated by formal proofs of several
lemmas and theorems including an undecidability theorem and a critical pair theorem to
check conﬂuence.
The fourth artefact has been applied in several examples in papers 1,4,5,6 and 8. In
paper 4, a transformation case study shows several beneﬁts (including conciseness and less
eﬀort needed) of the fourth artefact compared to two of the leading model transformation
languages ATL [45] and AGG [95] for a particular transformation task. However, future
work to conduct a user evaluation would complement our work.
11
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Chapter 3
State of the Art
In this chapter we describe the state of the art that constitutes the foundation for our thesis
work. Furthermore, we point out some limitations and shortcomings that we have addressed
in the thesis. However, we refer to Section 6.3 for the most closely related works and work
carried out in the same time interval as our work. The related work sections in the attached
papers are also complementing this chapter.
This chapter is organized in two sections, where the ﬁrst describes state of the art of
model and graph transformation languages, and the second describes state of the art of
aspect-oriented approaches related to sequence diagrams.
3.1 Model and Graph Transformation Languages
Czarnecki and Helsen [13] classify the nature of model transformation languages. Along
one axis, a language is either declarative, imperative or a mix of declarative and imperative
(called hybrid). Along another axis, the language can oﬀer ways to specify bidirectional
or unidirectional transformations. If the source and target languages are the same, then the
transformation is called endogenous, otherwise it is called exogenous.
A number of model transformation languages (ATL [45], QVT operational [70] KerMeta
[67], Epsilon [55]) all have the following characteristics: (1) a transformation is speciﬁed
in relation to the metamodels of the source and target languages, (2) the transformation
language has a textual syntax, (3) the transformation language is either imperative or a hybrid
of imperative and declarative, and (4) the transformation language rely strongly on OCL-like
constructs [69].
The user-friendliness of OCL-based transformation languages can be questioned since
Stein et al. [91] conclude that OCL ’quickly leads to complex query statements even for
simple queries’. Another case study where OCL-expressions are used to specify a complex
model refactoring for business process models, illustrates that OCL-expressions to spec-
ify transformations also can get very complicated [54]. Stein et al. propose a graphical
UML-based notation for matching UML model extracts instead of OCL, called Join Point
Designation Diagrams (JPDD). The work is restricted to matching and does not cover the
transformational part.
Many of the model transformation languages have a very general applicability since they
can be applied to any modeling language that can be deﬁned by a MOF metamodel [71].
However, the model transformation languages mentioned above have not been formalized
and used in a theory that provides ways to analyze conﬂuence and termination properties.
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Furthermore, the transformation speciﬁer needs detailed knowledge about the involved meta-
models. Even for cases when the source and target models have graphical concrete syntaxes,
it is often necessary to specify the transformation in pure textual code.
Models can be represented by graphs, and a metamodel can be deﬁned by a type graph
in a notation similar to UML class diagrams, which is analogous to metamodel deﬁnitions
in model transformation. Graph transformation (GT) can be used to specify model transfor-
mations, and GT is based on a mathematically precise formalism in contrast to many of the
model transformation approaches.
Algebraic GT
A main branch within GT is Algebraic GT [95, 25, 22, 57]. Algebraic GT is based on cate-
gory theory and rules are declaratively deﬁned. There are two main approaches of algebraic
GT: double pushout and single pushout. In the double pushout approach, a transformation
rule is not applied on a match when it leads to dangling edges in the resulting graph. This
is a safe way to deﬁne the transformation, since no deletion is carried out without explicitly
stating so. In single pushout all potentially dangling edges will be deleted implicitly (e.g the
GROOVE tool [48]).
Algebraic GT ﬁrst used the plain graph concept, where a graph can be deﬁned by a set of
typed nodes and typed edges that connect the nodes. This graph concept has been extended
by many works including [20, 37, 25, 15]. In the work by Heckel et al. [37], nodes can have
attributes, and in the work by Ehrig et al. [25], the notion of E-Graph allows also edges to
have attributes. In [15], de Lara et al. introduce node inheritance. Hyperedges from Drewes
et al. [20] allow a single edge to connect an arbitrary number of nodes.
An algebraic GT rule is basically deﬁned by three main graphs: a LHS graph, a RHS
graph, and an interface graph (I) to show the shared elements between the LHS and the
RHS. The elements in the interface graph are to be preserved, the elements in LHS \ I are to
be deleted, and the elements in RHS \ I are to be added. Thus, the interface graph deﬁnes
how the RHS graph shall be connected to the remaining graph.
There are three notation styles to represent an algebraic GT rule: (1) the three graphs
mentioned above, (2) two graphs (LHS and RHS), or (3) a single graph. The ﬁrst notation
style directly corresponds to the theoretical foundation. It can be found in several research
papers, e.g. [78], but is rare in tool implementations. In the second notation style, shared
identiﬁers, between the LHS and the RHS, implicitly deﬁne the interface graph (e.g. [95]).
The third notation style uses some kind of marking (e.g. tags, colors) to denote the elements
to be added and deleted respectively (e.g. [48, 101]). Untagged/uncolored elements represent
elements that are neither added nor deleted, but they are elements that need to be matched.
The three notational styles are in general equally expressive and the choice is a matter of
taste. It should also be feasible to make automatic conversion between these three diﬀerent
alternatives so that the transformation designer can have access to all three notation styles.
Regardless of the notational style, a transformation rule can have an arbitrary number of
negative application condition graphs (NACs) [34]. If a rule matches any of its NACs, then
the rule cannot be applied.
Triple Graph Grammars
Another branch within GT is Triple Graph Grammars (TGG) [87], where the transformation
rules are always bidirectional. A correspondence graph holds the relationship between the
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source and target graphs. All the rules have a clear separation between source, target and
correspondence elements.
AToM [16] is a tool that supports TGG in addition to algebraic graph transformation.
AToM rules are partly graphical for the main nodes and relations, while it uses textual pre-
and post-conditions to deﬁne attribute conditions, e.g. a transformation from UML sequence
diagrams to state charts [93].
OMG’s Query Views and Transformations (QVT) [70] provides QVT relational as a
graphical transformation language in addition to the textual language (QVT operational),
already referenced in the beginning of this section. QVT relational is based on the principles
of triple graph grammars discussed above, and hence only bidirectional transformations can
be expressed. Abstract syntax in the rules is used to represent metamodel concepts in the
two modeling domains that take part in a relation. A keyword not, that can only be assigned
to single elements (a restricted variant of a NAC), speciﬁes that this element cannot exist in
order to apply the transformation. OCL expressions are used in QVT relational to express
conditions for when a transformation is applicable.
Controlling the GT rule execution order
In the algebraic GT the set of rules shall by default be applied non-deterministically. The
notion of layers [80, 11] has been added to algebraic GT in the AGG tool to give some control
over the rule execution order. First, all the rules in layer 0 are applied non-deterministically
until no more rules in this layer are applicable. Then, we follow the same principle with
layer 1, layer 2 and so on. The rule designer may then choose to loop over the layers or not.
If layers are not suﬃcient, then the only alternative within the AGG tool is to write Java code
to handle the rule execution order.
In VIATRA [99], MOLA [47, 46], GReAT [5], Fujaba [29] and PROGRES [86, 88], the
principles of algebraic graph transformation are combined with advanced mechanisms for
controlling the rule execution order. These tools follow a hybrid style, where the rules are
declarative and the rule execution ordering statements are imperative. While VIATRA has
a textual syntax for the rule ordering, Fujaba, MOLA and PROGRES provide a graphical
syntax which is quite close to UML activity diagrams. This includes control ﬂow of the
following types: sequence, conditions, parallel and loop. GREaT uses a data-ﬂow graph
instead of a control ﬂow graph. VIATRA rules have rule parameters for nodes and edges,
which are intended for better reusability.
Bottoni et al. [10] allow to deﬁne replacement units as a way to deﬁne transactional
support for the execution of algebraic GT rules. The transaction contains rules and a rule ex-
ecution order deﬁned textually to be a mix of sequential and as-long-as-possible control ﬂow,
where as-long-as-possible means a loop over a set of rules until no more rules are applicable.
Bottoni et al. provide suﬃcient criteria to state that such replacement units terminate.
Conﬂuence and termination in GT
This subsection describes some main results regarding the desired functional properties of a
graph transformation system: conﬂuence and termination. We will focus on GT systems, but
a few results from term rewriting systems are also mentioned since much of the theory for
graph transformation systems has been inspired by it.
Plump [78] uses the term direct derivation to denote the application of a single graph
transformation rule on a single match. A derivation is a sequence of zero or more direct
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derivations. A normal form is a graph on which there are no possible direct derivations.
Two graphs are joinable if there exists derivations leading to a common (up to isomorphism)
graph.
The concepts above can be used to deﬁne conﬂuence and termination. A set of graph
transformation rules is terminating if and only if there exists no inﬁnite derivation sequence
for any graph. A set of graph transformation rules is conﬂuent (globally conﬂuent) if and
only if all derivations from the same graph are joinable. It is important to note that this shall
hold for any graph. A set of graph transformation rules is locally conﬂuent if and only if
all direct derivations from the same graph are joinable. Newman’s Lemma [64] proves that
local conﬂuence and conﬂuence are equivalent for terminating systems.
There are several strong theoretical results available for algebraic GT, including termi-
nation theory [77, 56, 58, 76, 9] and conﬂuence theory [37, 78, 56]. AGG [95] is a tool
that supports algebraic graph transformation, and to our best knowledge it is the only graph
transformation tool that provides a termination and conﬂuence analysis.
For term rewriting systems, all critical pairs are joinable if and only if there is conﬂuence
[53]. For GT on the other hand, Plump [78] has shown that conﬂuence is undecidable for
terminating GT systems. A few authors have identiﬁed suﬃcient criteria for GT conﬂuence.
Conﬂuence holds if all critical pairs are strongly joinable [78, 37], where strong joinability
is joinability and the additional requirement that all nodes preserved in the two derivations
of the critical pair, must be maintained and be isomorphic in the joined result.
Critical pairs are systematically produced from each pair of transformation rules accord-
ing to possible dependencies between two rules. For GT there are two cases of dependence
as deﬁned by Lambers et al. [57]: use-delete conﬂict and produce-forbid conﬂict. A use-
delete conﬂict occurs when one rule deletes something in the LHS of the other rule. A
produce-forbid conﬂict occurs when one rule produces something that is matched by a neg-
ative application condition in the LHS of the other rule.
Huet and Lankford [40] has proven that it is undecidable if a term rewriting system termi-
nates, while Plump [77, 76] has proven that it is undecidable if a GT system terminates. Even
though termination is undecidable, several authors have deﬁned suﬃcient criteria to claim
conﬂuence for GT systems [23, 1, 10, 9]. For certain restricted versions of term rewriting,
termination is decidable [17, 30, 68].
Extensions of the GT expressiveness
Some GT tools, like AGG, allow us to use E-Graphs and to associate an icon or graphical
shape to each node type. This can make the visualization of the rules appear closer to the
concrete syntax, than of pure abstract syntax of the source and target languages. However,
there is still a gap from having rules deﬁned fully upon the concrete syntax.
In order to make GT more user-friendly there have been several proposals to extend the
basic expressiveness by high-level constructs [60, 33]. These constructs allow us to specify
powerful match expressions and associated transformations in a concise manner. The star
operator [60] allows us to match patterns of arbitrary depth, and recursive rules [33] are
introduced to handle transformation tasks of a recursive nature.
Fujaba, QVT relational and PROGRES have support for matching collections of sin-
gle nodes. The nodes are displayed as a multirectangle symbol, and the incident edges are
implicitly deﬁned to occur multiple times in rule matches. A match will contain the same
number of an incident edge as there are occurrences of the node in the matched collection.
Each item in a collection is a single node only, and there is no support for matching collec-
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tions of arbitrary subgraphs.
A group operator, introduced by Balasubramanian et al. [4] and implemented in the
GREaT tool, enables arbitrarily large subgraph matches that can be copied, moved or deleted.
However, the subgraph matches cannot be modiﬁed.
Amalgamated rules described by Taentzer [94], can simulate subgraph matching and
transformation. This cannot be speciﬁed by a single rule diagram. Instead there will be one
subrule to capture the rule part outside of all subgraphs, and one elementary rule for each
subgraph to be matched and transformed.
3.2 Sequence Diagrams and Aspect-orientation
Figure 3.1a shows a UML 2 sequence diagram [69] with two lifelines L1 and L2, and two
messages with the signals a and b. A lifeline, visualized with a rectangle and a dashed line
below, represents an interacting entity on which events take place in an order from top to
bottom on the dashed line.
{<!a, ?a, !b, ?b>, 
<!a, !b, ?a, ?b>}
positive 
traces
a
b
L1 L2 !a
partial
orders
!b
?a
?b
a) b) c)
sequence
diagram
Figure 3.1: Example: a) sequence diagram, b) partial orders, c) positive traces
Each message is represented by two events, a send event (!) and a receive event (?).
Thus, our example diagram has four events, !a and !b on lifeline L1, and ?a and ?b on
lifeline L2.
Sequence diagrams impose a partial order of events given by: (1) the send event must
come before the receive event of the same message (this is referred to as the message invari-
ant), and (2) all events are ordered from top to bottom on each lifeline. An intuitive idea
behind this partial order is that messages are sent asynchronously and that they may happen
in any order on diﬀerent lifelines, but sequentially on the same lifeline. Figure 3.1b shows
the four partial order requirements of the sequence diagram.
STAIRS [85] gives the semantics of a sequence diagram using traces that represent pos-
sible execution runs. More precisely, the semantics of a sequence diagram can be described
as a set of positive traces and a set of negative traces. Positive traces deﬁne valid behavior
and negative traces deﬁne invalid behavior, while all other traces are deﬁned as inconclusive.
Our example diagram in Figure 3.1a has no negative traces and two positive traces as shown
in Figure 3.1c.
While STAIRS provide a denotational semantics for sequence diagrams, there are also
works that present operational semantics for sequence diagrams. Klein et al. [52] and Grosu
and Smolka [32] use automata-based approaches, while Lund [61] uses rewrite rules. Al-
though these approaches are diﬀerent, they seem to provide similar semantic interpretations
of sequence diagrams.
In UML version 2, combined fragments were introduced to model optional behavior
(opt), conditional behavior (alt), and loops (loop). The combined fragments can have
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loop
:Player :YatzySystem
alt 1
rollDice
[more dice]
2
3
4
5
6
Figure 3.2: Example that illustrates usage of combined fragments
guard expressions and they can be arbitrarily nested. Figure 3.2 illustrates usage of combined
fragments to model the behavior of the yatzi game. A player sends a rollDice message to
the YatziSystem. The outer loop iterates once for each dice to roll, which is ensured by the
guard more dice. The body of the loop contains an alt operator with six operands, one for
each alternative outcome of a die. A combined fragment spans across the involved lifelines,
and its the operands are separated by a dashed line. A loop operator has always exactly one
operand.
Before we present aspect-orientation for sequence diagrams, we shortly introduce the main
concepts of aspect-orientation. The most successful aspect-oriented language to date is As-
pectJ [49], which works on Java programs. AspectJ deﬁnes an explicit joinpoint model
for where AspectJ cross-cutting concerns can be inserted. An aspect consists of a pointcut
and an advice. The pointcut deﬁnes a pattern to be matched in the base program, and the
matches must be a subset of all possible joinpoints. The advice deﬁnes changes or additions
in the match positions of the base program. AspectJ further deﬁnes the possible actions to
be taken: before, after, and around. New code is then inserted before, after or around the
matched code.
Many aspect-oriented approaches follow the AspectJ way of aspect-orientation, which
in some cases may be too limited, at least for deﬁning aspect-oriented models. Firstly, the
AspectJ joinpoints are all atomic, i.e. a joinpoint consists only of a single event, as opposed to
a single joinpoint consisting of a series of events. A method call and a variable assignment
are examples of atomic joinpoints. Secondly, there is no notion of state in the aspects to
control when an aspect matches a pointcut. This is why Douence et al. [19] have introduced
stateful aspects. Thirdly, the explicit joinpoint model only allows to match predeﬁned places
in a program and not unforeseen places. Fourthly, AspectJ has no notion of distribution or
parallel behaviors. The latter limitation has been addressed in [97].
Several diagram types have recently been targeted by aspect-oriented modeling approach-
es, where it is common practice to specify the aspects based on the concrete syntax of the
targeted diagram type [50, 27, 101, 42, 43, 12, 18, 51, 89, 72]. These address mostly UML
diagram types including structural diagrams of classes and components, and behavioral dia-
grams of sequence diagrams and state machines.
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The aspect-oriented modeling approaches can be classiﬁed as symmetric and asymmet-
ric. In the symmetric approaches, there is no diﬀerence between an aspect and a base. The
notion of a base is irrelevant and everything is called aspects or concerns, which are woven
together.
In the asymmetric approaches, there is a base and a set of aspects to be woven upon the
base. For behavioral diagrams, asymmetric aspect approaches have dominated, while for
structural diagrams both symmetric and asymmetric aspect approaches are common. France
et al. [27] represent a symmetric aspect approach for UML classes.
A single aspect can even be speciﬁed by several diagram types as proposed by Kienzle et
al. [50]. There, one aspect consists of three UML diagram views: class, state machine and
sequence diagram each consisting of pointcut and advice. The maintenance of consistency
between the diﬀerent views is an important part of the framework.
The MATA approach by Whittle et al. [101, 42, 43] follows a GT-based approach to
aspect-orientation. MATA supports aspect-oriented modeling and weaving for UML se-
quence diagrams, state machines and class diagrams.
The MATA approach is promising for a number of reasons. Firstly, any model pattern can
be a joinpoint and therefore there is no need to deﬁne an explicit joinpoint model. Explicit
deﬁnitions of joinpoints may be too restrictive for unexplored aspect cases. Secondly, the
matching and weaving use well-founded principles from GT. Thirdly, it allows for the anal-
ysis of termination and conﬂuence properties of aspects. In addition, the MATA approach
uses concrete syntax-based aspect deﬁnitions as a layer on top of the abstract syntax-based
GT rules.
However, compared to our aims there are some shortcomings in the MATA work. The
aspect language is syntax-based, and the described work provide no formalization of the
match concept. This makes it impossible in general to decide if a base model has a match
and to determine certain other properties of the language.
There have been a number of proposals on aspect diagrams for UML 2 sequence diagrams
(abbreviated as aspect diagrams) [12, 18, 51, 89, 101]. Aspect diagrams at the model level
deﬁne cross-cutting eﬀects on a base model. Some of the proposals pursue a model weaving
approach [51, 89, 101], while others intend to postpone the weaving to the program level
[12, 18].
In most of the sequence diagram aspect proposals we have seen, the aspect deﬁnitions
are based on the concrete syntax of sequence diagrams. On the other hand, most of the more
generic model and graph transformations listed in the previous section, restricts us to use
abstract syntax in their transformation rules.
Mehner et al. [63] analyzes if a set of aspects may be properly woven with the base model
by considering possible conﬂicts and dependencies. Pre- and post-conditions expresses the
eﬀects of each activity in the AGG tool where automated analysis is carried out. The aspect
deﬁnitions proposed in their paper are limited to inserting new behavior either before, after
or as a replacement of some previous activity.
Avgustinov et al. [2] perform a run-time matching and weaving as opposed to static
weaving. The matching is based on traces and since this happens during run-time, the aspects
are restricted to additive parts that are inserted entirely after the already executed match part.
Also with run-time weaving, performance becomes a major issue.
Join Point Designation Diagrams (JPDD) [92] allows us to express pointcuts by using
sequence diagrams, state machines and class diagrams. Such pointcuts can then be mapped
to AspectJ pointcuts. The approach does not cover the advice part of an aspect, and JPDD
focuses on the synchronous communication.
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Deubler et al. [18], Solberg et al. [89], and Jayaraman et al. [42] all deﬁne syntax-based
approaches for sequence diagrams. Deubler et al. match single events only and provide no
model weaving or mapping to a concrete aspect language. Solberg et al. either use special
tags on the base elements that shall be woven with an aspect, or use a separate binding model
to express this.
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Problem Analysis
This chapter describes the main problems and challenges that the thesis addresses. The ﬁrst
section presents an overall problem statement and the last section presents the requirements
for what we consider as successful outcome of the diﬀerent problems. The requirements have
emerged from concrete examples, have been adopted from related work, have been identiﬁed
based on shortcomings and limitations in review of existing work, and have emerged when
trying to extend and generalize our initial results.
4.1 Problem Statement
The problem statement is divided in two subsections, one for sequence diagram aspects and
the other for graph transformation.
4.1.1 Sequence diagram aspects
Aspect-oriented modeling and weaving help to modularize, isolate and better maintain cross-
cutting concerns at the model level. This has the potential of improving model-driven devel-
opment. The research on aspect-oriented modeling and weaving at the model level is still in
its infancy and more research is needed to clarify how to optimally utilize this approach.
As explained in Chapter 3, there have been a number of proposals on aspect diagrams
for UML 2 sequence diagrams [12, 18, 51, 89, 101]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of such
an aspect and how it can be woven with a base model. The aspect pointcut consists of an a
message followed by a b message, both going in the same direction from the lifeline of type
L1 to the lifeline of type L2. The normal interpretation is that there is a match of this pointcut
within the ﬁgure’s base model. These two matched messages in the base model will then be
replaced by the advice of the aspect, which in this case means that the two messages a and b
are kept, while a c message is introduced in between them.
The weaving process may vary between diﬀerent approaches. One strategy is to deﬁne a
set of aspects and to non-deterministically apply one aspect at a time until no more aspects
are applicable, i.e. there are no more matches of any of the aspects. Klein et al. and Whittle
et al. [51, 101] argue that there are situations where we should allow matches when there are
unspeciﬁed events in between the events of the explicit pointcut events. By allowing such
unspeciﬁed events, the woven model in Figure 4.1 has another match where the events of the
already woven c message plays the role of such unspeciﬁed events, and the weaving process
continues. In fact, the weaving process will in this case never terminate since a pointcut
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Figure 4.1: Sequence diagram aspect applied to a base model
match is part of the advice. Obviously non-termination is an undesired property. Thus, we
should either disallow such aspects, or ﬁnd another way to ensure termination in such cases.
Another weaving strategy, chosen by Klein et al. [52, 51], identiﬁes all the matches in
a base model, weaves in all these positions and terminates the weaving process. Such a
weaving process will always terminate, and the woven model in Figure 4.1 cannot be woven
anymore if the shown aspect is the only aspect.
Let us assume that our aspects are guaranteed to terminate, and that the matching allows
for unspeciﬁed events between the explicitly deﬁned events of the pointcut. Such matching of
unspeciﬁed pointcut events leads to some questions that are addressed by the thesis. Where
should messages introduced by the advice be placed in relation to these unspeciﬁed events?
Can matched unspeciﬁed events be deleted? Can unspeciﬁed events be allowed in certain
positions and not in others? For our example this could mean that unspeciﬁed events could
be allowed as part of the match on lifeline L1, but not on lifeline L2.
Let us now assume that the matching does not allow to match unspeciﬁed events in
between the explicit pointcut events. There are still cases where there is a challenge to
determine where the advice events shall be placed. It is common practice to place the advice
events in relation to the matched pointcut events. This makes the placement of advice events
trivial for lifelines where the pointcut has events to be matched. For advice events on a
lifeline that is not part of the pointcut, it is an open question where to place these events in
relation to already existing base events on such a lifeline.
Figure 4.2 raises more questions with respect to the matching. Except for the c message,
the base diagram is identical to the pointcut diagram. Is there a pointcut match in the base
model? None of the two c events splits any of the events of the a and b messages with
respect to one speciﬁc lifeline. Before we conclude that there is a match, we shortly discuss
this example with respect to the underlying semantics of a sequence diagram.
L1
a
b
pointcut
L2 L3 L1
a
b
base
L2 L3
c
Figure 4.2: Is there a pointcut match in the base model?
The semantics of a sequence diagram can be described by a set of traces, where each
trace describes a possible execution run. In any possible trace, the events of the c message
will split the events of the a and b messages, so in this regard we may be tempted to say that
there is no match.
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Syntax-based matching in general has a problem of missing to match semantically equiv-
alent, but syntactically diﬀerent patterns in a base model. Figure 4.3 illustrates an example
where there is no syntax-based match. One possible execution trace, however, chooses the
second operands of the two alt operators which then corresponds to the pointcut. This
means that semantically there is a match. How can we deﬁne a semantics-based matching?
base
L1
m1
pointcut
m2
L2
alt
L1
a
m1
L2
alt b
m2
Figure 4.3: Syntax-based matching fails
We now discuss a desired property of the woven diagrams. A sequence diagram is invalid
if the imposed partial order relation is circular, as illustrated by Figure 4.4. Assuming that
the pointcut, advice and base models are all valid sequence diagrams, then it would be unde-
sirable that the weaving process produces an invalid woven sequence diagram. Is it possible
to deﬁne the matching and weaving such that we can guarantee valid woven sequence dia-
grams? Does the weaving guarantee valid woven sequence diagrams for both syntax-based
and semantics-based matching, and even if we allow unspeciﬁed events in the match?
a b
L1 L2
invalid sequence diagram circular partial orders
!a
?b
?a
!b
Figure 4.4: Invalid sequence diagram
If there are multiple aspects to be applied on the same base model representing a set
of sequence diagrams, then there is a need to investigate if there are dependencies between
the aspects. If there are dependencies, then the order of applying the aspects matters. A
conﬂuence theory is well-known from graph transformation and term rewriting [37, 57, 78,
53, 39]. A set of terminating rules which is conﬂuent will always yield the same result
when applied non-deterministically on the same initial graph or term, i.e. a conﬂuent set of
rules have no dependencies or conﬂicts. The notion of conﬂuence can be adopted also for
sequence diagram aspects, and is closest related to the existing conﬂuence theories if we use
the former weaving strategy mentioned above of applying the aspects as long as possible.
Figure 4.5 shows two aspects that are not conﬂuent. The application of one aspect ex-
cludes the application of the other aspect on the same potential match, since they both delete
an a message which is part of the other aspects pointcut. A base model counter example
consists of a single a message, and will either end up as a diagram with a single b or a single
c message, depending on which aspect we apply.
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Figure 4.5: A simple example of two aspects that are not conﬂuent
The discussion above leads to some of the questions that are addressed by the thesis.
Does any existing conﬂuence theories apply to sequence diagram aspects? How is the con-
ﬂuence theory aﬀected by diﬀerent match deﬁnitions and weaving strategies? How much
expressive power can we include into sequence diagram aspects and still have decidability
of conﬂuence?
4.1.2 Graph transformation
We now turn to graph transformation rules as a means to deﬁne model transformations. As
we have seen above, sequence diagram aspects are speciﬁed with the concrete syntax of
sequence diagrams. Weaving according to such aspects can be seen as a special kind of
model transformations. Can graph transformation rules in general be based on the concrete
syntax?
As already discussed in Chapter 3, graph transformations have been proposed by several
authors as a means to perform model transformations [8, 24]. The graphical way to deﬁne
graph transformations, the available tool support [95, 29, 88], and the well-established theory
including termination and conﬂuence analysis [58, 78] make graph transformation appealing.
The graph concept is based on nodes and directed edges in terms of which we can repre-
sent models. Many model transformations can then be deﬁned by a set of graph transforma-
tion rules.
In the following we consider an example transformation to refactor activity models. If there
are two guarded control ﬂows in the same direction between the same two activities, then
these two control ﬂows can be combined into one control ﬂow. The two guard expressions
will be joined into operands of an introduced or operator.
Figure 4.6 shows three alternative graph transformation rules to solve the refactoring
task, where the topmost rule is based on concrete syntax. Shared identiﬁers denote common
elements between the LHS and the RHS, and are placed next to an element. Variables to
hold matched guard values are preﬁxed by question marks (?g1 and ?g2) and placed in the
normal positions of guard values.
The other two rules are based on abstract syntax, and we have deﬁned two versions to
illustrate that the rules depend on the choice of metamodel for activity models (the metamod-
els are not explicitly shown, but the rules reveal parts of them). An activity is represented by
a node of type actNode in the ﬁrst metamodel and by activity in the other metamodel. In
the ﬁrst metamodel, a control ﬂow is represented by a node of type flow with an attribute
fType="control", where data ﬂow is represented by the same node but diﬀerent fType
value. In the second metamodel, a control ﬂow is represented by a node of type CFlow. In
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1: activity 2: activity
src trg
LHS CFlow
guard=g1
CFlow
guard=g2
src trg
1: activity 2: activitysrc trg
RHS
CFlow
guard=”(”+g1+
” OR ”+g2+”)”
RemoveMultipleEdges (abstract syntax v.2)
[?g2]
RemoveMultipleEdges (concrete syntax)
[?g1] [”(”+?g1+” OR ”
+ ?g2 + ”)”]
LHS RHS
id=1 id=2 id=1 id=2
1: actNode 2: actNode
LHS
flow
fType=”control”
outgoing
RHS
RemoveMultipleEdges (abstract syntax v.1)
grd=g1
flow
fType=”control”
grd=g2outgoing
incoming
incoming 1: actNode 2: actNode
flow
fType=”control”
grd=”(”+g1+
” OR ”+g2+”)”
outgoing incoming
Figure 4.6: Concrete vs. abstract syntax-based rules for activity model refactoring
the ﬁrst metamodel, an activity node has edges (typed incoming and outgoing) going to its
incoming and outgoing control ﬂow respectively. In the other metamodel, the edges between
activities and corresponding control ﬂow go in the other direction to denote the source and
target of the control ﬂow. As we can see, the rule designer has to have detailed knowledge
about the chosen metamodel in order to specify rules based upon abstract syntax.
The discussion above leads to some of the questions that are addressed by the thesis. Can
rules be deﬁned on the concrete syntax for many typical modeling languages? What if we
need to say something about properties without a predeﬁned graphical representation? Are
there languages and language constructs for which it is problematic to deﬁne the rules on
concrete syntax?
Next, we illustrate by a Petri net example that there is a need to extend the basic expres-
siveness of graph transformation rules.
The simple nature of graph transformation is probably a key factor to its success, since
this makes it relatively easy to implement tools and to establish theory on its concepts. For
the graph transformation designer, on the other hand, the lack of higher level constructs re-
duces the usability of graph transformation. This is why some authors have proposed to raise
the level of abstraction by introducing new and powerful graph transformation mechanisms,
e.g. the star operator [60] and recursion [33]. Our experience on a number of graph transfor-
mation examples reveals an often occurring need to match collections of similar subgraphs,
as we will illustrate by an example that uses Petri nets.
A Petri net model consists of places, transitions and directed arrows. The directed arrows
goes from a place to a transition or from a transition to a place. A transition T1 has a preset
of places which is the set of places that have a directed edge to T1, and T1 has a postset of
places which is the set of places that have a directed edge from T1. At any moment a number
of tokens are assigned to each place, and each token is assigned to exactly one place.
In our concrete syntax, the tokens are drawn as small, ﬁlled circles, places are drawn as
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larger, unﬁlled circles, and transitions are drawn as rectangles. An example is shown in the
left part of Figure 4.7, where we have a single transition consisting of two places in the preset
and three places in the postset. The places in the preset have one and two tokens respectively.
The places in the postset have one, zero and zero tokens respectively.

fireTransition
token
place
transition1 2
Legends:
Figure 4.7: Example: The eﬀects of ﬁring a transition on a Petri net model
A transition is enabled when all the places in the preset of a transition have at least one
token. The transition within the leftmost model in Figure 4.7 is thus enabled, and we can
ﬁre a transition. When ﬁring a transition we shall remove one token from each place in the
preset and add one token to each place in the postset. The resulting model after ﬁring the
transition is shown in the right part of Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.8 shows a transformation rule that can express transition ﬁring, but only when
we have a ﬁxed number of two preset places and three postset places. The NAC excludes
application of the rule if we can match an additional preset place. There is a need for a
new mechanism in order to express transition ﬁring by a single rule for arbitrary numbers of
preset and postset places.
id=1.1
id=3.1
id=2id=2 RHSLHS NAC
FireTransition(numPreSet=2, numPostSet=3)
id=1.2
id=3.2
id=3.3
id=1.1
id=3.1
id=2
id=1.2
id=3.2
id=3.3
Figure 4.8: Rule to ﬁre transition for a ﬁxed number of preset and postset places
4.2 Requirements
Based on the problem statement above, we list a set of requirements. These requirements are
used to evaluate the artefacts presented in the next chapter. The requirements are based on
experience from the thesis work, and this list of requirements have gradually evolved.
1. It shall be possible to match and transform collections of similar subgraphs by spec-
ifying a single rule. A rule traditionally matches a ﬁxed number of elements. This
requirement allows some elements to be ﬁxed, while others represent a set of similar
subgraphs. The choice of graph transformation examples we have investigated have
led to this requirement, which is one desirable way to extend the graph transformation
formalism. Other examples could have led to other extension needs.
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2. The mechanism to match and transform collections of similar subgraphs shall be appli-
cable to rules using both concrete and abstract syntax. The notation of the mechanism
must be applicable to all kinds of graphical elements, and not be limited to the generic
elements representing nodes and edges in the abstract syntax. This requirement must
be seen in connection with requirement number 11.
3. A sequence diagram aspect shall deﬁne if and where the match can contain other
events than those explicitly given by the pointcut. This requirement allows a single
aspect to allow arbitrary events in some positions and not in others.
4. A sequence diagram aspect shall be able to match base sequence diagram extracts that
have equivalent traces as the pointcut even for cases where the syntactic structure is
diﬀerent between the pointcut and the base model. This requirement allows the aspect
modeler to concentrate on what the aspect shall match, and not how possible matches
are represented in the base model.
5. The semantics-based weaving of sequence diagram aspects must be tractable. The
weaving must be performed within reasonable time and not have exponential growth
relative to the size of the diagram.
6. A sequence diagram aspect shall be able to match arbitrarily large pointcut structures
(sequence of events) as opposed to single events only in AspectJ. This requirement al-
lows for more precise aspects. This is especially natural for sequence diagrams where
a series of events must occur before there is a match of the aspect.
7. (Soundness of weaving) Given that the pointcut, advice and base diagrams are all
valid sequence diagrams, then the weaving shall guarantee a valid woven sequence
diagram. It is desirable that the weaving does not produce woven diagrams that are
invalid sequence diagrams.
8. A theory shall deﬁne independence criteria for sequence diagram aspect derivations
that guarantee commutativity of the aspect derivations. Independence criteria are help-
ful for establishing other conﬂuence results regarding undecidability and suﬃcient cri-
teria to guarantee conﬂuence. It is also helpful in an analysis to see if two pairs of
aspects are dependent or in conﬂict.
9. A theory shall determine if conﬂuence is undecidable for our sequence diagram aspect
language with full expressiveness or with limited expressiveness. The theory shall
seek to minimize the expressiveness of the aspect language with respect to when we
can prove that conﬂuence is undecidable.
10. A theory shall provide suﬃcient criteria or possibly an algorithmic way to determine
conﬂuence for our sequence diagram aspect language with full expressiveness or with
limited expressiveness. The theory shall seek to maximize the expressiveness with
respect to how conﬂuence can be checked. Requirements 9 and 10 together provide
knowledge of when we can ﬁnd algorithmic ways to check conﬂuence and not, with
respect to the expressiveness of a sequence diagram aspect language.
11. It shall be possible to specify graph transformation rules based on the concrete, graph-
ical syntax of the source and target modeling languages The transformation designer
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does not need to have any knowledge of the metamodels of the source and target lan-
guages. This is a very ambitious requirement, for which we expect that an approach
only meets the requirement for a subset of all possible modeling languages. The next
requirement is strongly related to this one.
12. Concrete syntax-based rules shall be applicable to a majority of the most used mod-
eling languages used as source and/or target language. To be a successful candidate
for general model transformations, it shall support a large number of typical modeling
languages.
13. Concrete syntax-based rules shall be based upon the well-established principles of
algebraic graph transformation [37]. By basing the approach on algebraic graph
transformation we can utilize the existing matching, transformation, termination and
conﬂuence results.
14. Concrete syntax-based rules shall be at least as expressive as traditional abstract
syntax-based graph transformation rules. This means that all the abstract syntax ele-
ments must be available in some way in the concrete syntax-based environment. Oth-
erwise, there will be abstract syntax-based rules that cannot be expressed as concrete
syntax-based rules.
15. A framework to specify and execute concrete syntax-based rules shall be supported by
a set of tools. Tool support is essential to make the approach convincing to a large
community and to be used in practice.
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Contributions
This chapter provides an overview of the four artefacts that constitute the main contributions.
For each artefact we explain the main achievements, while further details, formal deﬁnitions
and proofs can be found in the research papers of part II.
Figure 5.1 shows how the eight papers contribute to the four artefacts. Artefact 3 builds
upon the deﬁnition of artefact 2, while the other two artefacts have no such dependencies.
All of the papers and artefacts concern the common theme of using concrete syntax in graph-
based model transformations.
Using Concrete Syntax in Graph-based Model Transformations
Artefact 1:
Collection Operator
Artefact 2:
Sequence Diagram
Aspect Language
Artefact 3:
Confluence theory for
Sequence Diagram
Aspects
Artefact 4:
Concrete Syntax-based
Graph Transformation
paper 1
paper 2 paper 3
paper 4
paper 5
paper 6
paper 7
paper 8
paper 1
paper 4
paper 6 paper 8
paper 7
Figure 5.1: Overview of papers and artefacts
5.1 A Collection Operator for Graph Transformation
As observed in the previous chapter, the ﬁeld of graph transformation lacks a construct to
match and transform collections of similar subgraphs. Without such a mechanism, graph
transformation is complex or even impractical to use in a number of cases. To address this,
we ﬁrst introduced the collection operator in paper 1. The collection operator can be used in
a graph transformation rule to match and transform a set of similar subgraphs in one step. In
paper 1, we translated a collection rule into a set of collection free rules for execution in the
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AGG tool [95]. While this worked ﬁne for our ﬁrst examples, it became quite complicated in
the general case. There was a need to execute the set of collection free rules stemming from
a collection rule, as a transaction, handle cardinality restrictions, and ensure that the set of
collection free rules shares the common context.
Due to this complicated simulation of a collection rule by a set of collection free rules,
we proposed instead, in paper 5, to give a formal deﬁnition of the collection operator as
an extension to algebraic graph transformation (GT). This enabled us to reuse the existing
algebraic GT matching and transformation deﬁnitions and the associated tools.
A collection operator can be represented by a graph where the collection subgraph is
designated by a node of type coll. This node has min and max as cardinality attributes,
and it has a set of edges targeting all the collection subgraph nodes. The set of all collection
operators in a rule p is referred to as Collp. We use ψ to denote a function that maps each
collection operator in a rule p, to a number within its cardinality range, i.e. ψ : Collp →
(N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}), where ∀c ∈ Collp : ψ(c) ∈ [c.min, c.max].
Each possible ψ for a rule represents a collection free rule where a collection content has
been copied (with fresh identiﬁers in each copy) the same number of times as ψ denotes.
Although there are inﬁnitely many ψ assignments when the upper cardinality of a collection
is unbounded, obviously it has an upper bound when it is to be matched to a ﬁnite graph. In
fact, the collection free rule can be made dynamically as part of the matching process. We
illustrate how the collection operator deﬁnition works by using it to specify a ﬁre transition
rule for the Petri nets that we introduced in the previous chapter.
With two collection operators (identiﬁed as c1 and c2) we can deﬁne the ﬁring of a
transition by a single rule (Figure 5.2). Collection c1 expresses that we remove one token
from each place in the preset, while collection c2 expresses that we add one token to each
place in the postset. The NAC ensures that there are no preset places without a token. This
is because the c1 collection is matched to all preset places with at least one assigned token,
and the preset place of the NAC must be a diﬀerent preset place than all those matched by
the collection. Elements in the NAC can be the same as those in the LHS only if they share
identiﬁers. Furthermore, two elements with shared identiﬁers must also be placed within two
collections having the same identiﬁer or both elements placed outside of all collections.
id=1
id=3
* id=c1 id=c2*
id=1
id=2
id=3
id=c1 id=c2
id=2id=2 RHSLHS NAC
FireTransition
Figure 5.2: Transformation rule with collections to execute the ﬁre transition behavior
The rule with collections represent inﬁnitely many rules for all combinations of pre∗post,
where pre / post denotes the number of preset / postset places respectively of a transition.
It is complicated to express the ﬁring of a transition with a ﬁnite set of rules without the
collection operator.
The matching and transformation process goes through the following steps:
1. Non-deterministically identify a match of the rule’s LHS, where each collection op-
erator has been replaced by the minimum number of content copies. The minimum
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number of content copies equals the minimum cardinality of each collection operator.
In our example, zero is the lower cardinality for both collections. So, we simply look
for a match of any transition. The outcome of this step will be a match of the single
transition of our model.
2. Extend the match of each collection as much as possible. This means that the c1 collec-
tion is expanded to two collection content matches, and the c2 collection is expanded
to three collection content matches. The outcome of this step is a ﬁnal assignment of
ψ, i.e. ψ = {c1→ 2, c2→ 3}.
3. Use the ψ to dynamically build a collection free rule for ψ, as shown in Figure 5.3, and
where the match is the one produced in the previous step.
4. Check that all NACs and dangling conditions are satisﬁed.
5. Apply the ﬁnal collection free rule on the identiﬁed match.
id=1.1
id=3.1
id=2id=2 RHSLHS NAC
FireTransition = {c1  2, c2  3}
id=1.2
id=3.2
id=3.3
id=1.1
id=3.1
id=2
id=1.2
id=3.2
id=3.3
Figure 5.3: A dynamically built collection free transformation rule to execute the ﬁre transi-
tion behavior
Some of the strengths of the collection operator can be summarized as follows. Arbitrary
cardinalities can be assigned to each collection operator; The collection operator works on
both concrete and abstract syntax rules; One or more collection operators can be concisely
expressed within a single transformation rule; The collection operator is formalized as a
straightforward extension of algebraic graph transformation.
The collection operator has dramatically reduced the complexity of the rules needed in
several transformation examples:
• activity diagram aspects and refactorings in papers 1 and 4,
• state machine refactoring in paper 5,
• transformation from sequence diagrams to state machines in paper 8, and
• from feature models to BPMN in paper 6.
The useful collection cardinalities so far have been: 0..∗, 1..∗, 0..1, and 2..∗.
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5.2 A Semantics-based Sequence DiagramAspect Language
Our aspect-oriented language for sequence diagrams shares some design principles with
graph transformation, but the matching is diﬀerent as explained below. This makes the lan-
guage highly generic by being applicable to specify traditional cross-cutting aspects as well
as other transformations of sequence diagrams, e.g. refactoring. Furthermore, we need no
explicit joinpoint model, since a match in a base sequence diagram is deﬁned as a relation
between an arbitrarily large ’LHS’ diagram and the base.
In this setting, an aspect is deﬁned by one pointcut (corresponds to LHS in GT), one
advice (corresponds to RHS in GT) and an arbitrary number of negative pointcuts (corre-
spond to NACs in GT). All these three diagram parts of an aspect are based on the concrete
syntax of sequence diagrams. The aspect language extends sequence diagrams by adding
identiﬁers to messages and lifelines. In addition, the message signals and lifeline types can
have wildcard expressions, e.g. * that matches any value.
Our language is semantics-based in the sense that the matching and weaving is deﬁned
in relation to a trace-based formal model for sequence diagrams. Informally, there is a match
if there exists a pointcut trace, which is contained within at least one base trace. This means
that there will be a pointcut match in the base model in Figure 4.3 from the previous chapter.
The weaving is deﬁned in relation to the match. The main principle is that advice events on a
lifeline replaces the matched events on the same lifeline. This weaving principle is formally
deﬁned in paper 7. Papers 2 and 3 deﬁne weaving also for an aspect which introduces events
on lifelines that are not part of the pointcut. Such aspects are not allowed in paper 7. This
is because they normally lead to non-conﬂuence, and thus they are not so interesting in the
conﬂuence theory.
Theoretically the semantics-based matching on traces works ﬁne as a deﬁnition. But in
practice, and even for relatively small diagrams, a matching based on complete trace sets
is intractable. This problem is due to the growth in number of traces, which is exponential
relative to the number of messages. In papers 2 and 3, we ﬁrst deﬁne lifeline-based matching
which is equivalent to semantics-based matching, and which does not have such an inherent
intractability. To identify if there is a lifeline-based match, it is suﬃcient to: (1) identify
matches on each lifeline in isolation, and (2) ensure that there are no match blocking partial
orders, i.e. no unmatched events that the base diagram requires to happen between two of
the matched events. The deﬁnition of lifeline-based match was imprecise in the papers 2
and 3, and instead we refer to paper 7 for a complete deﬁnition and the associated proof.
The ﬂaw in the previous papers was that it only considered the partial orders imposed by
single messages (i.e. the send event comes before the receive event) to be potentially match
blocking, and not general partial orders.
To keep the aspect language fairly simple, our pointcut diagrams can only use lifelines
and messages, while the base and advice can use arbitrary additional combined fragments
except strict, e.g. alt, par, or loop. We have only described the approach for base
diagrams with the operators seq, alt and loop, but it is also applicable to other operators
if they can be rewritten to compositions of seq and alt. This means that operators such as
opt and par are indirectly supported. In general only loops with a ﬁnite upper bound can
be woven, but paper 3 describes a method to support weaving also for many typical loops of
unbounded cardinality.
The aspect language includes support for decomposition of the aspects in a similar way
as in ordinary sequence diagrams. A decomposed lifeline which occurs in both the pointcut
and the advice leads to two levels of diagrams both for the pointcut and the advice. The UML
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2 speciﬁcation in [74] deﬁnes some rules for decomposition, and these rules also apply to
our aspects with decomposition. Paper 2 shows how decomposition of aspects works on
a concrete example. The decomposition is only used to structure the diagrams, and is not
visible at the trace level where only the non-decomposed lifelines appear. Thus, our trace-
based match and weave deﬁnitions need no extensions to support decomposed diagrams.
So far a match requires that a sequence of events on a pointcut lifeline must be a contin-
uous subsequence of the corresponding base diagram’s lifeline event sequence. However, it
is recognized by other authors that this match concept in some cases is too strict [100, 51],
for instance in cases where multiple aspects are to be woven into the same base diagram.
As opposed to the other authors1, we have introduced an explicit graphical symbol, called
the arbitrary events symbol ( ∥). This symbol is to be placed in lifeline positions of the
pointcut where an arbitrary number of interfering events are allowed in the match. This has
several beneﬁts: (1) the same pointcut can deﬁne that arbitrary events are allowed in some
positions and not in others, (2) the placement of the advice events can be precisely deﬁned
in relation to the arbitrary events symbols.
Figure 5.4 shows an aspect that uses two arbitrary events symbols. The pointcut deﬁnes
that we are looking for matches of an a message followed by a b message, and the arbitrary
events symbol used on both the lifelines indicate that there may be arbitrary events in be-
tween the send a event (!a) and the send b event (!b) on lifeline L1, and between receive a
(?a) and receive b (?b) on lifeline L2. The corresponding advice adds an admessage with an
explicit position relative to the arbitrary events. The send event of ad, !ad, shall be inserted
directly after the !a event (and before all the arbitrary events) on lifeline L1, and the receive
event, ?ad, shall be inserted directly before the ?b event (and after all the arbitrary events)
on lifeline L2.
L1 a
b
pointcut
L2
// //
advice
L1 a
b
L2
// //ad
Figure 5.4: An aspect that uses two arbitrary events symbols
The arbitrary events symbols must be repeated in the advice. This is to avoid problems
such as producing woven diagrams with only the send or receive event of a message. Our
theory assumes that all the pointcut, advice and base diagrams only have complete messages,
i.e. both (or none of) the send and receive events of a message must be part of the diagram.
Furthermore, multiple arbitrary events symbols on a pointcut lifeline must maintain the same
order in the advice, which means that no identiﬁers are needed to pair corresponding arbitrary
events symbols of the pointcut with the advice. More details about the arbitrary events
symbol are found in paper 2.
Paper 7 provides formal match and weave deﬁnitions for sequence diagram aspects in-
cluding negative pointcuts and arbitrary events symbols. If we consider the subclass of as-
pects where advice events are not introduced on lifelines without pointcut events, then we
1Whittle et al. [101] have in parallel with our work introduced a combined fragment of type any in the
MATA tool, which is an alternative to our arbitrary events symbol. However, the MATA tool uses syntax-based
matching as opposed to our semantics-based matching.
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get a strong result which we call weaving soundness. Given that the pointcut, advice and
base diagrams are all valid sequence diagrams, then the woven result will always be a valid
sequence diagram (proof is given in paper 7). A sequence diagram is invalid if the imposed
partial order relation is circular, as illustrated by Figure 4.4 from the previous chapter. The
weaving soundness also trivially holds for negative pointcuts, since they only restrict the
cases for which we can weave. For arbitrary events symbols, the weaving soundness also
holds if we add the restriction that ’the advice cannot introduce a partial order with the re-
ceive event before an arbitrary events symbol on one lifeline and the corresponding send
event after an arbitrary events symbol on another lifeline’, where ’before’/’after’ is not nec-
essarily immediately before/after.
Our semantics-based weaving does not lead to woven diagrams which are nicely struc-
tured. This is because the weaving ﬁrst rewrites a base diagram with combined fragments
into a set of base diagrams without combined fragments. This is required by the lifeline-
based matching, which is only deﬁned for diagrams without combined fragments. A match-
ing and weaving is performed on all the base diagrams. Finally, we produce a woven diagram
with one outermost alt operator and one operand for each woven base diagram. Therefore
our semantics-based weaving must only be applied in cases where we do not intend to con-
tinue work on the woven diagrams. Our semantics-based weaving is intended for automatic
generation of other artefacts, e.g. to test if a sequence diagram is a correct reﬁnement of
another sequence diagram [61], or to test if a system speciﬁed by UML state charts, class
diagrams and object diagrams is consistent with sequence diagram speciﬁcations [75].
We have a tool which also includes weaving of the above mentioned supported class of
unbounded loops. The tool uses the Eclipse-based SeDi sequence diagram editor v.1 [59]
to deﬁne base, pointcut and advice diagrams. The weaving has been tested to behave cor-
rectly on several examples, by manually investigating the woven textual interactions. There
is currently no support in the tool for the arbitrary events symbol and decomposition (de-
composition is ﬁrst introduced in SeDi v.2). We believe it is straightforward to also support
these parts in a future version based on SeDi v.2.
5.3 A Theory for Conﬂuence Analysis of Sequence Diagram
Aspects
In paper 7 we describe a conﬂuence theory for our sequence diagram aspect language in-
cluding negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events symbol. A conﬂuence analysis is helpful
in order to automatically detect if there are dependencies among aspects. Non-conﬂuent as-
pects often means that it is necessary to specify an explicit weaving order, redesign some of
the aspects, or exclude one or more aspects.
Our aspects can be seen as analogous to term rewrite rules or graph transformation rules.
There already exists a well-established theoretical foundation on conﬂuence for graph trans-
formation systems (GTS) [37, 57, 78], and conﬂuence for term rewrite systems [53, 39].
These conﬂuence theories are, however, not directly transferable to our aspects. The con-
crete syntax of sequence diagrams and aspects deﬁned upon these are quite diﬀerent from
graphs and GTS rules. For a node in a graph, there is no order among its incoming and out-
going edges. In sequence diagrams, on the other hand, the events are partially ordered. The
partial order also makes sequence diagrams diﬀerent from term rewrite systems, where the
elements in a term are totally ordered. The semantics-based matching and weaving further
complicates the relation to the well-known existing conﬂuence theories.
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From Newman’s lemma [64] conﬂuence equals local conﬂuence for terminating rules /
aspects. As already deﬁned in Section 3.1, local conﬂuence means that two direct derivations
from the same base diagram, are always joinable. We have not provided a termination theory
for our aspects, but we assume that the set of aspects are terminating. This allows us to focus
on the joinability of all possible pairs of direct derivations from the same base diagram.
We deﬁne two derivations from the same base diagram to be independent if and only if
these two derivations can be directly joined by commuting the two derivations. While Lam-
bers et al. [57] identify two diﬀerent conﬂict types that can make two derivations dependent
in GT, we identify ﬁve types of conﬂicts for sequence diagrams of which two are variants of
those from GT. Two of the new conﬂict types (produceMB-blocked and deleteMB-forbid)
relate to match blocking partial orders, which can be seen as a kind of ﬁxed negative pointcut
for an aspect. A match blocking partial order is a partial order between two of the unmatched
base events, and such that the partial order of the base diagram requires these two events to
happen between two of the matched events. The partial order is match blocking since it
prevents a pointcut trace to be a continuous subsequence in a base trace, i.e. it prevents a
match.
Our ﬁve conﬂict types are:
• use-delete. This conﬂict type occurs when one derivation deletes a direct relation in
the partial order which was part of the other derivation’s match. Analogous to a GT
conﬂict type.
• produce-forbid. This conﬂict type occurs when one derivation adds something that
leads to a match of one of the other aspects negative pointcuts. Analogous to a GT
conﬂict type.
• produceMB-blocked. This conﬂict type occurs when one derivation adds a match
blocking partial order for the other derivation’s potential match.
• produce-produce. This conﬂict type occurs when the commutation of the two deriva-
tions leads to an unequal order of events on a lifeline.
• deleteMB-forbid. This conﬂict type occurs when one derivation deletes what previ-
ously was a match blocking partial order for one of the other aspects negative point-
cuts.
The conﬂict type produce-produce is due to the ordering of events on a lifeline. Produce-
produce conﬂicts do not occur in GT, since there are no orders among the incoming or among
the outgoing edges of a node.
Figure 5.5 shows an example of a produceMB-blocked conﬂict. The MakeMB aspect
produces a match blocking partial order (the message mb) for the other derivation, and thus
the two derivations are dependent. Notice that although the messages a and bm are crossing
in the base model, there is still a match of the A1 aspect. The message bm is not a match
blocking message since none of the bm events has to happen between any of the a events.
The following theorem states an important result for one of the most expressive forms of
aspect diagrams:
Theorem 5.3.1 (Undecidable). It is undecidable to determine conﬂuence of an arbitrary
ﬁnite set of terminating aspect diagrams with negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events
symbol.
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Figure 5.5: produceMB-blocked conﬂict where one derivation produces a match blocking
partial order for the other aspect
The theorem above is proven in paper 7. As deﬁned in Section 3.1, conﬂuence means that
all derivations from the same base diagram must be joinable, and there is only conﬂuence if
this holds for any base diagram. The joinability of all derivations from a ﬁxed base diagram
is trivially decidable if we have a ﬁnite set of terminating aspects. With a ﬁxed base diagram
we can perform all possible derivations, of which there are only a ﬁnite number.
If we do not allow aspects with negative pointcuts or arbitrary events symbols, paper 7
proves a theorem that can be used to algorithmically decide if conﬂuence holds or not. The
theorem is based on analysing a set of critical pairs. As opposed to term rewriting systems
and GT, the joinability of what we call minimal context critical pairs is not suﬃcient to
claim conﬂuence. A minimal context critical pair consists of two dependent derivations,
where the base diagram consists only of matched messages from the two pointcuts of the
two derivations.
In our conﬂuence check, we ﬁrst calculate all the minimal context critical pairs. Each
minimal context critical pair is then extended in a systematic way into what we call an ex-
tended critical pair such that this critical pair is maximally diﬃcult to join. This is accom-
plished by reducing the applicable aspects in two ways: (1) the introduction of new events in
between the two matches of the critical pair, and (2) the introduction of match blocking par-
tial orders. Both these extensions may prevent matches and hence the application of aspects
that are used to join the two derivation results in the critical pair. At the same time we can
only insert messages that do not prevent the two derivations of the critical pair.
Figure 5.6 shows an example where all minimal context critical pairs are joinable, but
we still do not have conﬂuence since an extended critical pair is not joinable. The three
aspects are plain additive and they all add an adv message. The A1 − A2 derivations for a
base diagram in the middle part of Figure 5.6 shows the only minimal context critical pair.
This critical pair is joinable by applying the A3 and A1 aspects on the two woven diagrams
in the critical pair.
In the bottom part of Figure 5.6, we show the extended critical pair. The base diagram of
the extended critical pair extends the minimal context critical pair base diagram by adding
messages with signal χ. Messages with signal χ shall not occur in any of the pointcut dia-
grams. The χ message does not prevent the ﬁrst A1 and A2 derivations. However, the A3
aspect is no longer applicable since (!χ, ?χ) becomes a match blocking partial order. We
reach two normal forms which are diﬀerent, and we have shown that the set of aspects is not
conﬂuent.
The main result of the conﬂuence theory is given by the following theorem:
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Figure 5.6: Joinable minimal context critical pairs does not imply local conﬂuence
Theorem 5.3.2 (Conﬂuence). A set of terminating aspect diagrams (without the arbitrary
events symbol and without negative pointcuts) is conﬂuent if and only if all the extended
critical pairs are joinable.
5.4 A Framework for Concrete Syntax-basedGraph Trans-
formations
Algebraic graph transformation can be used to specify model transformations [96]. Such
transformations have a general applicability in that they can be deﬁned for most modeling
languages. A disadvantage is that the transformation designer has to use the abstract syn-
tax, in which a detailed knowledge of the metamodels of the source and target languages is
needed.
This section provides an overview of a framework that allows the user to deﬁne the
LHS/RHS/NACs of a rule by using source and target model elements in concrete syntax.
Further details are given in paper 6. This framework, which we call concrete syntax-based
graph transformation (CGT), has the following properties:
• Concrete syntax. The transformation modeler can think entirely in the concrete, graph-
ical syntax of the source and target modeling languages, i.e. no knowledge of the
source or target metamodels is needed.
• Graph transformation. CGT rules are automatically compiled into algebraic graph
transformation rules in abstract syntax, which means that the well-established alge-
braic graph transformation theory [22, 78, 57, 58] and tools [95, 7, 6] can be directly
applied.
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• Generic. CGT is applicable to a majority of the most commonly used source and target
languages. CGT shall strive to make concrete syntax-based rules appropriate for the
most common modeling languages. Abstract syntax can still be used for non-graphical
modeling languages or if there are problematic concrete syntax constructs.
Figure 5.7 explains the process that an editor designer performs in order to conﬁgure
and automatically generate a concrete syntax-based rule editor. The resulting editor allows
a model transformation designer to specify concrete syntax-based rules, compile these auto-
matically into abstract syntax-based rules and execute the transformations on a source model
to produce target models. The model transformation designer can concentrate on the con-
crete syntax to specify the model transformation, while the actual implementation behind the
scenes uses the abstract syntax and a traditional graph transformation tool to do the transfor-
mation.
+ +
<<manual>>
Import/define
source abstract syntax
<<manual>>
Import/define
target abstract syntax
<<manual>>
Specify a bidirectional
mapping between
concrete syntax and
abstract syntax (source ) <<automatic>>
Generate Concrete
Syntax-based
Rule Editor
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Specify a bidirectional
mapping between
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Figure 5.7: Transformation modeler tasks to conﬁgure the rule editor
The editor designer starts by providing the deﬁnitions of the source and target meta-
models, i.e. the abstract syntax. For commonly used modeling languages, such metamodel
deﬁnitions may be publicly available. Assuming our framework supports the available for-
mat, it is suﬃcient to import the deﬁnition. Otherwise the editor designer needs to deﬁne the
abstract syntax deﬁnition(s) from scratch.
The next step is to associate graphical representations with the abstract syntaxes, i.e.
to deﬁne the concrete syntaxes. In this step, the editor designer speciﬁes a bidirectional
mapping between the concrete and abstract syntax, for both the source and target languages.
Again, for commonly used modeling languages, it may be suﬃcient to import such mappings
from a publicly available registry. The Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [21] is one
example of a tool where an editor designer can deﬁne the concrete syntax and mapping to a
corresponding abstract syntax. The steps of deﬁning source or target concrete syntaxes can
be skipped, but then only abstract syntax will be available in the rule editor.
When the source and target abstract and concrete syntaxes are deﬁned, a fully automated
tool can generate a rule editor. Our approach of using concrete syntax-based rules that are
automatically compiled into abstract syntax-based rules means that we can reuse existing
matching and transformation engines, as well as switching to graphical, abstract syntax when
this is better suited.
When using algebraic graph transformation to perform model transformations, there was
also prior to our approach a need to deﬁne the mappings between the models (i.e. concrete
syntax) and the graphs (i.e. abstract syntax). The basic idea of our approach is that these
mappings can be reused when mapping from concrete syntax-based rules to abstract syntax-
based rules. Papers 1,4,5 and 6 show that this principle works ﬁne for many transformation
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scenarios. However, special treatment is necessary to handle (1) order-signiﬁcant models and
(2) merged graphical elements. These concepts are explained in the following paragraphs.
Order-signiﬁcant elements. The problem with order-signiﬁcant elements occurs when an
element has a signiﬁcant order among its connected elements, e.g. the order of the events on
a sequence diagram lifeline. In algebraic graph transformation there is no order among the
incident edges of a node.
Merged graphical elements. When multiple abstract syntax elements are represented
by concrete syntax elements that are overlapping, very close to each other or even merged
into combined concrete syntax elements, then there may be diﬃculties to use our approach
without special treatment. This challenge occurs for an alt operator and its operands, and
for a UML state machine and its regions. Such constructs can be diﬃcult to match and
transform, and in future work we plan to introduce special treatment for such constructs.
Paper 8 proposes a way to handle sequence diagrams, which needs special treatment in
CGT since the language has both order-signiﬁcant elements and merged graphical elements.
We need to stress that using sequence diagrams as the source and target language in CGT is
quite diﬀerent from our sequence diagram aspect language. This is clariﬁed in Section 6.1
of the next Chapter.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This chapter is organized in three sections. The ﬁrst section discusses some design decisions
and how the aspect language for sequence diagrams is complementary to concrete syntax-
based graph transformation applied to sequence diagrams. The second section evaluates
our artefacts against the requirements identiﬁed in Section 4.2. The third and ﬁnal section
discusses related work to our thesis work.
As a shorthand we use the following numbering of the artefacts. Artefact 1 = a collection
operator for graph transformation; Artefact 2 = a semantics-based sequence diagram aspect
language; Artefact 3 = a theory for conﬂuence analysis of sequence diagram aspects; and
Artefact 4 = a framework for concrete syntax-based graph transformations.
6.1 Design Decisions
In this thesis we have presented two quite diﬀerent transformation approaches for sequence
diagrams: (1) the sequence diagram aspect language, and (2) concrete syntax-based graph
transformation. The latter is used in paper 8 to transform from sequence diagrams to state
machines. Our aspect language to do transformations on sequence diagrams is semantics-
based, but not structure-preserving in the sense that all the structure of combined fragments
etc. is broken down in the weaving process. The graph transformation approach on the other
hand, is purely syntax-based, but structure-preserving.
In some cases a semantics-based approach may be better suited. This goes for cases
where the pointcut consists of several elements that can found in the base model in diﬀerent
syntactical representations, so that there is a risk to miss out relevant matches. This is not
the case for the transformation from sequence diagrams to state machines, where we sys-
tematically match and treat each topmost element on the lifeline. Instead the syntax-based
approach is better suited for that transformation, since structure-preservation of the interme-
diate models is important.
There are several graph transformation approaches and tools, so why did we choose the
algebraic graph transformation and the AGG tool? This is because of the strong theoreti-
cal theory regarding termination and conﬂuence analysis, which is also supported by AGG.
While AGG is useful as a research tool, it is not so suited in many industrial settings since
the performance and scalability is better addressed by other tools, e.g. Viatra [99] and PRO-
GRES [86, 88]. Also, AGG does not support the ’set nodes’ supported by Fujaba [29] and
PROGRES, which can be used as an alternative to the collection operator for simple cases.
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Still, as discussed in Chapter 4, the set nodes are too restrictive in the general case.
Why have we chosen to use the two-graph notation style for our rules, while other authors
have chosen the more compact single-graph notation style [101, 42, 43, 73, 81]. These two
notation styles have advantages and disadvantages. We see the following advantages of the
two-graph notation style compared to the single-graph: (1) the two-graph notation style is
closer to the algebraic GT theory since the theory is based on three graphs, (2) the LHS
shows clearly everything to match and nothing else, and (3) the graphs are not cluttered by
special tags to indicate the elements to be added, deleted and those belonging to NACs.
The two-graph notation style has a disadvantage compared to the single-graph style in
that there is need to use identiﬁers to denote shared elements between the LHS and the RHS.
The elements to be deleted are clearly marked by deletion tags (e.g. del) in the single-graph
style, while this correspond to LHS elements without identiﬁers in the two-graph notation
style. The single-graph style has an advantage by being the most concise of the two notation
styles. As mentioned also in Section 3.1, a tool that allows to switch freely between the
single-graph and the two-graph notation styles may be an ideal solution.
Why have we chosen to use a trace-based formal model, instead of an automata-based
formal model, for our semantics-based sequence diagram aspect language? The UML 2
speciﬁcation [74] explains the semantics of a sequence diagram by traces of events and in
STAIRS [85, 36] a trace-based formal model for sequence diagrams is deﬁned. By basing our
aspect language on that formal model, we can utilize the existing formalism from STAIRS
that includes semantics for combined fragments and a reﬁnement theory.
A trace-based formal model gives a denotational semantics as opposed an automata-
based formal model which represents operational semantics. It is easier to formalize the
matching and weaving upon a denotational semantics than with operational semantics. This
makes it easier to derive formal proofs for conﬂuence, termination etc. A disadvantage with
denotational semantics in general may be that implementations based directly upon it may be
ineﬃcient. This is the case also for the trace-based formal model, and instead our matching
and weaving tool has been based on an equivalent, more eﬃcient strategy which we have
called lifeline-based matching.
We have only considered sequence diagrams with asynchronous messages, which is
common practice also in many other works which involve sequence diagram-like speci-
ﬁcation languages, e.g. for message sequence charts [62, 52], and for sequence diagrams
[85, 36, 41, 51].
When sequence diagrams use synchronous messages, there is an additional requirement
on the event orders, but there are variations on how to interpret the semantics. Harel and
Maoz [35] say that a message sent from a lifeline L must also be received (normally on a
diﬀerent lifeline) before the next event occurs on lifeline L. Another even stricter interpre-
tation by Amstel [98] is that a synchronous message is a single action where no events can
take place between the send and receive events of that message. In addition to diﬀerent in-
terpretations, Dan et al. [14] show that some precaution is needed when modeling sequence
diagrams with synchronous messages, in order to get the intended trace semantics.
With any of the semantic interpretations of synchronous messages, the traces imposed
by a sequence diagram with synchronous messages will be a subset of the traces imposed
by the same sequence diagram where one or more of the messages are changed to asyn-
chronous messages. This means that our trace-based match deﬁnition still applies even for
synchronous messages. With synchronous messages only, crossing messages will not be
allowed and becomes an additional criteria when ensuring that our weaving produces valid
woven sequence diagrams.
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Although all our examples in the thesis are behavioral models, our approach of using con-
crete syntax-based graph transformation rules shall be applicable also to structural models
for which algebraic GT has many successful applications.
6.2 Evaluation of the Artefacts with Respect to the Require-
ments
This section discusses to what degree the requirements listed in Section 4.2 have been met
by our artefacts. Requirement 1 is addressed by artefact 1; Requirement 2 is addressed
by artefact 1 and 4; Requirements 3-7 are addressed by artefact 2; Requirements 8-10 are
addressed by artefact 3; and Requirements 11-15 are addressed by artefact 4.
1. It shall be possible to match and transform collections of similar subgraphs by spec-
ifying a single rule. This is achieved by introducing the dashed line frame of the col-
lection operator. When used in the LHS, it expresses matching of similar subgraphs.
When used in the RHS, it expresses transformation of similar subgraphs.
2. The mechanism to match and transform collections of similar subgraphs shall be ap-
plicable to rules using both concrete and abstract syntax. This is partially achieved by
having a notation that can be placed around arbitrary elements. For some constructs,
where several elements are merged into the same graphical construct (e.g. combined
fragments of sequence diagrams, state regions of a state machine), a new, generic
graphical construct was introduced in paper 8. For those modeling languages we have
not investigated, there may be other graphical elements for which it is diﬃcult to use
the collection operator in an intuitive way. So far we have mainly investigated many
of the UML diagram types and Petri nets.
3. A sequence diagram aspect shall deﬁne if and where the match can contain other
events than those explicitly given by the pointcut. This is achieved by using the ar-
bitrary events symbol on the relevant positions of pointcut diagram lifelines. These
positions are the only positions where additional events, not explicitly given by the
pointcut, are allowed in base diagram matches.
4. A sequence diagram aspect shall be able to match base sequence diagram extracts that
have equivalent traces as the pointcut even for cases where the syntactic structure is
diﬀerent between the pointcut and the base model. This is achieved by deﬁning the
matching in relation to traces for a trace-based formal model.
5. The semantics-based weaving of sequence diagram aspects must be tractable. Calcu-
lating the entire trace sets is not tractable even for relatively small sequence diagrams.
Instead we use a lifeline-based matching. In paper 7 we prove that a lifeline-based
matching and the absence of match blocking partial orders is equivalent to a trace-
based matching. The latter matching process is tractable.
6. A sequence diagram aspect shall be able to match arbitrarily large pointcut structures
(sequence of events) as opposed to single events only in AspectJ. This is achieved by
allowing the pointcut to be an arbitrarily large sequence diagram.
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7. (Soundness of weaving) Given that the pointcut, advice and base diagrams are all
valid sequence diagrams, then the weaving shall guarantee a valid woven sequence
diagram. This is proven by the proof of Lemma 3 in paper 7 for aspects without the
arbitrary events symbol, and by the proof of Lemma 6 in paper 7 for aspects with the
arbitrary events symbol.
8. A theory shall deﬁne independence criteria for sequence diagram aspect derivations
that guarantee commutativity of the aspect derivations. The independence criteria are
given in Lemmas 7 and 8 in paper 7.
9. A theory shall determine if conﬂuence is undecidable for our sequence diagram as-
pect language with full expressiveness or with limited expressiveness. The proof of
Theorem 1 in paper 7 proves that conﬂuence of our sequence diagram aspects is unde-
cidable, when we use full expressiveness.
10. A theory shall provide suﬃcient criteria or possibly an algorithmic way to determine
conﬂuence for our sequence diagram aspect language with full expressiveness or with
limited expressiveness. This criterion is met by restricting the aspects from using neg-
ative pointcuts and the arbitrary events symbol. The proof of Theorem 2 in paper 7
means that we have an algorithm to check conﬂuence for such aspects. It is suﬃcient to
check the joinability of what we call extended critical pairs. As with ordinary critical
pairs, such a check can be time-consuming. The performance issue for the extended
critical pairs has not been addressed by this thesis.
11. It shall be possible to specify graph transformation rules based on the concrete, graph-
ical syntax of the source and target modeling languages. For some of the most com-
monly used modeling languages, we have shown that transformation rules can be based
on the concrete, graphical syntax of the source and target modeling languages.
12. Concrete syntax-based rules shall be applicable to a majority of the most used model-
ing languages used as source and/or target language. This criterion is not suﬃciently
tested. All the languages we have experimented with can be used within the frame-
work. However, we needed to introduce some extensions for several of the languages.
When the framework is applied to other languages, more extensions to the framework
may be necessary.
13. Concrete syntax-based rules shall be based upon the well-established principles of
algebraic graph transformation [37]. This is achieved by compiling the concrete
syntax-based rules into traditional abstract syntax-based rules, and by following the
main principles of graph transformation also on the concrete syntax level.
14. Concrete syntax-based rules shall be at least as expressive as traditional abstract
syntax-based graph transformation rules. This is achieved by requiring that the map-
ping from abstract to concrete syntax is suﬃciently comprehensive, and that the gen-
erated rule editor provides property views for non-visualized elements. Hence, all
the metamodel properties of the source and target models become editable in the rule
editor, directly as graphical elements or within additional property views.
15. A framework to specify and execute concrete syntax-based rules shall be supported
by a set of tools. This is not covered by the thesis work. We have hardcoded some
conﬁgurations of the framework in prototype tools (papers 1 and 4), but the main tool
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to automatically generate a rule editor, from the deﬁnitions of abstract syntax, concrete
syntax and the mapping between these, has not been implemented.
6.3 Related Work
In this section we describe related work for each artefact. We cover the closely related work
in more detail than in the attached papers of Part II, while the attached papers complement
with additional discussion of related work. Since there are no other approaches providing
a comparable conﬂuence theory for sequence diagram aspects, the section for that artefact
describes our results in relation to graph transformation and term rewriting systems.
Related Work for Artefact 1
There are some works carried out in parallel with our thesis work that propose alternatives
to the collection operator [81, 28, 38, 65]. In all these alternatives, a single rule can match
collections of subgraphs. Figure 6.1 shows a rule to simulate transition ﬁring in Petri nets,
expressed using diﬀerent notations.
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Figure 6.1: A rule to simulate transition ﬁring in Petri nets expressed using alternative nota-
tions
The topmost rule is expressed using our proposed collection operator, which is the only
operator deﬁned to work also on the concrete syntax of the source and target languages, and
not only on the abstract syntax of graphs. Rensink [81] uses exists (∃) quantiﬁers in a frame
to denote elements outside of collections, and for all (∀) quantiﬁers in a frame to denote
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elements inside a collection. Notice also that Rensinks rules use a single graph style where
the LHS are merged with the RHS. Special markers denote elements to be added (add), or
deleted (del), or elements belonging to NAC conditions (neg). Fuss and Tuttlies [28] use a
multi-rectangle symbol to surround the collection content. Minas and Hoﬀmann [38, 65] use
the same symbol, but it can only be attached to single nodes. Shared identiﬁers among such
nodes mean that they belong to the same collection, and all the incident edges of collection
nodes are deﬁned to belong to the collection.
Fuss and Tuttlies [28] and Rensink [84] goes beyond our collection operator in that they
support nested ’collection operators’. None of the related works support collection cardinal-
ities beyond 0..∗ and 1..∗. The other approaches focus only on applying their collection op-
erators for the abstract syntax. Still, the notations proposed by Rensink [81] and as sketched
by Fuss and Tuttlies [28] have a nature which makes them appropriate to be introduced on
the concrete syntax. This is not the case for the notation proposed by Minas and Hoﬀmann
[38, 65].
Our formalization of the collection operator is diﬀerent from those mentioned above.
When a match is found we reduce the collection rule into a collection free rule. Each col-
lection is replaced by the same number of collection content copies as the actual match.
Then we apply the dynamically produced collection free rule as an ordinary rule within the
framework of algebraic graph transformation using the double-pushout approach.
Related Work for Artefact 2
Klein et al. [52, 51] describe a semantics-based aspect language for two closely related di-
agram types: Hierarchical Message Sequence Charts (HMSC) and UML 2 sequence dia-
grams. Like in our language the semantics of the diagrams in Klein et al. is based on asyn-
chronous messages. Although Klein et al. use a ﬁnite automata-based formal model and we
use a trace-based formal model, the semantic interpretation of sequence diagrams seems to
be equivalent.
In their approach all the non-overlapping matches of an aspect are identiﬁed and all are
woven in one step, while we apply an aspect on one match at a time and continue until there
are no more matches. As opposed to their approach, our matches can be overlapping. Fur-
thermore, the application of an aspect in our approach may introduce new matches that were
not present in the initial base model. For plain additive aspects where the advice contains the
pointcut, we prevent non-termination by requiring that the same match cannot be used again
with the same aspect.
Klein et al. [51] deﬁne four diﬀerent match strategies of which we directly support two.
On the other hand their match strategy is more restricted since their chosen match strategy
must apply to an entire pointcut. We can freely mix our two supported match strategies in
the same pointcut since we have introduced the arbitrary events symbol. Additional events
in the base diagram are only allowed in positions where an arbitrary events symbol is placed.
The need for the two match strategies from Klein et al. that we don’t support, is not justiﬁed
by any examples, and the usefulness thus remains to be shown.
They have two beneﬁts compared to our approach. Firstly, they allow arbitrary nesting
of loops and alts in the based model, while our weaving does not support loops and alts
within unbounded loops. Secondly, they can always ensure that matches are treated as early
as possible, while we only support a random match strategy if there are unbounded loops.
On the other hand, our approach have some beneﬁts compared to their approach. The
automata-based approach cannot handle unbounded loops that lead to irregular trace expres-
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sions. Such loops impose no problem in our approach. Although an unbounded loop repre-
sents inﬁnite trace sets, the weaving can always be performed on a bounded structure. This
bounded structure is calculated in relation to the size of the pointcut. The old unbounded loop
will be rewritten to a new loop where the loop body is ﬁnally woven. Neither the approach
by Klein et al. nor our approach consider weaving of unbounded loops involving arbitrary
events.
Klein et al. do not deﬁne how advice events are to be placed in relation to arbitrary
events. If this is randomly selected or if the designer can choose freely, then there is a risk
of producing invalid woven sequence diagrams. In paper 7 we ensure valid woven sequence
diagrams by restricting where the new advice events can be placed in relation to the arbitrary
events symbols.
Our aspect language goes beyond Klein et al. by introducing negative pointcuts and de-
composition for the aspects.
Related Work for Artefact 3
Independence of our aspect derivations is more complicated than the independence of graph
transformation rules. Leen et al. [57] have identiﬁed two cases that can make two deriva-
tions dependent, use-delete and produce-forbid conﬂicts. A use-delete conﬂict occurs if one
derivation deletes elements that are matched by the other derivation. A produce-forbid con-
ﬂict occurs if one derivation adds elements that produce a match for the other derivations
NAC. With our aspects we get three additional conﬂict types which are caused by the partial
order property of trace events.
For term rewriting systems all critical pairs are joinable if and only if there is conﬂuence
[53]. This is not the case for graph transformation. Conﬂuence of graph transformation rules,
even without NACs, is undecidable as proven by Plump in [78]. Similarly, we prove in paper
7 that conﬂuence of sequence diagram aspects is undecidable, but only when the aspects can
use negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events symbol.
When limiting the expressiveness of our aspects by excluding negative pointcuts and the
arbitrary events symbol, conﬂuence can be algorithmically checked based on our notion of
extended critical pairs. We prove that a set of terminating aspects is conﬂuent if and only
if all extended critical pairs are joinable. In graph transformation and term rewriting, the
critical pairs are completely constructed from merging elements from the LHSs of a pair of
rules. In our extended critical pairs we introduce new events, with a reserved message signal
χ, in special positions of the extended critical pair.
Related Work for Artefact 4
AToM3 [16] is an existing graph transformation tool in which you can deﬁne the rules by
using concrete syntax-based rules that are compiled into python code with their own match-
ing and transformation engine. This makes it best suited for transformations where both
the source and target languages have a concrete, graphical syntax. For other languages that
lack a concrete, graphical syntax, AToM3 doesn’t provide a generic abstract syntax. Hence,
transformations involving such languages needs to be written in python code. In contrast
our approach of using concrete syntax-based rules that are compiled into abstract syntax-
based rules means that we can reuse existing matching and transformation engines, as well
as switching to graphical, abstract syntax when this is better suited. Furthermore, conﬂuence
and termination analysis can be directly applied if our rules are compiled into AGG rules.
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The TIGER tool from Biermann et al. [7, 83, 26, 82] allows transformation rules to be
deﬁned using the concrete syntax. Just as in our approach, these rules are then compiled into
abstract syntax rules, where the actual transformation takes place.
Their strength is that they already have a tool implementation, but their approach is so far
limited compared to ours in that the approach only works for endogenous transformations.
All attributes are placed in so called ’property views’. In our approach this is the last resort
only to be used for attributes without a deﬁned visualization. The examples shown so far are
all about simulating behavior, e.g. the simulation of the Ludo game.
Baar and Whittle [3] show how to express concrete syntax-based rules that are equally
expressive as QVT graphical rules [70]. A rule has a LHS and a RHS, but uses OCL expres-
sions in a when-clause instead of graphical NACs. They support transformations where the
source and target language are diﬀerent, although the source and target language is the same
in all their examples (which are all about model refactorings).
It is not trivial to see how Baar and Whittle could express our example transformation
from feature models to BMPN (see paper 6) without support for our generic nodes/edges and
the collection operator. Their refactoring rules for UML class diagrams should be possible to
express in our approach, where most of the complexity lies in deﬁning NACs that correspond
to their OCL when-clauses.
In the SmartAdapters tool described by Ramos et al. [79] and by Brice et al. [66], the
notion of model snippets corresponds very closely to our concrete syntax-based LHS rules
and NACs. The transformation part, which is expressed entirely by RHS models in our
approach, needs to be speciﬁed by textual composition directives in their approach.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter is separated into two sections. The ﬁrst section summarize the main achieve-
ments, and the second section sketches directions for future work.
7.1 Achievements
We have introduced the collection operator for graph transformation as a way to easily spec-
ify the matching and transformation of collections of similar subgraphs. The notation is
concise and applicable to all kinds of graphical elements. The collection operator diﬀers
from parallel work from other authors in that it allows for arbitrary cardinalities and by its
straightforward extension of algebraic graph transformation. Our experience in a number
of transformation examples is that a graphical construct similar to a collection operator is
essential to be able to deﬁne the transformations in a user-friendly manner.
An aspect language for sequence diagrams can introduce many beneﬁts to the model-
driven development. The set of basic sequence diagrams does not need to be cluttered with
repetitive interaction fragments if we use sequence diagram aspects. Sequence diagram as-
pects help to modularize, isolate and better maintain cross-cutting concerns at the model
level. Our language and the language by Klein et al. [52, 51] are the only semantics-based
sequence diagram aspect languages. We use a trace-based formal model while they use an
automata-based formal model. To our best knowledge our arbitrary events symbol and the
property of guaranteeing valid woven sequence diagrams are novel. We have implemented
a tool to deﬁne aspects and to perform weaving for a large part of the aspect language (ex-
cluding negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events symbol).
Conﬂuence analysis. No other works have introduced a conﬂuence analysis for sequence
diagram aspects. In paper 7 we have explained why the conﬂuence theories from string
rewriting and graph transformation are not directly applicable. We prove that conﬂuence is
undecidable with high expressiveness in the sequence diagram aspects. By restricting the
expressiveness to exclude negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events symbol, we show that
conﬂuence can be algorithmically checked. The joinability of traditional critical pairs is not
suﬃcient to claim conﬂuence. By introducing the notion of extended critical pairs we can
check if we have conﬂuence or not.
In the thesis work we have experimented with several model transformation scenarios of
which we use concrete syntax instead of abstract syntax. This is unproblematic for some
modeling languages, while special treatment is needed for some other modeling languages.
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7.2 Future Work
In this section possible directions for future work are described.
There are reported cases where a nesting of collection operators is needed [84]. The
formalization of nested collection operators would be a natural extension to the formal def-
initions of the collection operator, and current investigations indicate that this is feasible.
Tool support within an algebraic graph transformation tool would also make the operator
available to the graph transformation community. An extended theory is needed in order to
use the conﬂuence and termination theory for algebraic graph transformation in combination
with the collection operator.
We have not considered combined fragments with guards in our sequence diagram aspect
language. Since guards are important in sequence diagrams, future work should ensure that
the aspect language can support base diagrams with guards. Some investigation is needed to
see how our aspect language can be extended to also work on negative behavior. Additional
case studies are needed to ﬁnd out if the aspect language is expressive enough or if additional
constructs should be introduced.
Experiments with traditional graph transformation in the AGG tool [95] reveal that even
relatively small rules may lead to severe performance problems for the conﬂuence analysis.
Hence, in order to apply our theory for conﬂuence analysis, it is useful to investigate the
computational complexity to see if there are inherent scalability problems.
We have proven that conﬂuence of aspects, for the class of aspects with arbitrary events
symbols and negative pointcuts, is undecidable. Although it is undecidable for that class of
aspects, one can still identify suﬃcient criteria to guarantee conﬂuence, which is a natural
extension of our conﬂuence theory. Our thesis work also leaves unanswered questions about
the decidability of the following two classes of aspects:
• aspects with arbitrary events symbols and without negative pointcuts
• aspect with negative pointcuts and without arbitrary events symbols
Conﬂuence theory depends on termination since our results only hold for terminating
sets of aspects. A termination theory for sequence diagram aspects will be a complement to
the conﬂuence theory in addition to having value on its own.
Tool support is crucial to get wide acceptance for any model transformation approach.
Full tool support for our transformation framework requires considerable eﬀort and goes far
beyond the scope of this thesis. As a ﬁrst step, a lightweight implementation that supports
only the directly applicable languages, could be more realistic. A promising path to follow
is the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) in Eclipse, since the principle is quite similar.
Both our framework and GMF is based on deﬁning and linking the concrete, graphical syntax
to the abstract syntax (metamodel).
The development of the framework is an emerging task. It is necessary to continue test-
ing new languages and transformation examples to see if the framework is still applicable.
If not applicable, there are two possible paths: 1) extend the framework to cope with such
languages, or 2) deﬁne that languages with certain properties are not supported by the frame-
work. It would be a large beneﬁt to potential users of the framework if future work could
determine exactly under which conditions the framework can be applied, i.e. if there are
certain graphical constructs that makes the language unsupported by the framework. Fur-
thermore, it is interesting to ﬁnd out if is possible to develop general extension mechanisms
to make the approach applicable to unforeseen languages.
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Overview of the Papers
The main results of the thesis are documented in the papers in Part II. The papers can be
read independently. Paper 1 contains some early work on the collection operator which is
improved and extended in paper 5. Papers 1,4 and 8 can all be seen as conﬁgurations of the
generalized approach described in paper 6. The formalization of the semantics-based aspect
language, described in papers 2 and 3, has been improved and more thoroughly covered in
paper 7. However, papers 2 and 3 still contain contributions that are not found in paper 7.
In this chapter each paper is listed with the relevant publication information, an identiﬁ-
cation of my contribution and a short introduction to the topic.
Paper 1: Aspect Diagrams for UML Activity Models
Roy Grønmo and Birger Møller-Pedersen. In proceedings Applications of Graph Transfor-
mations with Industrial Relevance, Third International Symposium, Revised Selected and
Invited Papers, pages 329-344, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2008.
Publication details: This paper was accepted as a full presentation paper among 12 papers
out of 47 submissions (26% acceptance rate). The paper was also nominated for best paper
award.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author and contributor to all aspects of this pa-
per (e.g. the ideas, the writing, the tool development, all topics of the paper), responsible for
about 90% of the work.
Topic: The paper presents an aspect-oriented language to perform general transformations
where both the source and target are activity models. The transformation language deﬁnes
declarative rules in the familiar concrete syntax of activity models. These rules are then
mapped to traditional graph transformation rules for execution in the existing AGG tool.
This work has later been generalized towards general model transformations by paper 6, and
the aspect language for activity models can be seen as one conﬁguration of that framework.
We also introduce the collection operator for the ﬁrst time. The collection operator has later
been improved and formalized within paper 5.
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Paper 2: A Semantics-based Aspect Language for Interac-
tions with the Arbitrary Events Symbol
Roy Grønmo, Fredrik Sørensen, Birger Møller-Pedersen, and Stein Krogdahl. In proceed-
ings Model Driven Architecture - Foundations and Applications, 4th European Conference,
pages 262-277, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2008.
Publication details: The conference had an acceptance rate of 38%.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author and contributor to all aspects of this paper
except the tool development (e.g. the ideas, the writing, all topics of the paper), responsible
for about 70% of the work. Grønmo also contributed strongly to the tool development, where
Sørensen was the main contributor.
Topic: This paper presents a semantics-based aspect language for interactions represented
by UML 2 sequence diagrams. As opposed to paper 1, this paper is not a conﬁguration of
the framework for concrete syntax-based graph transformation. Instead we provide our own
deﬁnitions of match and weaving based on a formal trace model for sequence diagrams. As
for all the other approaches, rules are still deﬁned declaratively following the principles of
graph transformation. Also here, the rule use the concrete syntax of the modeling language
which in this case is sequence diagrams. The core of the semantics-based aspect language
is also described by paper 3. This paper goes beyond paper 3 by covering more details of
the language including the arbitrary events symbol as a wildcard mechanism to express that
matches can contain zero or more unspeciﬁed events on a sequence diagram lifeline.
Paper 3: Semantics-Based Weaving of UML Sequence Dia-
grams
Roy Grønmo, Fredrik Sørensen, Birger Møller-Pedersen, and Stein Krogdahl. In proceed-
ings Theory and Practice of Model Transformations, First International Conference, pages
122-136, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2008.
Publication details: The conference had an acceptance rate of 34%.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author and contributor to all aspects of this paper
except the tool development (e.g. the ideas, the writing, all topics of the paper), responsible
for about 70% of the work. Grønmo also contributed strongly to the tool development, where
Sørensen was the main contributor.
Topic: This paper shares the core of the semantics-based aspect language for sequence di-
agrams with paper 2 (see the previous description). Paper 2 does not cover weaving of
unbounded loops, which is covered here. For many typical cases the weaving can be per-
formed on a ﬁnite structure, although the base model structure is inﬁnite. It turns out that the
matches repeat after a certain number of loops depending on the length of the pointcut. This
enables us to rewrite a loop into a new ﬁnally woven loop.
Paper 4: Comparison of Three Model Transformation Lan-
guages
Roy Grønmo, Birger Møller-Pedersen, and Gøran K Olsen. In proceedings Model Driven
Architecture - Foundations and Applications, 5th European Conference, pages 2-17, Lecture
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Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2009.
Publication details: The conference had an acceptance rate of 30%.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author and contributor to all aspects of this paper
(e.g. the ideas, the writing, the implementation, all topics of the paper), responsible for about
90% of the work.
Topic: This paper is a case study to compare our framework for general model transfor-
mations (CGT) (covered by paper 6) with two other widely used model transformation lan-
guages, based on the conﬁguration for activity models described by paper 1. The other
two transformation languages are: (1) Attributed Graph Grammar (AGG) representing tra-
ditional graph transformation, and (2) Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) representing
model transformation. Our case study is a fairly complicated refactoring of UML activity
models. The case study shows that CGT rules are more concise and requires considerably
less eﬀort from the modeler, than with AGG and ATL. With AGG and ATL, the transforma-
tion modeler needs access to and knowledge of the metamodel and the representation in the
abstract syntax. In CGT rules on the other hand, the transformation modeler can concentrate
on the familiar concrete syntax of the source and target languages.
Paper 5: A Collection Operator for Graph Transformation
Roy Grønmo, Stein Krogdahl and Birger Møller-Pedersen. In proceedings Theory and
Practice of Model Transformations, Second International Conference, pages 67-82, Lec-
ture Notes in Computer Science, Springer, 2009.
Publication details: The conference had an acceptance rate of 22%. A special issue of the
journal Software and Systems Modeling will contain extended versions of the best papers,
where we have been invited to submit an extended version based on this paper.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author and contributor to all aspects of this paper
(e.g. the ideas, the writing, all topics of the paper), responsible for about 90% of the work.
Topic: This paper improves the initial work in paper 1 on the collection operator to match
and transform collections of similar subgraphs. Our original attempt in paper 1 simulated
the collection free rule by a set of collection free rules. In general this becomes quite com-
plicated and this paper proposes an improved matching and transformation. We also extend
on the work in paper 1 by allowing arbitrary cardinalities, multiple collection operators in
the same rule and by formalizing the matching and transformation. The matching and weav-
ing is deﬁned in relation to algebraic graph transformation, by dynamically instantiating a
collection free rule according to the actual match size. This allows us to reuse much of the
existing graph transformation apparatus.
Paper 6: Concrete Syntax-based Graph Transformation
Roy Grønmo and Birger Møller-Pedersen. Research Report 389, Dept. of Informatics, Univ.
of Oslo, Norway.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author and contributor to all aspects of this paper
(e.g. the ideas, the writing, the implementation, all topics of the paper), responsible for about
90% of the work.
Topic: This paper gives an overview picture of artefact 4 which is a framework to specify
concrete syntax-based transformation rules. Such rules are compiled into traditional alge-
braic graph transformation rules for execution. Practical use of the framework is described
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by an example transformation from feature models to business process models. The frame-
work has been tested on a number of modeling languages and we report the major ﬁndings
of these case studies.
Paper 7: Conﬂuence of Aspects for Sequence Diagrams
Roy Grønmo, Ragnhild Kobro Runde, and Birger Møller-Pedersen. Research Report 390,
Dept. of Informatics, Univ. of Oslo, Norway.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author of this paper, responsible for about 70%
of the work. Grønmo is the driving force behind the ideas and the main contributor of the
writing. Grønmo worked out the early proof sketches. Runde was the main contributor to
the ﬁnal formalization and proof writing where Grønmo also contributed.
Topic: This paper describes artefact 3 in which we establish a conﬂuence theory for sequence
diagram-based aspects. It is proven that conﬂuence is undecidable with high expressiveness
in the aspect language. For another less expressive, but still interesting, version of the aspect
language we show that conﬂuence can be algorithmically checked. This is achieved by
an extended version of a traditional critical pair analysis from term rewriting and graph
transformation. An important part of the algorithm is to investigate ﬁve types of conﬂict
situations that can make two aspect applications dependent.
Paper 8: From Sequence Diagrams to State Machines – with
help from Combined Fragments
Roy Grønmo and Birger Møller-Pedersen. Research Report 391, Dept. of Informatics, Univ.
of Oslo, Norway.
My contribution: Roy Grønmo is the main author and contributor to all aspects of this paper
(e.g. the ideas, the writing, the implementation, all topics of the paper), responsible for about
90% of the work.
Topic: This paper proposes a transformation from UML sequence diagrams to UML state
machines. The transformation is helpful within a described modeling process, which is based
on an existing reﬁnement theory. We take advantage of the added expressiveness in UML
2 where combined fragments (e.g. conditional behavior, loop) can be used to deﬁne more
precise sequence diagrams than in previous UML versions. The main contribution of the
paper is a set of transformation rules that are deﬁned with the concrete syntax of sequence
diagrams and state machines. The paper describes one conﬁguration of the framework rep-
resenting artefact 4, where we introduce tailored transformation support for the combined
fragments from sequence diagrams.
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Abstract
In model-driven engineering model-to-model transformations are cru-
cial. Thus, the widespread adoption of model-driven engineering relies
heavily on the usability of model-to-model transformation languages. The
leading transformation languages come from two related ﬁelds: graph
transformation and model transformation. The drawback in many of these
approaches is that the user needs access to and knowledge of the often
complex metamodels. In this paper we present the framework of a general
purpose model-to-model transformation language based upon algebraic
graph transformation. The language provides rules that allow the trans-
formation modeler to concentrate on the intuitive concrete syntaxes of the
source and target modeling languages. We introduce the approach by an
example transformation from feature models to business process models.
The approach has been tested on a number of modeling languages and we
report the major ﬁndings of these case studies.
1 Introduction
In model-driven engineering model-to-model transformations are crucial in or-
der to maintain relationships between models and to increase the eﬃciency by
automating as much as possible in the software engineering process. Relevant
transformations include horizontal transformations between models from dif-
ferent viewpoints (e.g. UML sequence diagrams to UML state machines [34]),
vertical transformations from an abstract model to a more detailed model (e.g.
UML class model to WSDL) [17] ), and model refactoring (e.g. transformation
of workﬂow graphs [10]).
There is a multitude of modeling languages, diagram types and domain-
speciﬁc languages which are tailored for diﬀerent purposes and for the businesses
involved. This leads to an unanticipated number of combinations of modeling
languages on which model-to-model transformations are needed.
The leading model-to-model transformation languages are from the ﬁelds of
graph transformation (e.g. AGG [35], Fujaba [13], PROGRES [32]) and model
transformation (e.g. ATL [21], Epsilon [23], QVT [28]). These ﬁelds address
the generic problem by generic metamodel languages that are capable of deﬁn-
ing virtually any modeling language. The transformation developer deﬁnes the
1
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model-to-model transformation relative to the metamodel concepts of the source
and target languages. This makes the current approaches applicable to arbitrary
model-to-model transformation needs.
Although the current model-to-model transformation approaches are gen-
eral, they are often cumbersome to use for the transformation developer. This
is because the transformation developer in most of the existing approaches must
investigate the details of the often complex metamodels in order to deﬁne a
transformation [12], and because rules are not deﬁned by using the concrete
syntax.
Model instances can be represented by graphs consisting of nodes and di-
rected edges that connect the nodes. Such graphs have a predeﬁned generic
layout, called the abstract syntax. The abstract syntax visualizes all element
types with a limited set of visual symbols, such as rectangles for node instances
and arrows for the edges, where the types are distinguished by a type name. In
order to reduce the gap between abstract and conrete syntax, some tools (e.g.
AGG [35]) allow to use special icons and tailored symbols to render elements
depending on their type. This is however still quite limited compared to the full
concrete syntax.
In this paper we present the framework of a general purpose model-to-model
transformation approach, which we call concrete syntax-based graph transfor-
mation (CGT). CGT has the following properties:
• Concrete syntax. The transformation modeler can think entirely in the
concrete, graphical syntax of the source and target modeling languages,
i.e. no knowledge of the source or target metamodels is needed.
• Graph transformation. CGT rules are compiled into algebraic graph trans-
formation rules in abstract syntax, which means that the well-established
algebraic graph transformation theory [11, 29, 24, 25] and tools [35, 5, 3]
can be directly applied.
• Generic. CGT is applicable to arbitrary source and target languages.
CGT shall strive to make concrete syntax-based rules appropriate for the
most common modeling languages. Abstract syntax can still be used for
non-graphical modeling languages or if there are problematic concrete syn-
tax constructs.
Our approach requires that the concrete syntax is precisely deﬁned and not
just a collection of graphical symbols. Fortunately this is the case for all the
syntaxes we have considered. As an example, the syntax of UML state machines
is not formally deﬁned, but the abstract syntax (and its well-formed rules)
together with the symbols for each meta class provides a deﬁnition that is precise
enough for our purpose.
AToM3 [8] is an existing tool in which you can deﬁne the rules by using
concrete syntax-based rules that are compiled into python code with their own
matching and transformation engine. This makes it best suited for transfor-
mations where both the source and target languages have a concrete, graphical
2
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syntax. For other languages, the transformation code needs to be written in
python code. Our approach of using concrete syntax-based rules that are com-
piled into abstract syntax-based rules means that we can reuse existing matching
and transformation engines, as well as switching to graphical, abstract syntax
when this is better suited. Furthermore, conﬂuence and termination analysis
can be directly applied if our rules are compiled into AGG rules.
The contribution of this paper is to describe the overall architecture of our
fairly comprehensive but coherent approach, so that tool developers are able
to implement the approach. We only provide a brief overview, and not a new
contribution, of the existing algebraic graph transformation, how to deﬁne the
concrete and the abstract syntax, and how to deﬁne transformations between the
concrete and the abstract syntax. All these parts are already covered in several
publications and tools. Based on our case studies, we devote much space in the
discussion section to cover some of the more diﬃcult parts of using concrete
syntax-based rules.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the main principles of traditional abstract syntax-based graph transformation;
Section 3 provides an overview of our CGT approach; Section 4 applies the CGT
approach on an example where we transform from feature models [4] to Business
Process Modeling Notation BPMN [27]; Section 5 explains how CGT rules are
compiled into traditional graph transformation rules for execution; Section 6
reports our experience with CGT based on our case studies; Section 7 presents
related work; and ﬁnally Section 8 concludes our work.
2 Traditional abstract syntax-based graph trans-
formation
In algebraic graph transformation, typed attributed graphs [20] (hereafter called
graphs) are used to deﬁne metamodels. The two main buildings blocks are nodes
and edges. Both nodes and edges have a predeﬁned type attribute and contain
an arbitrary number of attributes. An edge has exactly one source and one
target node.
A BPMN graph model in abstract syntax is shown in the middle part of
Figure 1. The graph edges are displayed as directed arrows labeled by the edge
type. The graph nodes are displayed by rectangles with two compartments: the
node type in the ﬁrst compartment, and the attributes in the second compart-
ment (similar to a UML class layout). The abstract syntax is automatically
derived from the metamodel as opposed to a graphical concrete syntax, where
the diﬀerent types have special icons and visual representations that are not
deﬁned in the metamodel. BPMN graph models in concrete syntax are shown
in the right part of Figure 1.
A transformation rule uses abstract syntax with a left hand side graph (LHS),
a right hand side graph (RHS), and an arbitrary number of negative application
condition graphs (NACs). The LHS deﬁnes a subgraph to be matched within
3
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Figure 1: Traditional abstract syntax-based graph transformation
the graph to be transformed (hereafter called source graph). A matched LHS
within the source graph is replaced by the corresponding RHS. The so-called
dangling condition ensures that a rule can be applied only when there will be
no dangling edges in the resulting graph. A NAC prevents application of a rule
if the LHS combined with the NAC has a match. None of the NACs can have
a match in order to apply a rule.
Figure 1 shows a graph transformation that introduces a fork node (displayed
as a diamond with a plus-sign) when there are two sequential ﬂows leaving the
same activity in a BPMN model. The rule is deﬁned on abstract syntax to
the left, the graph in the middle is the source graph in abstract syntax, and
the concrete syntax of the source model (top) and target model (bottom) are
shown to the right. Identiﬁers, displayed with a number followed by a colon,
e.g. 1:Activity, are shown in the rule when there are shared elements between
the LHS and the RHS/NACs. Elements that are shared between the LHS and
the RHS are preserved in the rule application. Elements where we have not
displayed an identiﬁer, occur either only in the LHS and will be deleted, or they
occur only in the RHS and will be added.
3 Concrete syntax-based graph transformation
Our approach is to provide a framework similar to graph transformation, with
the major improvement that rules can be deﬁned with the concrete syntax.
Figure 2 explains the process that a transformation modeler performs in or-
der to conﬁgure and automatically generate a concrete syntax-based rule editor.
The transformation modeler provides the deﬁnitions of the source and target
metamodels, i.e. the abstract syntax. For commonly used modeling languages,
such metamodel deﬁnitions may be publicly available. Assuming our framework
supports the available format, it is suﬃcient to import the deﬁnition. Other-
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Figure 2: Transformation modeler tasks to conﬁgure the rule editor
wise the transformation modeler needs to deﬁne the abstract syntax deﬁnition(s)
from scratch.
The next step is to associate a graphical representation with the abstract
syntax, i.e. to deﬁne the concrete syntax. The Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF) [9] is one example of a tool where a transformation modeler can deﬁne
the concrete syntax and link it to the abstract syntax. A concrete syntax deﬁnes
the rendering of nodes and edges, such as a closed arrow with thin line to display
a BPMN sequence which has one node and two edges in the abstract syntax.
Again, for commonly used modeling languages, it may be suﬃcient to import
the concrete syntax deﬁnition from a publicly available registry. The steps
of deﬁning source or target concrete syntaxes can be skipped, but then only
abstract syntax will be available in the rule editor.
When the source and target abstract and concrete syntaxes are deﬁned, a
fully automated tool can generate a rule editor. In the rule editor, the trans-
formation modeler can concentrate on the concrete syntax, while the actual
implementation behind the scenes uses the abstract syntax and a traditional
graph transformation tool to do the transformation. A proof-of-concept tool,
specialized for activity models [15], demonstrates this principle.
The steps of linking abstract syntax to concrete syntax will be additional
manual work compared to using an abstract syntax based rule editor like in
AGG. This additional work is only needed once each time we need to use a new
modeling language as either the source or target.
We illustrate the approach by investigating an example transformation from
feature models (FM) [4] to Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [27].
4 Example: from FM to BPMN
Feature models are commonly used in software product line engineering [30]
to capture the variations of a product. Some features are optional, others are
mandatory and the features are organized in a tree structure with parent-child
relationships: optional, mandatory, or, and alternative.
Montero et al. [26] describe a transformation from feature models into the
basic structure of a business process model represented in BPMN. It is assumed
that the sibling features represent independent tasks, although this is not the
5
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Figure 3: Example: airline travel agency booking process
general case for BPMN models. We do not discuss the usefulness of this transfor-
mation. The transformation example is chosen since it is well suited to illustrate
our approach.
An example transformation is given in Figure 3. The source model is a
feature model of an airline travel agency booking process. A booking process
(Booking) will either cancel the booking (Cancel) or proceed with booking
(Book). The Cancel feature has no child feature, while the Book feature has
two mandatory child features: Book Hotel and Book Flight.
The ﬁgure shows snapshots of the current model at four diﬀerent stages
in the transformation, where r=⇒ denotes the application of rule r from one
stage to the next. The source model (labeled 1) is a pure feature model. The
intermediate models (labeled 2 and 3) are mixtures of feature model, BPMN
model, and the ready edge (explained in section 4.3). The transformation has
ended in the fourth stage, and we have reached the target model which is a pure
BPMN model.
In the BPMN model, the activity Booking is the overall process, which
starts with its inner start node (a thin lined circle). Directed edges represent
sequential control ﬂow. Gateways are displayed as diamonds with predeﬁned
symbols inside. A gateway with a + sign represents a fork if it has multiple
outgoing edges, and a join if it has multiple incoming edges. A gateway with
an o/x sign (o=or, x=xor) represents a decision/merge node if it has multiple
outgoing/incoming edges. An activity ends its control ﬂow in an end node (a
thick lined circle).
The following subsections go through the steps needed to conﬁgure and au-
tomatically generate a concrete syntax-based rule editor.
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4.1 Import/deﬁne abstract and concrete syntax
We need to deﬁne the abstract and concrete syntaxes for both the source and tar-
get modeling languages. The transformation modeler ﬁrst checks with publicly
available registries, and we assume that the modeler ﬁnds both an abstract and
a concrete syntax deﬁnition (and in formats accepted by the tool) of the target
BPMN modeling language (wiki.eclipse.org/index.php/GMF_Tutorial_BPMN).
Furthermore it is assumed that an abstract syntax deﬁnition of the source FM
modeling language is found (gsd.uwaterloo.ca/category/projects/ecorefmp/),
while a concrete syntax deﬁnition for FM is not found in existing registries.
This means that three out of four deﬁnitions are simply imported from existing
repositories. Only a concrete syntax deﬁnition for the FM language needs to be
speciﬁed manually by the transformation modeler.
The table in Figure 4 provides an overview of how the diﬀerent parent-child
types from the feature model are mapped from concrete to abstract syntax.
FM construct Concrete syntax Abstract syntax Metamodel
alternative
or
mandatory
optional
xor
parent
childchildchild
feature
xor
2..*1parent child
or
parent
childchild child
mand
parent
child
opt
parent
child
feature
or
2..*1parent child
feature
mand
11parent child
feature
opt
11parent child
Figure 4: Mapping Concrete Syntax to Abstract Syntax for Feature Modeling
4.2 Generate the CGT rule language and the CGT rule
editor
Now that the abstract and concrete syntaxes are deﬁned, the CGT rule language
and associated rule editor can be automatically generated.
The metamodel of the rule language connects the abstract syntax elements
to concrete syntax elements, and the rule language is the union of the source
and target language with a few extension, plus three constructs described below.
The LHS and the NACs use the same rule language, while the RHS rule language
only have a small diﬀerence for the attribute expressions. A LHS attribute can
have a match expression, while a RHS attribute has an assignment expression.
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Figure 5: Extract of the LHS rule metamodel for BPMN
Figure 5 shows an extract of the LHS rule metamodel for BPMN. The white
rectangles are abstract syntax types that are instances of the graph metamodel,
and the black rectangles are the concrete syntax types. We have an automatic
procedure to extend the concrete syntax elements with rule speciﬁc types (shown
as grey rectangles): 1) The concrete syntax elements that have been assigned to
at least one node or edge, will get an IDTextField where the rule designer can
attach identiﬁers, and 2) The concrete syntax text ﬁelds of attributes are ex-
tended to AttrMatchExprTextField for the LHS, and to AttrAssignExprField
for the RHS.
The extension for attributes works only for attributes that uses text ﬁelds to
display their value, which applies to many of the typical attributes in modeling
languages. For other attribute types we do not see a need to extend the concrete
syntax in the rule language, e.g. a UML class name is displayed in italics if and
only if the isAbstract attribute of the class is true.
The AttrMatchExprTextField and AttrAssignExprField may be ordinary
attribute values or include expressions with variables, similar to the attribute
values in a graph transformation tool like AGG [35].
A CGT rule editor can have a layout similar to traditional graph transforma-
tion tools. The editor allows to deﬁne and execute CGT rules. All the concrete
syntax elements of the source and target languages are available for the user
to select and place within the LHS/RHS/NACs of a rule in a similar manner
as in a traditional modeling tool. As opposed to a traditional modeling tool,
the CGT rule editor must allow the LHS/RHS/NACs to be model extracts,
e.g. elements with missing mandatory relations and properties. Furthermore,
the CGT rule editor must allow the transformation modeler to deﬁne shared
identiﬁers of elements between the LHS and the RHS/NACs of a rule.
Figure 6 shows a proposed layout for the rule editor (currently only illus-
trated and not implemented). The leftmost panel (called Rules) is a tree view
of the current project and its set of rules. The middle panel shows the cur-
rently viewed rule with its LHS and RHS. Possible NACs will also be shown in
this middle panel. To the right we have the Palette panel which is tailored
speciﬁcally for the source and target modeling languages. It has all the source
8
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newRule
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N
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R
R
parentAlt
Analyzer
0
0
0
0
Source: FM Target: BPMN
use source
concrete syntax
use target 
concrete syntax
view rule in 
abstract syntax
Figure 6: Concrete syntax-based rule editor
constructs available on the left side in blue, and all the target constructs avail-
able on the right side in red. In the special case where the source and target
modeling languages are the same, the left and right parts of the Palette are
merged and all the constructs are visualized with the same color.
The bottom part of the Palette panel contains some generic constructs in
black that are independent of the source and target languages. These constructs
are part of any rule editor. The collection operator [14] is a high-level operator
to denote collections of similar subgraphs (more details are provided with the
rules below). We also have the generic node and edge which are identical to the
constructs available when deﬁning the rules on abstract syntax in traditional
graph transformation. The generic nodes and edges can be used for metaele-
ments and helpers that take part in a transformation. Generic edges can have
any generic node or any concrete syntax element as its source or target.
The bottom part of the rule editor allows to switch between concrete and
abstract syntax. If the rule designer has not deﬁned the concrete syntax for
the source or the target language, then only abstract syntax will be available.
The Palette panel will then show all the abstract syntax node and edge types
for the source or target. When both the source and target language uses the
abstract syntax we are reduced to abstract syntax-based graph transformation.
All the Palette constructs can be used in the LHS, the RHS and the NACs.
It is not the case that only source constructs go in the LHS and target constructs
go in the RHS. This becomes clear as we investigate the actual rules below.
With the generated rule editor, the transformation modeler proceeds with
deﬁning the necessary rules.
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4.3 Deﬁne the concrete syntax-based rules
We have deﬁned eight rules to do the desired transformation from feature models
to BPMN. Figure 7 shows the four rules that are needed to do the example
transformation that was previously shown in Figure 3. The shared identiﬁers
between common elements of the LHS and the RHS/NACs are displayed next
to the elements with an underlined text ﬁeld (e.g. id=1). When it is hard to see
which element an identiﬁer belongs to, the modeler can open a property view
of an element to see its identiﬁer.
Our rules allow the user to deﬁne variables in the attribute ﬁelds of an
element. The variables are preﬁxed by a question mark, e.g. ?F in the feature
name ﬁelds. The ?F matches any feature name and can be repeated in the RHS
part of a rule to indicate an assignment of the matched variable from the LHS
part of the rule. An example of such usage is in the MarkRoot rule where we
add a new activity which is assigned the same name (?F) as the LHS matched
feature name (?F).
The transformation is performed recursively from the root feature to its
children. The MarkRoot rule ﬁnds the single root node of the feature model.
The NACs NAC-2, NAC-3, NAC-4 and NAC-5 ensure that the root feature is not a
child in any parent-child relationship. The root is attached to a newly created
target activity by a ready edge (a generic edge) which indicates that this feature
is ready to be transformed. The NAC NAC-1 ensures that the MarkRoot rule is
only applied once, and that the root features are not multiply marked as ready.
The idea is to handle the root ﬁrst, then all the roots children will act as roots
and these children all get ready relations, since all parents are handled.
The Empty rule ends the recursive process by deleting the feature and the
ready edge. It can only be applied to features with a single ready edge attached
and having no other relations. The dangling condition ensures that the feature
LHS RHS
M
ar
kR
oo
t NAC-2
?F
?F ?F ?F ?F ?F
NAC-3 NAC-4 NAC-5
LHS
RHS
Empty
?F
?F
ready
?F
?F
ready
NAC-1
?F
?F
ready
id=1
id=1 id=1 id=1 id=1 id=1 id=1
id=1
id=1
?F
?Mand
?F
+ +?Mand ?Mand
2..*
ready
2..*
RHSLHS
M
an
da
to
ry ?Fready
id=1
id=1
id=2 id=2
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?Alt
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x x?Alt ?Alt
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na
ti
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ready
id=1
id=1
id=2 id=2
Figure 7: Transformation from feature model to BPMN using concrete syntax
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has no other relations.
The remaining rules apply to a root feature with a ready edge where the
feature is a parent in at least one parent-child construct. There is one rule for
each combination of parent-child relations this parent feature can have. The
child relations all lead to a structure inside the activity corresponding to the
parent feature. All these remaining rules delete a root feature and a ready edge.
The dangling condition is helpful once again to prevent the root feature from
having other relations.
Five of the rules (including Mandatory and Alternative shown in Figure 7)
take advantage of the collection operator, which is visualized with a dashed
frame. A collection operator contains a subgraph of the rule that can occur
multiple times in a single match, but restricted by its cardinality. Potential
matches shall be extended to the largest number of subgraph matches (limited
by the upper cardinality) for each collection operator.
The Mandatory rule applies in cases where the ready marked feature ?F is a
parent in two or more mandatory constructs (ensured by having 2 as the lower
cardinality). Then we produce a fork/join construct in the BPMN model. The
Alternative rule is mapped to an exclusive decision/merge in BPMN, which
means that exactly one branch will be ﬁred.
5 Mapping from concrete to abstract syntax
To improve the usability for the graph transformation designer, we have deﬁned
the transformation rules upon concrete syntax. The transformation designer can
think entirely in the concrete syntax, while the matching and transformation is
carried out in the abstract syntax. This is illustrated in the ﬁgure below:
SC TC
SA TA
rC
rA
models: concrete syntax
graphs: abstract syntax
S=source,
T=target, 
r = rule
conceptual transformation
actual transformation
concrete to abstract (c2a)
c2a+
a2cc2a
abstract to concrete (a2c)
The mapping from concrete to abstract syntax (c2a), and the opposite di-
rection (a2c), is deﬁned by the transformation modeler as described in Section
4.1. We can link concrete syntax-based graph transformation to abstract (and
traditional) syntax-based graph transformation in a systematic way: 1) map
the concrete syntaxes of source model and rules into abstract syntax graphs by
c2a+, 2) apply the abstract syntax graph transformation rules on the source
graph, and 3) map the resulting abstract syntax graph to a concrete model by
a2c.
Since the rule language extends the modeling languages, the mapping from
concrete to abstract syntax of the rules (c2a+) extends the mapping from con-
crete to abstract syntax for the models (a2c). The extensions of the rule lan-
guage contain id’s, match expressions and assignment expressions as illustrated
by the grey rectangles in Figure 5. These are chosen to be very similar to what
you can express on abstract syntax rules in the AGG tool, so the mapping is
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2..* start end
seq seqseqseq
1: feature
name=Mand
fork join
src trg
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container container container
container
src src srctrg trg trg
2..*
ready
Figure 8: Mandatory rule in abstract syntax
easy to deﬁne. The extended part of the mapping, i.e. c2a+ \ c2a , is deﬁned
once for all source and target languages.
With a large number of modeling languages, including feature models and
BPMN illustrated in this paper, the same mapping (c2a) is reasonable to use for
both the rules and the source model. For some languages (e.g. UML sequence
diagrams) we need to deviate a bit from using the same mapping.
Figure 8 shows how our previous CGT rule Mandatory is mapped to a tra-
ditional abstract syntax-based rule. When the mapping between concrete and
abstract syntax is given, as illustrated in section 4.1, the mapping from a CGT
rule to a GT rule is straightforward.
The diﬀerent models of the rule (LHS/NACs/RHS) are mapped individually
by applying the c2a mapping rules. The identiﬁers and attributes are preserved,
although they are presented diﬀerently. A collection operator shall include all
incident edges to nodes inside the collection (e.g. the parent edge in the LHS)
as deﬁned by [14].
Just as a Java programmer should not have to worry about the compiled
code, the transformation modeler should not have to worry about the compiled
abstract syntax-based rules. This means that all the feedback to the transfor-
mation modeler should relate to the concrete syntax-based rules, including error
reports, debugging, critical pair, consistency and termination analysis.
Pragmatically, however, we need to accept that early implementations of
our approach only reports errors, critical pairs and termination problems in the
abstract syntax. It is still better to have for instance a critical pair analysis
available on the abstract syntax-level than no such analysis available.
6 Experiences and Discussion
We have experimented with our proposed approach in a number of case studies:
UML activity diagram aspects [15], UML activity diagram refactoring [16, 15,
14], UML state machine refactoring [14], UML component diagram aspects,
UML sequence diagram aspects [19, 18], transformation from sequence diagrams
to state machines, and petri nets [14].
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Our basic principle of using the same mapping from concrete to abstract
syntax for the models and the rules is suﬃcient for all the modeling languages
in our case studies, except sequence diagrams. The ordering of events on a
lifeline needs special treatment.
We also propose a special treatment for languages with containment relations
(e.g. UML activity diagrams/state machines), to make the default CGT rule
language more user-friendly. Both ordered relations and containment relations
can be described in a suﬃciently precise metamodel, which means that our
adjustments can be incorporated into the automatic rule generator.
6.1 Ordered relation
The problem with ordered relations occur when an element has a signiﬁcant
order among its connected elements, e.g. the order of the events on a sequence
diagram lifeline:
:Node
type=”Lifeline”
:Node
type=”Event”
{ordered}
*events
We illustrate the problem by investigating transformations where the source
and target models are both sequence diagrams [18, 19], and where the same
mapping from concrete to abstract syntax is used for both the rules and the
source model. Figure 9 shows a simple example where we have the concrete
syntax of one rule and one source model at the top, and our choice of corre-
sponding abstract syntax below. The transformation rule deﬁnes an intended
replacement of x messages from lifeline L1 to lifeline L2, by y messages in the
same direction between the same two lifelines.
The intention is that the x message in the base model should be replaced
by the y message. However, with the default conﬁguration of CGT there are
no matches in the source model, since the events of the x message, send x and
Lifeline
name=”L1”
Lifeline
name=”L2”
Message
signal=”a”
Event
kind=”!”
Event
kind=”?”send receive
LHS
RHS
L1
x
L2
LHS
L1 a
b
L2
x
next next
Message
signal=”x”
Event
kind=”!”
Event
kind=”?”send receive
next next
Message
signal=”b”
Event
kind=”!”
Event
kind=”?”send receive
next next
Lifeline
name=”L1”
Lifeline
name=”L2”
Message
signal=”x”
Event
kind=”!”
Event
kind=”?”send receive
next next
Lifeline
name=”L1”
Lifeline
name=”L2”
Message
signal=”y”
Event
kind=”!”
Event
kind=”?”send receive
next next
id=1 id=2 L1
y
L2
RHS
id=1 id=2
Rule
concrete
abstract
Source
model
concrete
abstract
Figure 9: Sequence diagrams are order-signiﬁcant models
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receive x, must be the ﬁrst events on their respective lifelines in the source model
to be a match of the LHS. The intention of getting matches, even though the send
and receive events are not necessarily the ﬁrst events on the respective lifelines, is
in accordance with all the proposals we have seen of so-called sequence diagram
aspects (e.g. [37, 22]).
CGT can be extended by special treatment of all the ordered relations in
the metamodel. The abstract syntax for the models needs to be designed in a
speciﬁc way, and we need to use a diﬀerent mapping for the rules, than for the
models, to ensure that the order of the elements have relative positions. We
leave the details of this to future work.
The sequential control ﬂow constituting a path in a BPMN model is also a
kind of order, but such an ordering does not impose a problem for CGT. This is
because from the viewpoint of all single elements, such as the activity element,
there is no order on the incident edges.
6.2 Containment relation
For both activity diagrams and state machines, there is an outermost model
element that contains the other model elements. Model elements may in turn
contain other model elements.
The container relation is important when designing the rules, as explained by
Biermann et al. [6]. When elements are to be deleted by a rule, the match must
include the container relation. Otherwise, application of the rule is prevented
by the dangling condition. This is illustrated in Figure 10. The source model is
shown at the top leftmost part as concrete syntax, and an extract of the source
model as a graph/abstract syntax is shown as the top rightmost part. A rule
shall express that source models having equivalent activities in two paths can
be combined into a single path. Hence, one activity will be deleted by the rule.
The rule in the middle fails since a container relation would become a dangling
edge. A ﬁxed version of the rule is shown in the bottom where the container is
explicitly matched as part of the rule.
We also need to be careful when adding elements. When elements are to
be added by a rule, the match must include the container relation of these
new elements. This means that we include a surrounding container just as in
the bottom rule of Figure 10. How often we need to include the surrounding
container depends also on the choice of abstract syntax. A control ﬂow between
two activities may implicitly get the same container as its source and target
activities. Similarly a transition between two state machines may implicitly
get the same container as the closest container to the root container among its
source and target states.
As a convention, our rules automatically inserts a surrounding container
which is shared between the LHS and the NACs/RHS. This makes the rules
less overloaded and they can be designed with less eﬀort. This is not dramatic
for a single rule, but it seems to be a frequent simpliﬁcation that applies to a
majority of the rules. Our implicit container convention only applies to manda-
tory containers, i.e. when all the elements implicitly or explicitly must have a
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LHS RHS
[a>5] doA
[b<3] doA
doB[else]
[?g1] ?A
[?g2] ?A
id=2
id=1 id=3
[?g1 + ” or ”
?g2]
?A
id=2
id=1 id=3
Activity
name=”doA”
Parent
Activity
name=”Parent”
container
Activity
name=”doA” container
Rule that fails due to the container relation (dangling condition)
Source model (concrete syntax) Extract of source model as a graph 
(abstract syntax)
LHS RHS
[?g1] ?A
[?g2] ?A
id=2
id=1 id=3
[?g1 + ” or ”
?g2]
?A
id=2
id=1 id=3
id=4 id=4
Rule with explicit container (not stopped by the dangling condition)
Figure 10: Containment relation. Top: Source model, Middle: Rule failing,
Bottom: Rule succeeding
container.
In some rules it can be useful to match the root container or to match
multiple independent structures at diﬀerent nested levels. For these rules the
tool must allow to turn oﬀ the automatic surrounding container.
6.3 Discussion of concrete vs. abstract syntax-based rules
Traditional abstract syntax-based rules have the advantages that they more
easily apply to a larger class of modeling languages, and that the initial conﬁg-
uration requires less eﬀort compared to CGT. This is because traditional graph
transformation rules can simply ignore the concrete syntax.
On the other hand, CGT allows the transformation modeler to work with
rule editors using the more intuitive, familiar and optimized syntax for user
comprehension. Furthermore, in CGT the transformation modeler does not
need any knowledge about how the metamodels are deﬁned.
In order for the CGT approach to succeed, the following two requirements
must be fulﬁlled: 1) a concrete syntax model instance can only be mapped to
one abstract syntax graph instance, and 2) all the metamodel properties of the
source and target models must be editable in the CGT rule editor, directly as
graphical elements or within additional property views. The ﬁrst requirement
makes a CGT rule unambiguous, and this must be ensured in the mapping from
concrete to abstract syntax (Baar [1] formalizes how to check this requirement).
The second requirement makes a CGT rule as expressive as a traditional graph
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transformation rule, and this is ensured if the mapping from abstract to concrete
syntax is suﬃciently comprehensive and when the generation of the CGT rule
editor provides property views for non-visualized elements.
When multiple abstract syntax elements are represented by concrete syntax
elements that are overlapping, very close to each other or even merged into
combined concrete syntax elements, then there may be diﬃculties to use our
approach without special treatment. This challenge occurs for an alt operator
and its operands, and for a UML state machine and its regions. Such constructs
can be diﬃcult to match and transform, and in future work we plan to introduce
special treatment for such constructs.
In traditional graph transformation rules on abstract syntax, the LHS, the
NACs and the RHS must be proper graphs, where all edges must include both
the source and target. This is quite similar to UML editors where a control ﬂow
arrow in activity models needs both a source and target in order to be drawn.
It is preferable that the CGT rule editor allows more ﬂexibility. This can only
be achieved by representing a control ﬂow as a node (and two edges indicating
source and target), instead of an edge in the abstract syntax. This is illustrated
by the rule below:
LHS RHS
2..*
Add Fork id=1
id=2
id=1
id=2
LHS RHS
1: Activity 2: CFlowsrc
2..*
1: Activity 2: CFlowsrcForkCFlow trgsrc
abstract syntax
concrete syntax
The rule above introduces an explicit fork node when there is more than one
outgoing control ﬂow from the same activity. Notice that in the concrete syntax,
the outgoing control ﬂow edges have a missing target. The missing target acts
as a wildcard for all the possible kinds of target node (activity, fork, choice
etc.). Otherwise we would have to specify a number of rules for each possible
target node. To achieve such ﬂexibility in general, we advice to represent every
concrete syntax element as at least one node element in the abstract syntax.
In the example, an alternative could be to use node type inheritance [7] and
an abstract supertype node in the rule. However, we discourage this, since it
may confuse the user if the rules mix concrete and abstract syntax to represent
elements for the same modeling language.
7 Related Work
Tools like GenGed [3] and Tiger [5] have used rules deﬁned completely on the
concrete syntax. The scope of these approaches has been limited to transfor-
mations where the source and target languages are the same, and mostly to
generate modeling language editors. Our approach generalizes the principles
described in GenGed and Tiger to be applicable also in the context of arbitrary
source and target languages. Like GenGed and Tiger, our approach is based on
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algebraic graph transformation rules. We rely on the usage of a modeling lan-
guage editor like GenGed, Tiger and GEF/GMF to realize part of the necessary
infrastructure.
Other work on using concrete syntax in model transformation speciﬁcations
is by using concrete transformation examples to generate an initial model trans-
formation, e.g. Varró and Balogh in [36] and Strommer and Wimmer in [33].
Their initial generated model transformation needs to be manually reﬁned and
generalized in the generated transformation code/rules, while our transforma-
tion rules on concrete syntax constitute complete and generalized transforma-
tions.
Schmidt [31] allow to deﬁne transformation rules involving any UML dia-
gram as the source or target language. The rules use a single combined diagram
to represent the LHS and RHS in our approach. They lack some of the ex-
pressiveness of traditional model and graph transformation languages, that we
inherit from our reuse of the existing graph transformation apparatus. Proper-
ties that are not visualized cannot be a part of their transformation rules, while
we include property views that are not part of the diagram in the complete
transformation speciﬁcation.
The matching in our concrete syntax-based graph transformation (and in
traditional graph transformation) is syntactics-based as opposed to semantics-
based matching techniques [19]. A semantics-based matching takes the seman-
tics of the source language into account so that syntactically diﬀerent models,
but semantically equivalent, are matched. While we have only sketched how to
associate concrete syntax to the abstract syntax elements, this is detailed and
formalized by Baar [1].
The MATA tool [37] use concrete syntax in their transformation rules. The
rules use a single combined diagram to represent the LHS, NAGs and RHS
in our approach. These rules are then mapped to abstract syntax rules in
AGG, as within our approach. As opposed to our approach, MATA is limited
to model transformations where the source and target languages are the same.
Our approach prescribes a generic way to generate the rule language, while their
rules need tailoring for each particular modeling language. MATA so far covers
UML class diagrams, sequence diagrams and state machines.
Baar and Whittle [2] show how to express concrete syntax-based rules that
are equally expressive as QVT graphical rules [28]. A rule has a LHS and a
RHS, but uses OCL expressions in a when-clause instead of graphical NACs. It
is not trivial to see how they could express our example transformation from
feature models to BMPN without support for our generic nodes/edges and the
collection operator. Their refactoring rules for UML class diagrams seem to be
expressible in our approach where most of the complexity lies in deﬁning NACs
that correspond to their OCL when-clauses.
In previous work we have investigated several case studies which all can be
seen as hardcoded conﬁgurations of our approach [14, 15, 16]. These case studies
show that the approach is feasible in many contexts. CGT is a generalization
of the previous work that shows how to conﬁgure and automatically generate a
model-to-model transformation tool.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
The transformation modeler can largely beneﬁt from deﬁning transformation
rules upon the concrete syntax. As opposed to traditional model and graph
transformation, the transformation modeler does not need any knowledge about
the often complex metamodels of the source and target languages.
While the transformations are deﬁned at the modeling level, we reuse the
well-established theory as well as the matching and transformation apparatus
from graph transformation. Our approach has been manually tested, with a
successful result, for a number of commonly used modeling languages. The next
step is to implement full tool support for the approach.
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Abstract
The last decade has seen several aspect language proposals for UML sequence
diagrams. Aspects allow the modeler to deﬁne crosscutting concerns/aspects of
sequence diagrams and have these woven with the sequence diagrams of a base
model. In a real-world scenario there may be multiple aspects applicable to the
same base model. This raises the need to analyse the set of aspects in order to
identify possible dependencies and conﬂicts between applications of aspects. In
this paper we establish a conﬂuence theory for sequence diagram-based aspects
with respect to the expressiveness of the language in which aspects are speciﬁed.
We show that high expressiveness leads to undecidability of conﬂuence, while less
expressiveness gives decidability by an extended version of a traditional critical
pair analysis from term rewriting and graph transformation.
1 Introduction
There have been a number of aspect language proposals for UML 2 sequence diagrams
[2, 3, 5, 8, 18, 20, 14]. In all these aspect languages, an aspect is expressed based on
the same concrete syntax as sequence diagrams. In this paper, we use the term aspect
diagram to denote a sequence diagram-based aspect. Aspect diagrams at the model
level deﬁne cross-cutting eﬀects on the base model.
Some of the proposals pursue a model weaving approach [5, 8, 18, 20], while oth-
ers intend to postpone the weaving to the program level [2, 3, 14]. When dealing with
multiple aspects, there is in both weave alternatives a need to analyse if there are de-
pendencies and conﬂicts between the aspects.
A set of terminating aspects that are conﬂuent will always yield the same result
when applied non-deterministically on the same initial model, i.e. a conﬂuent set of
aspects have no dependencies or conﬂicts between the aspects. Non-conﬂuent aspects
often means that it is necessary to specify an explicit weave order, redesign some of
the aspects, or exclude one or more aspects.
There already exists a well-established theoretical foundation on conﬂuence for
graph transformation systems (GTS) [6, 12, 16], and conﬂuence for term rewrite sys-
tems [11, 7]. The concrete syntax of sequence diagrams and aspects deﬁned upon these
are, however, quite diﬀerent from graphs and GTS rules. For a node in a graph, there is
no order among its incoming and outgoing edges. In sequence diagrams, on the other
hand, the events are partially ordered. The partial order also makes sequence diagrams
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diﬀerent from term rewrite systems, where the elements in a term are totally ordered.
This means that the GTS and term rewrite systems conﬂuence theory cannot be directly
applied. Aspect diagram extensions to sequence diagrams and new sorts of matching
and weaving techniques, such as semantics-based weaving [5, 9], further complicates
the relation to the existing conﬂuence theory. In this paper we establish a specialized
conﬂuence theory for sequence diagram-based aspects.
Some of the proposed sequence diagram aspect languages have limitations. Firstly,
in some proposals only single events can be used as a match condition, while we want to
allow sequences of events to be a match condition. Secondly, some proposals provide
no precise deﬁnition of a match. Thirdly, most of the proposals are syntactic-based.
Syntactically diﬀerent, but semantically equivalent structures do not result in a match
for a syntactic-based aspect language. A semantics-based language deﬁnes the match
in relation to the semantics of the language.
Fortunately, there are two sequence diagram aspect languages that overcome the
limitations described above [5, 9]. We use one of these two aspect languages, which is
our own tool-supported aspect language, previously described in [4, 5]. We investigate
diﬀerent levels of expressive power in our aspect language. For one level of high
expressiveness, we prove that the conﬂuence of aspects is undecidable. For another
level of less expressiveness, we prove that an extended version of traditional critical
pairs can be used to decide conﬂuence for a set of aspects.
In addition to the conﬂuence theory, this paper proves that our match and weave
deﬁnitions guarantee valid woven sequence diagrams. To our best knowledge, this
property has not been proven in any other work on sequence diagram aspects.
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides the preliminaries regarding
sequence diagrams; Section 3 contains mathematical preliminaries; Section 4 presents
our aspect diagrams with the match and weave deﬁnitions; Section 5 deﬁnes indepen-
dence for aspect derivations; Section 6 proves that conﬂuence is undecidable for one
class of aspect diagrams; Section 7 proves that conﬂuence is decidable for another class
of aspect diagrams; Section 8 presents related work; Section 9 brieﬂy describe some of
the potential future work; and ﬁnally section 10 provides the conclusions.
2 Sequence diagrams
Figure 1a shows a sequence diagram with two lifelines L1 and L2, and two messages
with the signals a and b. A lifeline, visualized with a rectangle and a dashed line
below, represents an interacting entity on which events take place in an order from top
to bottom on the dashed line.
Each message is represented by two events, a send event (!) and a receive event (?).
A unique identiﬁer (not shown in the diagram) is assigned to each message, and the
identiﬁer is shared between the send and receive events of the message. Our example
diagram has four events, !a and !b on lifeline L1, and ?a and ?b on lifeline L2.
Sequence diagrams impose a partial order of events given by: 1) the send event
must come before the receive event of the same message (this is referred to as the
message invariant), and 2) all events are ordered from top to bottom on each lifeline.
An intuitive idea behind this partial order is that messages are sent asynchronously and
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{<!a, ?a, !b, ?b>,
<!a, !b, ?a, ?b>}
!a
!b
?a
?b
traces:
a
b
L1 L2 !a
!b
?a
?b
a) b) c) d)
Figure 1: Example: a) sequence diagram, b) direct partial orders (dpo), c) partial orders
(po), d) traces
that they may happen in any order on diﬀerent lifelines, but sequentially on the same
lifeline. Figure 1b shows the four partial order requirements of the sequence diagram.
UML [15] deﬁnes the semantics of a sequence diagram by using traces that repre-
sent possible execution runs, where a trace is ’a sequence of event occurrences’. More
precisely, the semantics of a sequence diagram can be described as a set of positive
traces and a set of negative traces. Positive traces deﬁne valid behavior and negative
traces deﬁne invalid behavior, while all other traces are deﬁned as inconclusive. In this
paper we concentrate only on positive traces, and let [[ d ]] denote the positive traces,
i.e. the semantics, of the sequence diagram d. The set of (positive) traces of a sequence
diagram corresponds to each valid permutation of events that satisfy the partial order
requirements. As shown in Figure 1d, we get two traces in our example.
The partial order relation and its transitive closure is important for some of the
proofs in this paper. We let _.dpo ∈ Diagram → Set〈Event,Event〉 denote an asym-
metric relation for a given diagram, where each element pair in the relation has a direct
partial order from the ﬁrst event to the second event. There is a direct partial order
relation between two immediate neighbor events on a lifeline (where the topmost event
is the ﬁrst event in the relation), and between the send and receive events of the same
message (where the send event is the ﬁrst event in the relation). The partial order rela-
tion, _.po ∈ Diagram→ Set〈Event,Event〉, is the transitive closure of the dpo relation.
The arrows in Figure 1b shows the dpo relations, while the arrows in Figure 1c shows
the po relations. If it is not clear from the context, the dpo and po relations may be
preﬁxed with the name of the sequence diagram that they relate to.
If the partial order relation contains a cycle, then there exists no traces, and ac-
cording to the UML speciﬁcation [15] this means that the original sequence diagram
is an invalid sequence diagram. All messages in a sequence diagram must be drawn
horizontally or downwards, which prevents drawing a diagram without any traces. We
only consider valid sequence diagrams.
In this paper we only cover basic sequence diagrams such as the one shown in
Figure 1a. With UML 2, sequence diagrams were enhanced with a set of control
ﬂow-based operators, such as alt for alternatives, loop for loops, and par for paral-
lel behavior. In previous work [5] we have explained how a sequence diagram using
such operators can be broken down into a set of sequence diagrams without control
ﬂow-based operators. This enables us to ignore the control ﬂow-based operators in this
paper, while the results still apply to more general sequence diagrams.
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3 Mathematical preliminaries
This section deﬁnes some helper functions and useful notations that are used through-
out the paper:
• Event∗ denotes the set of all ﬁnite event sequences.
• A substring is a continuous subsequence of events, formally deﬁned by:
substr(t1, t2)
def
= ∃h1, h2 ∈ Event∗ : t2 = h1  t1  h2
where  is an operator concatenating two (ﬁnite) event sequences.
• ev._ ∈ Diagram→ Set〈Event〉 returns the set of events in a given diagram
• msg._ ∈ Diagram → Set〈Message〉 returns the set of messages in a given dia-
gram
• t l is the trace t projected onto the lifeline l, i.e. we remove all trace events that
does not occur on the lifeline l
• d{l} is the top-down sequence of events on the lifeline l in the sequence diagram
d.
• ﬁrst(d{l}) / last(d{l}) is the ﬁrst and last event on the lifeline l in diagram d (un-
deﬁned if l does not have any events in d)
• before(e, d) / after(e, d) are functions returning the sequence of events before and
after the event e (on its lifeline) in the diagram d.
• L is the set of all lifelines
4 Aspect diagrams
In our approach, the base model is a set of initial sequence diagrams. An aspect consists
of exactly one pointcut diagram, exactly one advice diagram, and a (possibly empty)
set of negative pointcut diagrams. These diagrams are all basic and valid sequence
diagrams extended with symbolic messages and an arbitrary events symbol. An aspect
is applied to one diagram within the base model at a time. We refer to this as the base
diagram. For an aspect A, we refer to its pointcut by A.pc and its advice by A.a.
An aspect is similar to a GTS rule, where the pointcut diagram (corresponds to LHS
in GTS) deﬁnes a pattern for which we are looking for matches in the base diagram.
The advice diagram (corresponds to RHS in GTS) deﬁnes a replacement of the matches
within the base diagram. This implies that messages present only in the pointcut and
not in the advice, will be deleted, while messages present only in the advice and not
in the pointcut, will be added. If any of the negative pointcuts (correspond to negative
application conditions in GTS) have a match, then a potential match of the pointcut is
prevented. Figure 2 shows an aspect which matches the message a directly followed by
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L1
a
b
L2
pointcut
L1
m1
m2
L2
base
a
b
L1
m1
m2
L2
woven
a
c
L1
a
c
L2
advice
Figure 2: Aspect (pointcut and advice), base and woven diagrams
message b. The message a is preserved, message b is deleted and message c is added.
The right part of the ﬁgure shows the woven diagram when the aspect is applied to the
base diagram in the middle part of the ﬁgure.
An Aspect that preserves all the pointcut messages, is called a plain additive aspect.
A non-plain additive aspect is called deletion aspect. Figure 3 shows two plain additive
aspects with the same pointcut, but diﬀerent advice. We allow plain additive aspects,
but we assume that care is taken to ensure that the weaving process terminates. The
ﬁrst aspect (labeled 1) guarantees termination if this is the only aspect to be applied.
The second aspect (labeled 2) includes a match of the pointcut in the advice. To obtain
termination we need to deﬁne that this aspect is applied only once to the same match.
Woven matches are marked (here displayed by a superscript number) to exclude these
messages from future matches of the same aspect as the number indicates. The match
marking will not be part of the woven diagram.
alternative advice diagrams
L1 a
b
L2
c
L1 a1
b1
L2
c
1) 2)
L1
a
b
L2
pointcut
Figure 3: Plain additive aspects
In general our pointcut diagrams can use symbolic message symbols, such as a mix
of hardcoded letters and wildcards (e.g. ∗ to denote an arbitrary sequence of letters).
For simplicity, our formalism only covers ﬁxed message symbols in this paper. The
negative pointcuts of the undecidability proof, is the only place in this paper where we
use symbolic message symbols.
In sections 4.1 and 4.2, we consider ﬁrst matching and then weaving of aspects
consisting of one pointcut and one advice diagram only. Negative pointcut diagrams are
introduced in Section 4.3, while the arbitrary events symbol is explained in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Matching
We now deﬁne precisely how the matching works. The deﬁnitions use an injective
mapping function, φ : Message → Message, which maps each pointcut message to
a base message with the same signal and the same lifelines as sender and receiver.
Implicitly, φ also deﬁnes a mapping from pointcut events to base events where the
signal kind (send or receive) is preserved, and from pointcut traces to base traces. We
will therefore overload φ to take both messages and events as parameter. Similarly, φ
is overloaded to take a set of messages or events as parameter.
Figure 4 shows one correct and two incorrect φ mappings for the given pointcut
and base diagrams. Ids are shown explicitly, by the id number followed by a colon, as
a preﬁx to the message signal. The second and third φ mappings are incorrect since
there is a mismatch between the sender and receiver lifelines.
L1
1: a
2: a
base
L2 L3L2
4: a
L3
pointcut
 = {4  2}
 = {4  1} – wrong sender and receiver!
 = {4  3} – wrong sender and receiver!
3: a
Figure 4: One correct and two incorrect φ mappings
Deﬁnition 1 (Trace-based match) The mapping φ deﬁnes a trace-based match be-
tween a pointcut trace tpc and a base trace tb if and only if the pointcut trace is a
continuous subtrace of the base trace (where the message of each event in the pointcut
trace is mapped by φ). Formally:
tmatchφ(tpc, tb)
def
= substr(φ(tpc), tb)
Deﬁnition 2 (Semantics-based match) The mapping φ deﬁnes a semantics-based match
between a pointcut diagram dpc and a base diagram db if and only if there exists a trace-
based match between one of the pointcut traces and one of the base traces. Formally:
smatchφ(dpc, db)
def
=
∃tpc ∈ [[ dpc ]], tb ∈ [[ db ]] : tmatchφ(tpc, tb)
The choice of match deﬁnition is further backed by the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (All pointcut traces are matched) If the mapping φ deﬁnes a semantics-
based match between a pointcut diagram dpc and a base diagram db, then all traces in
the pointcut diagram have a matching trace in the base diagram. Formally:
smatchφ(dpc, db)⇒
∀t′pc ∈ [[ dpc ]] : ∃t′b ∈ [[ db ]] : tmatchφ(t′pc, t′b)
6
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Proof : For a simpler presentation of this proof, we assume that φ is the identity
mapping and we do not refer to φ in the proof. However, the proof is easily generalized
to other φs.
According to deﬁnitions 1 and 2, smatchφ(dpc, db) (the left hand-side of the impli-
cation) means that there exists a base trace tb with a pointcut trace tpc as a continuous
subtrace, i.e. tb = h1  tpc  h2 for some event sequences h1 and h2.
The pointcut diagram does not contain any control ﬂow-based operators, and any
pointcut trace t′pc will be a permutation of the events in tpc. The trace t′b = h1  t
′
pc
 h2
will be a valid base trace having the pointcut trace as a continuous subtrace. The only
diﬀerence between t′b and tb is the relative ordering of the pointcut events, meaning that
t′b obeys all base partial orders between two events where one or both is not in the set
of pointcut events.
It remains to prove that for any two pointcut events, there is a partial order between
them in the base diagram only if the same partial order exists also in the pointcut
diagram. For direct partial orders, this follows from lemma 12 in appendix. Lemma 12
is suﬃcient, as all other partial orders in the transitive closure will be implied by the
direct partial orders. 
In theory we may calculate all the pointcut and base traces to ﬁnd matches. In prac-
tice this is an intractable problem since the number of traces may have an exponential
growth relative to the number of events in the diagram. Instead we use a lifeline-based
matching which is equivalent to the semantics-based matching.
A necessary, but not suﬃcient, criterion for lifeline-based matching is that for all
lifelines, the pointcut events must occur as a continuous subsequence in the base dia-
gram. If this is the case, there is a candidate match between the two diagrams.
Deﬁnition 3 (Candidate match) The mapping φ deﬁnes a candidate match between a
pointcut diagram dpc and a base diagram db if and only if for all lifelines, the events in
the pointcut diagram is a (possibly empty) continuous subsequence of the events in the
base diagram (where the message of each event in the pointcut diagram is mapped by
φ). Formally:
cmatchφ(dpc, db)
def
= ∀l ∈ L : substr(φ(dpc{l}), db{l})
Informally, we will refer to the range of φ in the base diagram, as the mapped
events. For a candidate match to be a proper lifeline-based match, there must be no
match-blocking partial orders that require some unmapped events to occur between
two of the mapped events in the base diagram. If there is a match-blocking partial
order, the candidate match cannot produce a contained pointcut trace within a base
trace, since there will always be intermediate events in the base trace.
Deﬁnition 4 (Match-blocking partial order) A match-blocking partial order with re-
spect to φ and a pointcut diagram dpc is a partial order between two of the unmapped
base events, and such that the partial order of the base diagram db requires these two
events to happen between two of the mapped events. Formally:
blocking(dpc,φ)(a, b, db)
def
=
a, b ∈ (ev.db \ φ(ev.dpc)) ∧ (a, b) ∈ db.po ∧
∃e1, e2 ∈ φ(ev.dpc) : ((e1, a) ∈ db.po ∧ (b, e2) ∈ db.po)
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Deﬁnition 5 (Lifeline-based match) The mapping φ deﬁnes a lifeline-based match be-
tween a pointcut diagram dpc and a base diagram db if and only if φ deﬁnes a candidate
match between the two diagrams and there are no match-blocking partial orders. For-
mally:
lmatchφ(dpc, db)
def
=
cmatchφ(dpc, db) ∧ ∀a, b ∈ ev.db : ¬blocking(dpc,φ)(a, b, db)
Figure 5 illustrates that the match deﬁnition needs to exclude base diagram matches
with match blocking partial orders. All lifelines of the base diagram contain the point-
cut events as a continuous subsequence (taking φ to be the identity mapping), which
means that there is a candidate match between the pointcut and the base diagram. How-
ever, the c message is a match blocking message, with (!c, ?c) as the match blocking
partial order, meaning that this is not a proper lifeline-based match. This is because the
!c event is after the candidate match (!a) on lifeline L1, while the ?c event is before the
candidate match (?b) on lifeline L3. I.e., both (!a, !c) and (?c, ?b) are partial orders for
the base diagram, requiring the unmapped events !c and ?c to occur between the two
mapped events !a and ?b.
When investigating the traces, we see that there is no semantics-based match either.
The pointcut has a single trace: 〈!a, ?a, !b, ?b〉. None of the six shown base traces have
a contained pointcut trace, and thus there are no semantics-based matches. This is
because the match blocking c message will always get its two events between the ﬁrst
and last events of the matched pointcut trace.
If we modify the base diagram of Figure 5 such that the c message switches di-
rection (!c on L3 and ?c on L1), then we get a match since the c message is no
longer match blocking. From all the direct partial orders involving the c message,
(!c, ?c), (!a, ?c), (!c, ?b) ∈ db.dpo, it is clear that !c may happen before and ?c after all
of the mapped events. Similarly, we get a semantics-based match since the set of base
traces now includes the trace 〈!c, !a, ?a, !b, ?b, ?c〉.
L1
a
b
pointcut
L2 L3
L1
a
b
base
L2 L3
c
pointcut traces:
{ <!a,?a,!b,?b> }
base traces:
{<!a,?a,!c,?c,!b,?b>,
<!a,?a,!b,!c,?c,?b>,
<!a,!c,?a,!b,?c,?b>,
<!a,!c,?c,?a,!b,?b>,
<!a,?a,!c,!b,?c,?b>,
<!a,!c,?a,?c,!b,?b>}candidate match
Figure 5: c is a match blocking message
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Lifeline-based matching considers not only match blocking messages, but match
blocking partial orders in general. To illustrate why this is necessary, we keep the
pointcut from Figure 5 and apply it to the base diagram in Figure 6. Now the partial
order relation contains (!c1, ?c2) which is a match blocking partial order. Thus, there
is no match for the base diagram.
L1
a
b
base
L2 L3
c2
L0
c1
candidate
match
Figure 6: (!c1, ?c2) ∈ base.po is a match blocking partial order
With lifeline-based matching, the problem of ﬁnding matches is now reduced from
calculating all possible traces to searching for candidate matches and checking for
match-blocking partial orders. The following lemma ensures that lifeline-based match-
ing may be performed instead of semantics-based matching as they both give the same
result.
Lemma 2 (Lifeline-based equals semantics-based match) The mapping φ deﬁnes a
lifeline-based match between a pointcut diagram dpc and a base diagram db if and
only if φ deﬁnes a semantics-based match. Formally:
lmatchφ(dpc, db)⇔ smatchφ(dpc, db)
Proof: As for the proof of lemma 1, we use the identity mapping for φ without loss
of generality.
⇒: By deﬁnitions 2 and 1 of smatch, we need to prove that there exists a pointcut
trace tpc and a base trace tb, with tpc as a continuous subsequence, i.e. there exists
sequences h1 and h2 such that tb = h1  tpc  h2.
By deﬁnitions 5 and 3 of lmatch (the assumption), we know that for all lifelines,
the base diagram contains the mapped pointcut events as a continuous subsequence.
Together with the message invariant, this means that the pointcut events in dpc and the
mapped base events in db have the same direct partial orders.
From the assumption and deﬁnition of lmatch (deﬁnition 5), there are no match
blocking partial orders. Thus, for any arbitrary unmapped event a, and mapped events
e1 and e2 such that (e1, e2) ∈ db.po, at most one of (e1, a) ∈ db.po and (a, e2) ∈ db.po
may hold. Hence, we may construct a base trace tb where any unmapped event a occurs
either before (in h1) or after (in h2) the mapped events (tpc).
⇐: We ﬁrst prove that the assumption, smatch, implies that there is a cmatch. By
deﬁnitions 2 and 1 of smatch, we know that there exists a pointcut trace tpc and a base
trace tb such that tpc is a continuous subtrace of tb. It follows that for each lifeline,
the event sequence in tpc is a continuous subtrace of the event sequence for the same
9
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lifeline in tb. For any basic sequence diagram, the event sequence for one lifeline is
the same for all traces of the diagram, and the same as the the top-down sequence
of syntactic events on that lifeline. Hence, for all lifelines, the events in the pointcut
diagram is a continuous subsequence of the events in the base diagram and we have a
candidate match.
In order to have a lifeline-based match lmatch, it remains to prove that there are no
match blocking partial orders in the base diagram db. Assume for contradiction that
there exists a match blocking partial order, i.e. two unmapped events a and b, and two
mapped events e1 and e2 in the base diagram db such that (a, b) ∈ db.po, (e1, a) ∈ db.po
and (b, e2) ∈ db.po hold. This means that any base trace must include the sequence
〈e1, a, b, e2〉 as a (possibly non-continuous) subsequence. Any pointcut trace is on the
form
h1  e1  h2  e2  h3
where h2 cannot include a or b, since a and b are not mapped by pointcut events.
However, this means that no pointcut trace can be a continuous subsequence of a base
trace, which contradicts the assumption that there exists a semantics-based match. 
Hereafter we use the short term match to mean a semantics-based / lifeline-based
match, and we allow to use match in formulas when it is irrelevant to diﬀerentiate
between the two (equivalent) match formulas. With the match deﬁnition formalized,
we are in a position to deﬁne isomorphic diagrams.
Deﬁnition 6 (Isomorphic diagrams)
If there exists a φ which is one-to-one (both injective and surjective) between two
diagrams d1 and d2 and where φ deﬁnes a match of d1 in d2 (φ−1 deﬁnes a match of d2
in d1), then d1 and d2 are isomorphic diagrams. Formally:
isomorph(d1, d2)
def
=
∃φ ∈ Φ : matchφ(d1, d2) ∧ matchφ−1 (d2, d1)
where Φ is the set of all φ’s
Throughout this paper we will implicitly consider two diagrams to be the same if
they are isomorphic.
4.2 Weaving
In this paper we consider weaving to be the non-deterministic application of a set of
aspects on a base diagram. A direct derivation is an atomic step in the weaving, where
a single aspect is applied to a single match in the base diagram, while a derivation
consists of zero or more direct derivations.
Throughout this paper we will adapt important terms and notations from term
rewriting systems [1] and graph transformation systems [16] to the context of aspect
diagrams.
The notation B1 → B2 or B2 ← B1 means a direct derivation from diagram B1 to
diagram B2 by applying some (not speciﬁed) aspect. The notation can be extended to
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provide additional information: B1
A1−→ B2 means a direct derivation which has applied
the aspect A1, and B1
A1,φ1−−−→ B2 means a direct derivation which has applied the aspect
A1 with the mapping φ1.
The notation
∗→ means a derivation (consisting of zero or more direct derivations)
with unspeciﬁed aspects. A normal form is a diagram on which there are no possible
direct derivations. The notation B means that the diagram B is a normal form. We
say that two diagrams B1 and B2 are joinable if there exists derivations leading to a
common (up to isomorphism) diagram Bjoin, i.e.
B1
∗→ Bjoin ∗← B2
The notation B1  B2 means that B1 and B2 are joinable, while B1B2 means that
B1 and B2 are not joinable.
A set of aspects is terminating if and only if there exists no inﬁnite derivation
sequence for any base diagram. A set of aspects is conﬂuent (globally conﬂuent) if and
only if all derivations from the same diagram are joinable, i.e.
B1
∗← B ∗→ B2 ⇒ B1  B2
A set of aspects is locally conﬂuent if and only if all direct derivations from the
same diagram are joinable, i.e.
B1 ← B→ B2 ⇒ B1  B2
Newman’s Lemma [13] proves that local conﬂuence and conﬂuence are equivalent
for terminating systems. For most practical purposes a system is terminating, so we
assume that we have terminating sets of aspects in this paper. Termination theory is
however outside the scope of this paper.
In general our aspect language supports advice events on lifelines with no pointcut
events, and this can be meaningful with respect to a particular base diagram [4]. A
conﬂuence analysis, however, considers arbitrary base diagrams, where such aspects
normally leads to non-conﬂuence. Thus, we disregard such aspects in this paper.
We are not allowed to delete lifelines, since deleting a lifeline with events may pro-
duce invalid sequence diagrams where a message contains only one of its two events.
Deﬁnition 7 (Direct derivation) dw is a direct derivation of db with respect to the
aspect A (with pointcut dpc and advice da) and the mapping φ, written db
A,φ−−→ dw, if
and only if there is a match between dpc and db and for each lifeline in db, the events
matched by φ are replaced by the entire subsequence of events (possibly empty) of the
advice for that lifeline (where the advice events are also mapped by φ). Formally:
db
A,φ−−→ dw def=
matchφ(dpc, db)
∧
∀l ∈ L : ∃h1, h2 ∈ Event∗ :
db{l} = h1 φ(dpc{l}) h2 ∧ dw{l} = h1 φ(da{l}) h2
11
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We have extended the φ mapping so that it also maps from advice messages/events
to base messages/events. Shared ids between the pointcut and the advice denote mes-
sages that are preserved. As a general convention, we assume that messages with the
same signal, sender and receiver in the pointcut and the advice have the same id, un-
less the ids are explicitly visible in the diagram. When the convention is ambiguous,
any assignment of ids can be chosen as long as the ids are unique within each advice
diagram. The advice ids are insigniﬁcant to the eﬀects of the weaving, since the advice
diagrams with diﬀerent ids are still isomorphic. The trace set is independent of the ids.
The φ mapping of advice messages not shared with the pointcut must be given fresh
ids with respect to the base diagram.
Figure 7 shows how the lifeline-based weaving works in a special notation where
we do not show the messages, only events as ﬁlled circles on each lifeline. The matched
sequence of events on each lifeline is marked by a rectangle. For each lifeline the
matched subsequence of events in the base is replaced by the entire advice event se-
quence (empty in the case of lifeline L2) on the same lifeline.
base w/ match advice
match on lifeline
event on lifeline
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8
e10
e11
e12
e12
e13
e14
woven model
e1
e4
e5
e6
e12
e13
e14
e10
e11
e12
L1 L2 L1 L2
L1 L2
L3
L3
e9
L3
e8
Figure 7: Weaving
The criterion of excluding candidate matches having match blocking partial orders
complicates our conﬂuence theory. The following lemma justiﬁes that this criterion
cannot be ignored if we want to ensure a sound weaving.
Lemma 3 (The woven result is a valid sequence diagram) Given an aspect A with
pointcut diagram dpc, advice diagram da, a base diagram db, and a direct derivation
db
A,φ−−→ dw, then the woven result dw is a valid sequence diagram. Formally:
matchφ(dpc, db) ∧ [[ db ]]  ∅ ∧ [[ da ]]  ∅ ⇒ [[ dw ]]  ∅
12
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Proof : Remember that we only consider valid base, pointcut and advice diagrams.
Assume for contradiction that the woven result is an invalid sequence diagram, i.e.
[[ db ]]  ∅, [[ da ]]  ∅ and [[ dw ]] = ∅.
For any basic sequence diagram, its trace-set is empty if and only if the partial order
relation contains a cycle. By [[ dw ]] = ∅, we may then choose two events e1 and e2
from dw such that (e1, e2) ∈ dw.po and (e2, e1) ∈ dw.po both holds.
As neither the base nor the advice diagram contains a cycle, the cycle in dw cannot
be the result of a “backwards” message on a single lifeline (i.e. a message with the
receive event occurring before the send event in the top-down order on the lifeline).
Instead, the cycle must contain events on at least two diﬀerent lifelines, meaning that
in the partial order path from e1, via e2, and back to e1, there must exist at least two
direct partial orders between events on diﬀerent lifelines. Such direct partial orders can
only be a consequence of the message invariant, i.e. a partial order between the send
and the receive event of the same message.
As neither the base nor the advice diagram contains a cycle, one of the two mes-
sages in the cycle must be a message (mapped by φ) from the advice diagram da, and
the other a message from the base diagram not included in the match.
Consequently, there must exist a message a in φ(msg.da) and a message b in msg.db\
φ(msg.dpc), such that (?a, !b) ∈ dw.po and (?b, !a) ∈ dw.po both holds, i.e. the advice
message must be received before the base message may be sent, and vice versa. This
is illustrated in Figure 8.
match replaced
by advice events
event on lifeline
b
a
Figure 8: Match blocking messages prevent matches leading to invalid woven sequence
diagrams
However, the advice events are only inserted as replacements for the pointcut events
on each lifeline (since we do not allow introducing events on lifelines without events in
the pointcut), meaning that there must have existed some mapped events ex and ey such
that (ex, !b) ∈ db.po and (?b, ey) ∈ db.po both held in the original diagram. However,
this makes b a match-blocking message (with (!b, ?b) ∈ db.po a match-blocking partial
order) as its two events is required to happen between the mapped events ex and ey.
By deﬁnitions 5 and 4 of lmatch, no such match-blocking message may exist, and
we have a contradiction. Hence, [[ dw ]]  ∅ and the woven result dw is indeed a valid
sequence diagram. 
Figure 9 introduces an advice for the pointcut and base given in Figure 5. The
advice inserts a d message after the matched a and b messages. If we ignore the match
blocking partial order (!c, ?c), and allow a match in the base diagram, then the woven
result will be an invalid sequence diagram because we get a cyclic partial order relation.
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L1
advice
L2 L3 L1 L2 L3
c
woven model
d
d
a
b
a
b
Figure 9: Ignoring match blocking partial orders may lead to invalid sequence diagrams
Now that we have introduced the match and derivation deﬁnitions, we may elabo-
rate why we need the φ function as an injective mapping from the pointcut events to
base events. Consider the aspect and base diagram example in Figure 10.
L1
a
a
pointcut
L2 L1
base
L2L1
b
advice
L2
L1
a
a
undesired
woven result
L2
b
a
a
a
a
L1
woven alt.1
L2
a
b
a L1
woven alt.2
L2
b
b
Figure 10: Incorrect match leads to undesired weaving / Alternative woven results
The aspect deﬁnes that two consecutive a messages should be replaced by a b mes-
sage, and the base diagram contains four consecutive a messages. Without using ids
and the mapping function φ in the match, we could mistakenly choose a match which
does not pair the correct send and receive events (rectangles in the ﬁgure surround the
matched events). By matching the last two events on the L1 lifeline and the ﬁrst two
events on the L2 lifeline, we get a ﬁnal woven result with a crossing b message (notice
that the b message is a match blocking message for the two remaining a messages).
Crossing messages are allowed in general, but it is unexpected and undesired in this
case.
The example in Figure 10 is non-conﬂuent, since a non-deterministic matching
strategy gives one of the following three alternative derivations with two diﬀerent end
results:
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1. a, a, a, a→ a, b, a
2. a, a, a, a→ a, a, b→ b, b
3. a, a, a, a→ b, a, a→ b, b
4.3 Negative pointcuts
We now extend our aspects to include also negative pointcuts, i.e. an aspect A is now
a triple (dpc,Dnpc, da) consisting of a pointcut diagram dpc, a (possibly empty) set Dnpc
of negative pointcut diagrams, and an advice diagram da.
Negative pointcuts are used to exclude matches between a pointcut and a base dia-
gram (analogous to negative application condition in GTS [12]). An example is given
in Figure 11. As a general convention, we assume that messages with the same signal,
sender and receiver in the pointcut and one of the negative pointcuts have the same id,
unless the ids are explicitly visible in the diagram. If the convention is ambiguous, then
explicit ids are required since diﬀerent assignment of ids may give diﬀerent results.
In Figure 11, the leftmost pointcut diagram deﬁnes that we are looking for matches
of two consecutive messages a and b within a base diagram, while the negative pointcut
diagram deﬁnes that these messages should not be followed by a d message. The base
diagram in the ﬁgure has only one match (marked by the rectangle) where φ matches
the pointcut to the ﬁrst occurrence of the two consecutive messages a and b. No φ can
make the second occurrence of the two consecutive messages a and b to be a match,
since the next message is a d message, which the negative pointcut forbids.
L1
a
b
L2 L1 a
b
L2
negative 
pointcutpointcut
d
L1
a
b
L2
base
a
b
d
Figure 11: Negative pointcut - implicit ids with one match
In Figure 12 we modify the diagrams from Figure 11 by only changing the ids. The
ids are now shown explicitly since they are diﬀerent from the default convention. The a
and b messages in the pointcut now have diﬀerent ids than the a and b messages in the
negative pointcut. This means that the a and b messages in the negative pointcut can
be mapped to the same a and b messages, or to diﬀerent ones when trying to match the
negative pointcut. For the ﬁrst occurrence of a and b in the base diagram, we can map
the a and b in the negative pointcut to the second a and b messages, and the negative
pointcut prevents a match. For the second occurrence of a and b in the base diagram,
the a and b messages in the negative pointcut can be mapped to the same as for the
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L1
1: a
2: b
L2 L1
3: a
4: b
L2
negative 
pointcutpointcut
5: d
L1
a
b
L2
base
a
b
d
Figure 12: Negative pointcut - explicit ids with no matches
pointcut, and the negative pointcut once again prevents a match. Hence, there are no
matches in the base diagram.
We now generalize deﬁnition 2 of semantics-based match to consider also aspects
with negative pointcut diagrams.
Deﬁnition 8 (Semantics-based match with negative pointcuts) The mapping φ deﬁnes
a semantics-based match between an aspect with pointcut diagram dpc and negative
pointcut diagrams Dnpc, and a base diagram db if and only if both of the following
conditions hold:
• there is a semantics-based match between the pointcut and the base diagram
• for any negative pointcut diagram, it is not possible to ﬁnd a semantics-based
match between the negative pointcut diagram and the base diagram based on
any φ′ having the same mapping as φ for all messages shared with the pointcut
diagram.
Formally:
smatchφ((dpc,Dnpc), db)
def
=
smatchφ(dpc, db)
∧
∀dnpc ∈ Dnpc : ∀φ′ : φ  φ′ ⇒ ¬smatchφ′ (dnpc, db)
where φ  φ′ is a short-hand for (∀m ∈ msg.dpc∩msg.dnpc : φ(m) = φ′(m)) with msg.d
being the set of all messages in the diagram d.
The generalization of deﬁnition 5 of lifeline-based matching is similar.
Deﬁnition 9 (Lifeline-based match with negative pointcuts)
This deﬁnition is equal to deﬁnition 8, where ’semantics-based’ is substituted by
’lifeline-based’, and ’smatch’ is substituted by ’lmatch’.
The following lemma is a generalization of lemma 2, stating that also for aspects
with negative pointcuts, lifeline-based matching gives the same result as semantics-
based matching.
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Lemma 4 (Lifeline-based match with negative pointcuts equals semantics-based match
with negative pointcuts) The mapping φ deﬁnes a lifeline-based match between an
aspect with pointcut diagram dpc and negative pointcut diagrams Dnpc, and a base
diagram db if and only if φ deﬁnes a semantics-based match. Formally:
lmatchφ(dpc,Dnpc, db)⇔ smatchφ(dpc,Dnpc, db)
Proof: From Lemma 2, the ﬁrst of the two and-clauses in the deﬁnitions 8 and
9 of smatch and lmatch with negative pointcuts, are equal (i.e. smatchφ(dpc, db) ⇔
lmatchφ(dpc, db)). It remains to prove that the second (and last) and-clauses are equal,
i.e. for any negative pointcut, dnpc ∈ Dnpc, and any φ′ extending φ (i.e. φ  φ′), the
following holds
¬smatchφ′ (dnpc, db)⇔ ¬lmatchφ′ (dnpc, db)
The above equivalence relation is the contrapositive of Lemma 2, which concludes
the proof. 
This concludes the necessary generalization to handle also negative pointcuts. The
negative pointcuts do not aﬀect the weaving process described in Section 4.2, they
only restrict the set of valid matches on which the corresponding aspect is applied.
Deﬁnition 7, that deﬁnes a direct derivation, remains the same, except for substituting
’smatchφ(dpc, db)’ with the more general ’smatchφ(dpc,Dnpc, db)’ to include possible
negative pointcuts. Lemma 3, stating that the woven result is always a valid sequence
diagram, also hold for negative pointcuts since negative pointcuts only restrict when
we get matches to be used in the weaving.
4.4 The arbitrary events symbol
Figure 13 shows additional expressiveness by using the arbitrary events symbol (dis-
played as ∥). The arbitrary events symbol indicates the presence of an arbitrary num-
ber of events (including zero events). Each lifeline in the pointcut diagram may contain
zero or more arbitrary events symbols. A unique identiﬁer is associated with each arbi-
trary events symbol, and the set of all arbitrary events symbols is referred to as ArbEvt.
In the advice diagram, each arbitrary events symbol from the pointcut must be pre-
served, on the same lifeline and in the same order relative to the other arbitrary events
symbols.
a
b
//
//c
L1 L2
a
b
// //
L1 L2
advicepointcut base
a
b
L1 L2
a
woven
a
b1
L1 L2
a1
c
Figure 13: The Arbitrary Events Symbol
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Our example aspect in Figure 13 deﬁnes that we are looking for matches of the a
message followed by an arbitrary number of events on both its lifelines, and then ﬁnally
a b message. The advice inserts a c message of which the position is uniquely deﬁned
in relation to the arbitrary events symbols. The send event of the c message, !c, shall
be inserted directly before all the arbitrary events (and after the !a event) on lifeline L1,
and the receive event, ?c, shall be inserted directly after all the arbitrary events (and
before the ?b event) on lifeline L2.
We only allow for irreducible matches of arbitrary events symbols, which means
that a proper match φ cannot be reduced to a φ− ⊂ φ, where φ− is a match for the
same aspect. This requirement means that the base diagram a, a, b in Figure 13 will
only match the latter a message, match = a, b, where the arbitrary events symbols are
bound to empty event sequences, and a, a, b is not a match since it is reducible. Notice
that this aspect is a plain additive aspect that will never terminate, so we will use match
marking to exclude the previously matched a and b messages from further matches of
the same aspect. We have displayed the match marking by a superscript number (1)
to denote that aspect number one (the one deﬁned in the example) cannot match the
elements another time. The aspect will thus be applied only once and the ﬁnal woven
result will be a, a, c, b.
If arbitrary events symbols are used also in the negative pointcuts, their ids will
determine if they must be bound to the same events as the symbols in the pointcut. For
each pointcut or negative pointcut diagram, the same base event cannot be matched
by two diﬀerent arbitrary events symbols in the same match. However, two diﬀer-
ent arbitrary events symbols in diﬀerent diagrams (e.g. one pointcut and one negative
pointcut diagram, or two negative pointcut diagrams) may be bound to overlapping sets
of events.
We now formally deﬁne the matching for aspect diagrams with arbitrary events
symbols. The deﬁnitions use a mapping ψ : ArbEvt → Event∗, which maps each
arbitrary events symbol in the aspect to a (possibly empty) sequence of base events on
the same lifeline. For a diagram d, the notation dψ is used to denote the diagram d with
every occurrence of the arbitrary events symbol replaced with the corresponding event
sequence according to the mapping ψ. Similarly, for a set of diagrams D, Dψ denotes
that the mapping ψ has been used on every diagram in D.
Deﬁnition 10 (Semantics-based match with negative pointcuts and arbitrary events
symbols)
The mappings φ and ψ deﬁne a semantics-based match between an aspect with
pointcut diagram dpc and negative pointcut diagrams Dnpc, and a base diagram db if
and only if both of the following conditions hold:
• there is a semantics-based match between dψpc and db according to deﬁnition 8
• the semantics-based match is irreducible, i.e. for all φ′ and ψ′ that maps a proper
subset of the events mapped by φ and ψ, there is no semantics-based match.
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Formally:
smatchφ,ψ((dpc,Dnpc), db)
def
=
smatchφ((d
ψ
pc,D
ψ
npc), db)
∧
∀φ′, ψ′ : range(φ′, ψ′) ⊂ range(φ, ψ)⇒
¬smatchφ′ ((dψ′pc,Dψ
′
npc), db)
where range(φ, ψ) is the union of all base events mapped to by φ and ψ.
The last clause in the deﬁnition ensures that the bound arbitrary events symbols in
the pointcut cannot be reduced to a proper subset and still achieve a match.
The generalization of deﬁnition 5 of lifeline-based matching is similar. The map-
pings φ and ψ deﬁne a lifeline-based match between an aspect and a base diagram only
if it is not possible to achieve a match by selecting a proper subset of the mapped base
events.
Deﬁnition 11 (Lifeline-based match with negative pointcuts and arbitrary events
symbols)
This deﬁnition is equal to deﬁnition 10, where ’semantics-based’ is substituted by
’lifeline-based’, and ’smatch’ is substituted by ’lmatch’.
The following lemma is a generalization of lemma 4, stating that also for as-
pects with arbitrary events symbols, lifeline-based matching gives the same result as
semantics-based matching.
Lemma 5 (Lifeline-based match with negative pointcuts and arbitrary events sym-
bols equals semantics-based match with negative pointcuts and arbitrary events sym-
bols) The mappings φ and ψ deﬁnes a lifeline-based match between an aspect with
pointcut diagram dpc and negative pointcut diagrams Dnpc, and a base diagram db if
and only if φ and ψ deﬁnes a semantics-based match. Formally:
lmatchφ,ψ((dpc,Dnpc), db)⇔
smatchφ,ψ((dpc,Dnpc), db)
Proof:
The proof is straightforward using lemma 4. 
Once the binding of the arbitrary events symbols in the aspect is resolved (by ψ),
the weaving process is the same as for diagrams without arbitrary events symbols (de-
scribed in Section 4.2). When it is useful the notation for direct derivation can include
the exact ψ that has been used. B1
A1,φ1,ψ1−−−−−−→ B2 means a direct derivation from diagram
B1 to diagram B2 by using the aspect A1 with the mapping φ1 and the arbitrary events
binding ψ1.
Lemma 3 proved that our aspects without the arbitrary events symbol guaranteed
a valid woven sequence diagram. This is not the case if we allow to freely place new
messages in relation to the arbitrary events symbols. Figure 14 shows an aspect where
we add a new message x. The event !x is placed after an arbitrary events symbol on
one lifeline, and the event ?x before another arbitrary events symbol on another lifeline.
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Figure 14: The Arbitrary Events Symbol
When applying this aspect on the base model in Figure 14, the arbitrary events symbols
are bound to a message b. In the woven diagram, the message x and the message b
constitute a cycle. The reason for this cycle is that the advice diagram becomes invalid
with the binding of the arbitrary events symbols.
To ensure that an advice diagram is valid, we need restrictions on how messages are
placed in relation to the arbitrary events symbols. We assumed that any advice diagram
da was valid before introducing the arbitrary events symbol. The advice diagram we get
by removing all arbitrary events symbols, denoted by d=a , shall still be a valid diagram.
The following lemma ensures valid woven diagrams also for aspects with arbitrary
events symbols:
Lemma 6 (Valid woven diagrams for negative pointcuts and arbitrary events sym-
bols) Given an aspect A with pointcut diagram dpc, advice diagram da that does not
introduce a partial order (a, b) with a after an ArbEvts and b before an ArbEvts sym-
bol, a base diagram db, and a direct derivation db
A,φ,ψ−−−→ dw, then the woven result dw
is a valid sequence diagram. Formally:
matchφ(dpc, db) ∧ [[ db ]]  ∅ ∧ [[ d=a ]]  ∅
(a, b) ∈ (da.po \ dpc.po), p1, p2 ∈ ArbEvts, l1, l2 ∈ L :
a ∈ after(p1, da{l1}) ∧ b ∈ before(p2, da{l2})⇒
[[ dw ]]  ∅
Proof :
From Lemma 3 it suﬃces to prove that the additional criteria in this assumption im-
plies that any ψ resolution of the arbitrary events symbols give valid advice diagrams.
Since the pointcut has a match in the valid base diagram, then the ψ resolution gives a
valid pointcut diagram. From the assumption we know that the advice diagram without
arbitrary events symbols, d=a , is valid. This means that any cyclic partial order must
be caused by a combination of ψ events and a partial order (e1, e2) introduced by the
advice. To constitute a cycle, the e2 event must occur before an arbitrary events sym-
bol on one lifeline, and the e1 event must occur after an arbitrary events symbol on
another lifeline. The partial order (e1, e2) corresponds to the partial order (a, b), which
is excluded in the assumption of the lemma. Hence, we can conclude that the woven
diagram is valid. 
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Notice that the pointcut may have messages that become invalid for certain bindings
of the arbitrary events symbols. Still, such bindings will never occur in any matches as
long as we require the base diagram to be valid.
5 Independence
In conﬂuence theory it is useful to establish an independence deﬁnition. We deﬁne
two direct derivations from the same base diagram to be independent if they are com-
mutable, i.e. the two derivations can be applied in any order.
Deﬁnition 12 (Independence)
Two direct derivations B1
A1,φ1,ψ1←−−−−−− B A2,φ2,ψ2−−−−−−→ B2 from the same diagram B are
independent if and only if there exists a diagram Bjoin such that
B1
A2,φ2,ψ2−−−−−−→ Bjoin A1,φ1,ψ1←−−−−−− B2
For GTS there are two cases of dependence [12]: use-delete conﬂict and produce-
forbid conﬂict. A use-delete conﬂict occurs when one rule deletes something in the left
hand side of the other rule. A produce-forbid conﬂict occurs when one rule produces
something that is matched by a negative application condition in the left hand side of
the other rule.
For our aspects, the situation is more complicated than for GTS that have only two
conﬂict types. We identify three possible conﬂict types for aspects without negative
pointcuts, and two possible conﬂict types for aspects with negative pointcuts. First,
we concentrate on aspects without negative pointcuts. We show three examples with
dependent derivations before giving the general lemma.
The concept of a use-delete conﬂict from GTS is not directly transferable to aspect
diagrams as we even with plain additive aspects may have non-conﬂuence. Consider
the example in Figure 15. We have two aspects A1 and A2 which are both plain additive,
and where the matches of two direct derivations share the same b message. By applying
the two aspects on the base diagram example, we get two result diagrams which cannot
be joined. Thus, the two derivations must be dependent.
The reason why these two derivations are dependent can be found by investigating
the lifeline event orders of the two aspects. Aspect A1 uses the event order 〈?a, !b〉 on
lifeline L2, which is implicitly deleted by the aspect A2 since it adds the new !d event
in between the two events. So, with respect to the lifeline event orders of the aspect
diagrams, there is a use-delete conﬂict.
The prohibited match blocking partial orders may be considered as a kind of ﬁxed
negative pointcut for all aspects. This leads to what we have called produceMB-
blocked conﬂicts (Figure 16). The MakeMB aspect produces a match blocking par-
tial order (the message mb) for the other derivation, and thus the two derivations are
dependent.
The third example of dependent derivations, which we call produce-produce con-
ﬂict, occurs when two aspects both add events before or after the same common matched
event. In Figure 17 both aspect derivations add a diﬀerent event after the common
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Figure 15: use-delete conﬂict with respect to lifeline event orders
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Figure 16: produceMB-blocked conﬂict where one derivation produces a match
blocking partial order for the other aspect
matched event !a. The ?c event is added by the A1 aspect and the ?d event is added by
the aspect A2. The order matters and the two derivations are dependent.
To avoid produce-produce conﬂicts we introduce the condition that event sequences
added before or after a common matched event are equal. This is a necessary condition,
but not suﬃcient, as illustrated in Figure 18. By extending the φ mappings to map ad-
vice messages and not only pointcut messages, we can avoid the problem in Figure 18.
We cannot map the two b messages in each advice to the same base messages (includ-
ing the same id), and still have equal event sequences (including ids) added after the
common matched events !a and ?a.
Figure 19 shows another example of a produce-produce conﬂict, where all the
added events before or after common matched events are equal (including mapped ids).
The conﬂict occurs because only one of the two events of a message, ?adv, is added
in relation to a common matched event (?b). The other event of the added message,
!adv is placed in diﬀerent positions in the base model. The order of the aspect matters,
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Figure 17: produce-produce conﬂict where the two derivations produce unequal event
sequences after a common matched event
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Figure 18: produce-produce conﬂict where we need to map advice messages to similar
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since the A1-A2 derivation produces two new adv messages that are crossing, while the
A2-A1 derivation produces two new adv that are not crossing.
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base
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b
L2L1 L3
adv
pointcut advice
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A2
normal
form 1
normal
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b
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L2L1 L3
b
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A2 A1
Figure 19: produce-produce conﬂict where only one of an added message is placed in
relation to common matched events
The three dependency types explained above lead to the following lemma:
Lemma 7 (Independent derivations). For aspects without negative pointcuts and the
arbitrary events symbol, two direct derivations B1
A1,φ1←−−− B A2,φ2−−−→ B2 are independent if
and only if the following criteria are met:
1. ¬ use-delete. Example: Figure 15. None of the two derivations deletes a direct
partial order which is part of the other derivation’s match. Formally:
∀a, b ∈ ev.(Ax.pc) :
(a, b) ∈ (Ax.pc).dpo⇒ (φx(a), φx(b)) ∈ By.dpo
where (x, y) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.
2. ¬ produceMB-blocked. Example: Figure 16. None of the two derivations pro-
duces a match blocking partial order for the other derivation’s match. Formally:
∀a, b ∈ ev.Bx : ¬blocking(Ay.pc,φy)(a, b, Bx)
where (x, y) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.
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3. ¬ produce-produce.
Part A: Examples: Figure 17 and Figure 18. If there is a lifeline where the
matches of the two derivations start (end) with the same event, the two deriva-
tions cannot add unequal event sequences before (after) that event (Example: ).
Formally:
∀l ∈ L, e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event :
e1 = ﬁrst((A1.pc){l}) ∧ e2 = ﬁrst((A2.pc){l})
∧ φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)
⇒
( before(e1, A1.a) = ∅ ∨ before(e2, A2.a) = ∅
∨ φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) = φ2(before(e2, A2.a)) )
∀l ∈ L, e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event :
e1 = last((A1.pc){l}) ∧ e2 = last((A2.pc){l})
∧ φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)
⇒
( after(e1, A1.a) = ∅ ∨ after(e1, A2.a) = ∅
∨ φ1(after(e1, A1.a)) = φ2(after(e2, A2.a)) )
The φ’s are extended to also map advice messages (and not only pointcut mes-
sages) to base messages. This criterion is satisﬁed if there exists φ mappings of
the advice messages such that the before and after relations can be satisﬁed.
Part B: Example: Figure 19. For each added message, either both its events or
none, are placed in relation to a common matched event. From the other criteria,
it is suﬃcient to check that either both or none the two events of a message are
placed on the same lifeline as common matched events. Formally:
∀m ∈ Madd : (?.m.ll ∈ Evt∩.LLs ∧ !.m.ll ∈ Evt∩.LLs)
(?.m.ll  Evt∩.LLs ∧ !.m.ll  Evt∩.LLs)
where
• Evt∩ = φ1(ev.(A1.pc)) ∩ φ2(ev.(A2.pc)) denotes common matched events,
• Evt∩.LLs denotes the set of lifelines w/ common matched events,
• Madd = msg.(A1.a\A1.pc)∪msg.(A2.a\A2.pc) denotes all added messages,
and
• !.m / ?.m denotes the send / receive events of a message m.
Proof: Given in appendix A.5. 
A special case of the ﬁrst criterion is when a common matched message m is
deleted, since (!m, ?m) is always a direct partial order. Another special case of the ﬁrst
criterion can occur for two derivations that both use the same plain additive aspect,
where the aspect applies match marking to avoid termination. When both derivations
use the same match marking aspect (with only partially overlapping matches), then
the match marking of the overlapping message(s) appears as if it was a ’deletion’ of a
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Figure 20: use-delete conﬂict due to match marking
common matched message. A use-delete conﬂict due to match marking is illustrated
in Figure 20.
Two derivations with no common matched events can only be dependent if there
is a violation of criterion 2. The third criterion is not violated when only one of the
derivations adds an event sequence after a common matched event, or when only one
of the derivations adds an event sequence before a common matched event. Thus, the
two derivations may be independent if one derivation adds an event sequence before
a common matched event, while the other derivation adds an event sequence after the
same common matched event.
Independence lemma 7 gives necessary and suﬃcient independence criteria when
there are no negative pointcuts in the aspects. These criteria ensure that the advice di-
agram of one of the two aspects does not prevent a match for the pointcut of the other
aspects. In the case where the aspect also contains one or more negative pointcut dia-
grams, the three criteria of lemma 7 are still necessary, but they are no longer suﬃcient
to ensure independence. With negative pointcuts, there are two additional conﬂict types
that make two derivations dependent.
The ﬁrst case, which we call a deleteMB-forbid conﬂict, is illustrated in Figure 21.
In this example, aspect A1 may be applied to the base diagram as the c message is a
match-blocking partial order for the candidate match between the base diagram and the
negative pointcut of A1. However, aspect A2 changes the direction of the c message, so
that it is no longer blocking the negative pointcut of A1. Note that independence would
have been restored had A2 not only removed the match-blocking partial order, but also
destroyed the candidate match for the negative pointcut, for instance by also removing
the b message.
The second case is illustrated in Figure 22. In this case, aspect A2 introduces a
match for the negative pointcut of A1 by changing the c message to a b message,
meaning that aspect A1 may no longer be applied. This corresponds to a produce-
forbid conﬂict from GTS. In general, one of the sequence diagram aspects may very
well introduce a candidate match for a negative pointcut in the other aspect, as long as
the resulting diagram also has a match-blocking partial order for that candidate match.
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Figure 21: deleteMB-forbid conﬂict where one derivation removes a match blocking
partial order for a negative pointcut of the other aspect
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Figure 22: produce-forbid conﬂict where one derivation produces a match for a nega-
tive pointcut of the other aspect
However, this is not the case in Figure 22.
The usage of arbitrary events symbols in aspect diagrams does not aﬀect the inde-
pendence theory, and no additional independence criteria are needed. This is because
the binding of the arbitrary events symbols is resolved in the match, and the weaving
must preserve the events bound by the arbitrary events symbols. Hence, with a speciﬁc
ψ, the aspect can be seen as being arbitrary event symbol free.
The examples in Figure 21 and Figure 22 lead to the following lemma for aspects
which may also contain one or more negative pointcuts:
Lemma 8 (Independent derivations with negative pointcuts and arbitrary events sym-
bols). Two direct derivations B1
A1,φ1,ψ1←−−−−−− B A2,φ2,ψ2−−−−−−→ B2 are independent if and only if
the following criterion is met in addition to the criteria from lemma 7:
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4. ¬ deleteMB-forbid and ¬ produce-forbid. None of the two derivations produces
a match for one of the other derivation’s negative pointcuts. This may be en-
sured either by keeping / producing a match-blocking message (the converse of
criterion 2), or by making sure that for each negative pointcut, at least one of
the partial orders is deleted / not produced by the derivation (the converse of
criterion 1). Formally:
∀d ∈ Ax.Npc : ∀φ′x :
φx  φ
′
x ⇒
( (∃a, b ∈ ev.By : blocking(d,φ′x)(a, b, By))∨
(∃a, b ∈ ev.d : (a, b) ∈ d.dpo ∧ (φ′x(a), φ′x(b))  By.dpo) )
where (x, y) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)} and A.Npc is the set of negative pointcuts in the
aspect A.
Proof: Given in appendix A.7. 
6 Conﬂuence is Undecidable
Plump [16] has shown that conﬂuence is undecidable for terminating GTS by reduction
of the well-known undecidable Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) [17]. This section
shows that conﬂuence is undecidable for one of the most expressive forms of aspect
diagrams:
Theorem 1 (Undecidable). It is undecidable to determine if an arbitrary ﬁnite set of
terminating aspect diagrams with deletion, negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events
symbol is conﬂuent.
The rest of this section is used to prove the theorem. First, we explain the PCP
problem, then we present a method to construct a set of aspect diagrams based on an
arbitrary PCP instance. We show that these aspect diagrams are terminating. Finally,
we show that the constructed aspect diagrams are conﬂuent if and only if the PCP
instance has no solution. This is suﬃcient to prove Theorem 1.
An example instance of PCP from Wikipedia [21] (top part of Figure 23) has four
numbered pairs of words over an alphabet with the letters a and b. A solution to the
PCP instance will be a sequence of these pairs such that the concatenation of the top
letters equals the concatenation of the bottom letters. The sequence 1, 4, 3, 1 is a solu-
tion. Notice that a word pair may be repeated such as with pair number 1. Otherwise
we could produce all possible combinations to decide PCP.
The decision problem is to decide if there exists a solution to a given PCP instance.
A PCP instance consists of n word pairs where we denote pair number i as (αi, βi).
Furthermore, αi and βi are words consisting of characters from some alphabet Γ.
The idea is to encode solution proposals, i.e. a sequence of indices, as a base di-
agram (topmost diagram in Figure 24). We use message signals to represent indices
between 1 and n, characters in the alphabet Γ, and the special signals start and end. A
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ababbaababa
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Figure 23: Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) example
solution proposal involves three lifelines. The Propose lifeline contains a sequence of
indices representing a proposal. Aspects (deﬁned in the next subsection) are deﬁned so
that lifeline A/B is ﬁrst used to produce a full sequence of characters for the α/β part of
the proposed word pairs, and ﬁnally to test if those two character sequences are equal.
Propose
start
base model with solution proposal
A B
start
i1
end
ik
...
Propose
start
A B
start
end
success
Propose A B
start
end
fail
success normal form fail normal form 
start
end
end end
Figure 24: Solution proposal has two possible normal forms
For simplicity in the proof we use extensively messages where the sender and re-
ceiver lifelines are equal (which is allowed for sequence diagrams), e.g. the end mes-
sage on the Propose lifeline. It is possible to do the proof without such messages by
introducing a few additional lifelines.
A base diagram representing a PCP solution proposal will have two normal forms,
the success normal form and the fail normal form as shown in the bottom part of Fig-
ure 24.
6.1 Reduction of PCP by making aspects
Based on a PCP instance I we automatically produce a set of aspects, aspects(I), as
shown in Figures 25-28. This subsection explains the rationale behind these aspects.
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We present aspect templates representing a set of aspects ranging over the possible
indices {1, . . . , n} or over the alphabet Γ. The symbols ai for all i ∈ {1, .., p} and b j
for all i ∈ {1, .., q} denote characters over the alphabet Γ. p and q are natural numbers
, where their value depend on the index i. The aspects are carefully designed so that
they will enforce a speciﬁc weave order: 1) init aspects, 2) test aspects, and 3) clean
aspects.
An init aspect (init1 or init2) replaces an index i on the Propose lifeline by the
character messages, corresponding to the word pair (αi, βi), onto the A and B lifelines.
When all indices are consumed on the Propose lifeline, the test aspects will take over.
The init aspects are shown in Figure 25.
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...success
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end
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end end
end end
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...
Figure 25: aspects(I): init1 and init2
The test aspects (Figure 26) are mutually exclusive. The test1 aspects consume
messages with equal character names from both the A and B lifelines, and these aspects
are the only test aspects that keep the success message. The other test aspects (test2,
test3 and test4) replace the success message with a fail message. The test2 aspects
detect unequal character messages on the A and B lifelines, while the test3 and test4
aspects detect an unequal number of messages on the A and B lifelines. The test aspects
will continue until they either remove all characters from both the A and B lifelines, or
until the fail message is introduced.
The three sets of clean aspects (cleanP, cleanA, and cleanB) will continue to weave
on failure marked diagrams until the fail normal form is reached. The clean aspects are
shown in Figure 27.
The fail aspects (Figure 27) ensure that we can always produce the fail normal form
from base diagrams that encode a PCP proposal. The rationale is that a base diagram
has two normal forms (success and fail) only in cases where the base diagram encodes
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Figure 26: aspects(I): test1, test2, test3 and test4
a PCP solution.
We have deﬁned three negative pointcuts to avoid weaving on ill-deﬁned diagrams
(Figure 28). These negative pointcuts all apply to each of the aspects having an index
in the pointcut, i.e. init1, init2, cleanP and fail. The negative pointcuts ensure that there
are only other indices (or nothing) between a matched index and its end message on
the Propose lifeline. Identiﬁers (not shown) are used to bind the i and end messages
in the pointcuts to the same i and end messages in the negative pointcuts. The ﬁrst
negative pointcut template contains the expression #m : ∗ {m  1..n}, which means that
the negative pointcut matches any message signal except valid indices.
Lemma 9 aspects(I) is terminating
Proof : No aspects add index-messages on the Propose lifeline. Thus, aspects remov-
ing index-messages from the Propose lifeline cannot be repeated inﬁnitely. It suﬃces
to prove that the set of aspects, excluding the fail, init1, init2 and cleanP aspects, are
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Figure 27: aspects(I): cleanP, cleanA, cleanB and fail
terminating. The remaining aspects all decrease the number of messages. Thus, the
aspects are terminating. 
Lemma 10 If I has a solution, then aspects(I) is not conﬂuent
Proof : A base diagram with the encoded solution, i1, . . . , ik, in proposal state has both
the success and fail normal forms.
We get the success normal form by ﬁrst applying the aspect init1 once, then the
aspect init2 k − 1 times. Since we assume that i1, . . . , ik is a solution, of the PCP
instance I, we know that there will be equivalent sequences of character messages
on the A and B lifelines. Thus, the aspect test1 can be applied to consume all these
character messages until we reach the success normal form.
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Figure 28: aspects(I): Negative pointcuts for aspects fail, init1, init2 and cleanP
We get the fail normal form by ﬁrst applying the fail aspect once, followed by
applying the aspect cleanP k − 1 times. Thus, aspects(I) is not conﬂuent. 
Lemma 11 If I does not have a solution, then aspects(I) is conﬂuent
Proof : From Newman’s Lemma and that aspects(I) is terminating (Lemma 9), it is
suﬃcient to show that aspects(I) is locally conﬂuent. The proof proceeds by trying to
ﬁnd a pair of direct derivations which is not joinable, i.e. to show that the aspects are
not locally conﬂuent. From deﬁnition 12, we know that such a pair of derivations must
be dependent.
From Lemma 8, there are four criteria that can make two direct derivations depen-
dent. We now consider these four criteria in the reverse order.
Criterion 4 is violated if we have a produce-forbid or a deleteMB-forbid conﬂict.
There are no aspects introducing a message spanning two lifelines, so there cannot
be a produce-forbid conﬂict for the two latter negative pointcuts. Only success and
fail messages are introduced as non-index messages on the Propose lifeline, and the
success and fail messages will always get the !start event directly above on the Propose
lifeline. This means that we cannot get a produce-forbid conﬂict for the ﬁrst negative
pointcut either. deleteMB-forbid conﬂicts cannot occur. This is because all aspects
only add and delete messages where the sender and receiver lifelines are the same.
Even though criterion 4 has not been formally deﬁned for negative pointcuts with
symbolic messages (e.g. ∗ as message signal), it is easy to see that we cannot get
produce-forbid conﬂicts here.
For criterion 3 that deﬁnes produce-produce conﬂicts, observe that for all aspects
events are only added in between the matched start and end messages for all the three
lifelines. Hence, criterion 3 can obviously not be violated.
For criterion 2 that deﬁnes produceMB-blocked conﬂicts, it is not possible to pro-
duce match blocking partial orders for the other derivation since for all added messages
the sender and receiver lifelines are the same.
We can concentrate on criterion 1 that deﬁnes use-delete conﬂicts. There are only
two pairs of aspects that can take part in dependent derivations with use-delete con-
ﬂicts: 1) cleanA and cleanB, and 2) fail and init1. The negative pointcuts exclude other
combinations. It is trivial to see that cleanA and cleanB can be commuted.
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We now check the last possibility of non-conﬂuence which are the two derivations
B1
init1←−−− B fail−−→ B2
These two derivations may have events external to the matches, i.e. before and after the
match on the three involved lifelines, or anywhere on any other lifeline. Those external
events will however not be aﬀected when we join the two derivations, and we ignore
such events to simplify the argumentation. We explain how both B1 and B2 leads to the
fail normal form.
We apply the init2 aspect on B1 until all index messages are removed from the
Propose lifeline. We then apply the test1 aspect as long as possible (maybe zero times).
Eventually, because I does not have a solution, we will be able to apply one of the
aspects test2, test3 or test4 which changes the success message to a fail message. The
aspects cleanA and cleanB are applied until we reach the fail normal form.
On B2 we apply the cleanP aspects until we reach the fail normal form. Since B1
and B2 are joinable, we have shown that aspects(I) is conﬂuent. 
Proof of Theorem 1: For every PCP instance I, the set of aspects constructed by
aspects(I) is terminating (Lemma 9). Furthermore, I has a solution if and only if
aspects(I) is not conﬂuent (Lemmas 10 and 11). Since PCP is undecidable, the con-
ﬂuence of terminating aspects (w/ deletion, negative pointcuts and the arbitrary events
symbol) must also be undecidable. 
Figure 29 illustrates that lemma 11 depends on using negative pointcuts. Otherwise
we get non-conﬂuence for ill-formed base diagram examples, even if the PCP instance
does not have a solution. Without the ﬁrst negative pointcut, we may have a non-index
message, such as trash, in the indices list, and still be able to apply aspects. The aspects
fail and init1 can be applied to obtain two diﬀerent normal forms.
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A B
start
3
end
Propose
start
A B
startfail
end
base model
normal form 2
trash
trash
3 = ”a”
3 = ”b”
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A B
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ba
end
trash
end
end
end
fail

ini
t1 
Figure 29: Undecidability proof breaks without negative pointcuts
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7 Critical Pairs
In this section we restrict the expressiveness of aspects to exclude negative pointcuts
and the arbitrary events symbol. For this class of sequence diagram aspects we establish
a critical pair analysis to determine conﬂuence.
For term rewriting systems, all critical pairs are joinable if and only if there is con-
ﬂuence [10]. For GTS, conﬂuence holds if all critical pairs are strongly joinable [16],
where strong joinability is joinability and the additional requirement that all nodes
preserved in the two derivations of the critical pair, must be maintained and be isomor-
phic in the joined result. This additional requirement is relevant only when there are
unnamed nodes in the graph. For sequence diagrams, all messages and lifelines are
named, and there is no diﬀerence between joinability and strong joinability.
In the following, we ﬁrst (in Sect. 7.1) deﬁne critical pairs in the context of se-
quence diagrams, and present a systematic way to construct them. Sect. 7.2 explains
why joinability of critical pairs does not necessarily imply conﬂuence for sequence di-
agrams, in contrast to for term rewriting systems and GTS. As a consequence, a notion
of extended critical pair is deﬁned in Sect. 7.3, for which it is proved that joinability is
equivalent with conﬂuence.
7.1 Minimal context critical pairs
Analogously to term rewriting systems and GTS, we deﬁne a notion of critical pair for
sequence diagram aspects. The term minimal context critical pair is used to distinguish
these critical pairs from extended critical pairs which will be deﬁned in Sect. 7.3. The
following deﬁnition deﬁnes the notion of a minimal context base diagram, which will
be used in the deﬁnition of minimal context critical pair. Intuitively, a minimal con-
text base diagram with respect to two aspects, is a base diagram containing (possibly
overlapping) matches for the two pointcut diagrams, and nothing more.
Deﬁnition 13 (Minimal context base diagram). A diagram B is a minimal context
base diagram with respect to two aspects A1 and A2 and the mappings φ1 and φ2 if all
messages in B are matched by at least one of the two pointcuts, i.e.
matchφ1 (A1.pc, B) ∧ matchφ2 (A2.pc, B) ∧
msg.B = φ1(msg.(A1.pc)) ∪ φ2(msg.(A2.pc))
A minimal context critical pair is now deﬁned as two dependent direct derivations
from the same minimal context base diagram:
Deﬁnition 14 (Minimal context critical pair). Two (diﬀerent) direct derivations
B1
A1,φ1←−−− B A2,φ2−−−→ B2
constitute a minimal context critical pair if the two derivations are dependent and B is
a minimal context base diagram for A1 and A2.
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Here, A1 and A2 may represent the same aspect. When A1 = A2, the mappings φ1
and φ2 must diﬀer to make the two derivations diﬀerent.
We now describe a systematic way to construct the minimal context critical pairs.
The strategy is to investigate all two pairs of aspects (including pairs of the same aspect)
to see if it is possible to construct two dependent derivations:
1. Start with the pointcut of A1 and create an initial base diagram Binit = A1.pc and
a mapping φ1 such that for any message m in the pointcut of A1, φ1(m) = m. Put
a red cross in all positions between two consecutive events on the same lifeline
in Binit. No events can be added to Binit at these positions since that would break
the match between the base diagram and the pointcut of A1.
2. Extend Binit into B by adding messages from the pointcut of A2 and creating a
mapping φ2 such that
(a) φ2 deﬁnes a match between A2 and B, and
(b) for each message m2 in the pointcut of A2
i. either, φ2(m2) = m2 and m2 is not a message in Binit,
ii. or, φ2(m2) = mb where mb is a message in Binit. In this case, mb will
be a common matched message for A1 and A2.
3. B is now a minimal context base diagram for A1 and A2. The two direct deriva-
tions B1
A1,φ1←−−− B A2,φ2−−−→ B2 is a minimal context critical pair if the two derivations
are dependent according to Lemma 7.
The second step needs to be repeated for all possible additions of the messages in
the pointcut of A2 to Binit. It is necessary to also consider crossing messages when
constructing the minimal context base diagram, such as with the base diagram in Fig-
ure 16.
7.2 Minimal context critical pairs are not good enough
In contrast to term rewriting systems and GTS, an investigation only of minimal context
critical pairs is not good enough to claim local conﬂuence of our aspect diagrams. We
illustrate the problem by two examples.
In the ﬁrst example (Figure 30) there are three aspects. The aspects A1 and A2
add an adv message, while the aspect A3 replaces two consecutive adv messages with
a single adv message. This set of aspects has two critical pairs. The ﬁrst critical pair
(shown in the middle part of the ﬁgure) is a base diagram with the ﬁve messages a,
b, c, d and e, and its two derivations using the aspect A1 and the aspect A2. The A2
derivation leads directly to a normal form, because the !adv event on the L2 lifeline
prevents the application of aspect A1, and aspect A3 is not applicable as there are no
two consecutive adv messages in the diagram. The A1 derivation in the critical pair
results in a diagram on which it is possible to apply aspect A2, and then aspect A3.
Finally, we get the same normal form as with the A2 derivation of the critical pair, i.e.
the critical pair is joinable.
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Figure 30: Joinable critical pairs does not imply local conﬂuence due to additional
events between the matches
The second critical pair (not shown in the ﬁgure) is a base diagram with three con-
secutive adv messages, and with two overlapping matches for two diﬀerent A3 deriva-
tions. This critical pair has already been joined since the two derivations produces the
same result, which is two consecutive adv messages.
In spite that all critical pairs are joinable, the bottom part of Figure 30 shows that
the set of aspects is not conﬂuent. As our base diagram we have added a new message,
x, in between the two matches in the base diagram of the A1 − A2 minimal context
critical pair. The x message is between the matches on the L1 lifeline since the ?x event
is after all the matched events in the A1 derivation (!a), while it is before all the events
in the A2 derivation (?c).
Notice that when applying the A1 and A2 aspects on this base diagram it is unam-
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Figure 31: Joinable critical pairs does not imply local conﬂuence due to added match
blocking partial order
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biguous where to place the new ?adv events on the L1 lifeline. In the A1 derivation it
is placed directly after !a (and thus before ?x), and for the A2 derivation it is placed
directly before ?c (and thus after ?x). This is because the new events in the advice
relates to the old events matched by the pointcut.
The result is that the ?x event prevents application of the aspect A3, which was used
in joining the critical pair, since the ?x event splits A3’s required event order on lifeline
L1. Instead we reach two normal forms which are diﬀerent, and we have shown that
the set of aspects is not conﬂuent.
In the second example (Figure 31) there are also three aspects. The three aspects
are plain additive and they all add an adv message. A1 − A2 derivations for a base
diagram in the middle part of Figure 31 shows the only minimal context critical pair.
This critical pair is joinable by applying the A3 and A1 aspects on the two woven
diagrams in the critical pair.
In the bottom part, we have introduced a new message x, which does not prevent
the ﬁrst A1 and A2 derivations. However, the A3 aspect is no longer applicable since
(!x, ?x) becomes a match blocking partial order. We reach two normal forms which are
diﬀerent, and we have shown that the set of aspects is not conﬂuent.
7.3 Extended critical pairs
In this section we deﬁne a way to extend each minimal context critical pair such that
all the extended critical pairs are joinable if and only if the set of aspects is conﬂuent.
The minimal context critical pair is extended in a systematic way such that it is maxi-
mally diﬃcult to join the extended critical pair. This is accomplished by reducing the
applicable aspects in two ways: 1) the introduction of new events (Figure 30), and 2)
the introduction of match blocking partial orders (Figure 31). Both these extensions
may prevent matches and hence the application of aspects.
We investigate the counter example in Figure 30 to see why joinability of minimal
context critical pairs is not good enough. All lifeline positions of the minimal context
base diagram in the critical pair are analysed to see how additional events in the base
diagram may aﬀect the joinability.
Figure 32 shows how additional events may be categorized as one of three types,
depending on their lifeline position relative to the events in the minimal context base
diagram: α, β, ω and prohibited. An event that occurs in an α-position, is placed before
both matches of the critical pair with the respect to a lifeline. The ?x event in the bottom
of Figure 31 is in an α-position. An event that occurs in a β-position, lies between the
two pointcut matches relative to one lifeline, i.e. after all matched events from the ﬁrst
pointcut and before all matched events from the second pointcut. The ?x event in the
bottom of Figure 30 is in a β-position. An event that occurs in an ω-position is placed
after both matches of the critical pair relative to a lifeline. The !x event in the bottom
of Figure 31 is in an ω-position.
In prohibited positions in the critical pair we cannot place any events since they
would prevent at least one of the two matches. E.g. an event between the ?a event
and the !b event prevents the A1 derivation of the critical pair. Prohibited positions are
shown as crossed out squares in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Analysing lifeline positions in a minimal context base diagram for relevant
extensions
In an extended critical pair, we introduce messages that lead to potentially match
blocking partial orders for the aspects used to join the two derivations in the critical
pair. At the same time, the introduced messages cannot introduce match blocking
partial orders that prevents the two derivations of the critical pair. The messages are
only sent or received at χ-positions = α ∪ β ∪ ω. We use the special symbol, χ, as
the message symbol, and assume this message symbol is not part of any of the aspect
pointcuts.
Before ()
Between ()
After (	)
Figure 33: Relevant message directions in an extended critical pair
Figure 33 shows all the relevant message directions that can introduce match block-
ing partial orders in the relevant subpart of the lifelines. The three ellipses represent the
set of α-, β-, and ω-positions. The directed arrows indicate between which two kinds
of positions, an introduced message is relevant to insert. A message which is sent from
an α-position cannot introduce a match blocking partial order for any aspects in the
relevant lifeline subparts, and thus there is no directed arrow from the α-positions el-
lipse. From the ﬁgure, we see the relevant message directions: from an ω-position to a
β-position, from an ω-position to an α-position, from a β-position to a β-position, and
from a β-position to an α-position.
Deﬁnition 15 (χ-message). Given a minimal context base diagram B, a χ-message is
• a message with signal χ, and
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• a message between two relevant χ-positions, where the relevant directions are
given by Figure 33,
• a message where the send and receive events occur on the same lifeline, must be
a a message from and two a β-position
Deﬁnition 16 (Extended critical pair). Given a minimal context critical pair
B1
A1,φ1←−−− B A2,φ2−−−→ B2
We denote its extended critical pair by
Bχ1
A1,φ1←−−− Bχ A2,φ2−−−→ Bχ2
, where Bχ is constructed from B as follows:
• insert one χ-message in each relevant direction (as deﬁned in deﬁnition 15) if:
– the χ-message does not introduce a match blocking partial order for any of
the two matches φ1 or φ2.
– the χ-message can be inserted such that it does not introduce cyclic partial
orders, i.e. invalid sequence diagram
• Bχ only contains a χ-message from and to the same β-position if there are no
other χ-messages with its send or receive event in the same β-position
We refer to Bχ as the extended base diagram. An extended base diagram that does
not contain any χ-messages, corresponds to the minimal context base diagram.
For the A1 − A2 minimal context critical pair in Figure 30 we now investigate the
10 possible χ-positions shown in the top left part of Figure 34. For each of these
10 positions we consider the possible χ-messages being sent from its position. No
χ-messages can be sent from any of the α-positions 1, 4, 6, and 8.
Position 2: Messages from position 2 to positions 4,6 or 8 are impossible, since they
introduce match blocking partial orders for A1’s match. A χ-message from position 2
to position 9 shall be part of the extended base diagram according to deﬁnition 16.
Position 3: Messages from position 3 to positions 4,6 or 8 are impossible, since
they introduce match blocking partial orders for both A1 and A2’s matches. A message
from position 3 to position 9 is match blocking for A2’s match. Hence, no χ-messages
are added from position 3.
Position 5: Messages from position 5 to positions 1 or 2 are impossible, since they
introduce cyclic partial orders in the extended base diagram. Messages from position
5 to 6 or 8 are match blocking for both A1 and A2’s matches, while a message from
position 5 to position 9 is match blocking for A2’s match. No χ-messages are added
from position 5.
Position 7: Messages from position 7 to positions 2 or 9 are match blocking for
A2’s match. Messages from position 7 to positions 1 or 4 introduce cyclic partial
orders, while a message from position 7 to position 8 is match blocking for both A1
and A2’s matches. Hence, no χ-messages are added from position 7.
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Figure 34: From minimal context base diagram to extended base diagram for the ex-
ample in Figure 30
Position 9: Messages from position 9 to positions 1 or 4 are match blocking for
A1’s match. A message from position 9 to position 6 introduces cyclic partial orders.
A χ-message from position 9 to position 2 shall be part of the extended base diagram
according to deﬁnition 16.
Position 10: Messages from position 10 to positions 1,4 or 6 all introduce cyclic
partial orders. A message from position 10 to position 2 is match blocking for A2’s
match. Hence, no χ-messages are added from position 10.
Finally, our extended base diagram is constructed as shown in Figure 34. Notice
that there are two added events in both the positions 2 and 9. By ordering these dif-
ferently, we get four diﬀerent extended base diagrams. One of these four diagrams
contains cyclic partial orders, and cannot be used. The other three alternatives are
equally good for our purpose, and we non-deterministically choose one.
For our other example in Figure 31, the extended base diagram becomes identical
(except for having a message symbol x instead of χ) to the base model in the bottom of
Figure 31 that is used to show non-conﬂuence.
Theorem 2 (Conﬂuence). A set of terminating aspects (without the arbitrary events
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symbol and without negative pointcuts) is conﬂuent if and only if all the extended crit-
ical pairs are joinable.
Proof :
only-if-direction. This is trivial, since only one non-joinable extended critical pair
serves as a counter-example against conﬂuence.
if-direction. It is suﬃcient to prove that non-conﬂuence implies that there exists
at least one non-joinable extended critical pair. For contradiction we assume non-
conﬂuence and that all extended critical pairs are joinable.
With non-conﬂuence there exists two direct derivations B1
A1,φ1←−−− B A2,φ2−−−→ B2, where
B1B2. From deﬁnition 12, we know that these two derivations must be dependent. Let
B− = φ1(msg.(A1.pc)) ∪ φ2(msg.(A2.pc))
Let B−1 and B
−
2 be the corresponding derivation results in B
−
1
A1,φ1←−−− B− A2,φ2−−−→ B−2 . These
two derivations constitute a minimal context critical pair.
We get an extended critical pair
(B−1 )
χ A1,φ1←−−− (B−)χ A2,φ2−−−→ (B−2 )χ
From our assumption (that shall give a contradiction) we conclude that (B−1 )
χ
 (B−2 )
χ.
Thus there exist derivation sequences: (B−1 )
χ ∗−→ Bjoin ∗←− (B−2 )χ, for some diagram Bjoin.
All the derivations in (B−1 )
χ ∗−→ Bjoin can be repeated (each derivation step uses the
same aspect and match) in
B1
∗−→ B1join
This claim holds for the following reasons: 1) no χ-messages are matched or aﬀected
by any derivation, 2) the messages that are taken back does not introduce new match
blocking partial orders for any of the used matches, since the extended critical pair is
constructed to have the maximum amount of potential match blocking partial orders in
the relevant area, 3) the messages that are taken back in α-positions and ω-positions
can be seen as wrappers around the derivations, and 4) the messages that are taken back
in β-positions are placed where there previously was at least one χ-message event.
Correspondingly, we can conclude that all the derivations in (B−2 )
χ ∗−→ Bjoin can be
repeated (each derivation step uses the same aspect and match) in B2
∗−→ B2join. We
deduce that B1join = B
2
join, since all derivations are similar. We have only replaced the
χ-messages that remain unchanged in the derivations, by some other messages that also
remain unchanged in the derivations.
We have shown that B1  B2, which is a contradiction that concludes our proof. 
The production of all extended critical pairs, and the joinability check, can be fully
automated. All the minimal context critical pairs are constructed by taking all pairs
of aspects to see if the pointcuts can be be combined to constitute minimal context
base diagrams in dependent derivations. From deﬁnition 16 we produce the set of all
extended critical pairs from the minimal context critical pairs. Since we assume that
the set of aspects is terminating, it follows from Newman’s lemma that the joinability
corresponds to the equivalence of normal forms. Hence, conﬂuence can be determined
by a fully automated algorithm.
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8 Related Work
Whittle et al. [20] use syntactic-based sequence diagram aspects to support variability
modeling. The models are translated into abstract syntax as graphs and GTS rules in the
GTS tool AGG [19], which reports on conﬂicting critical pairs. They do not investigate
the decidability of conﬂuence with respect to the expressiveness of the aspect diagrams.
For the class of aspect diagrams where we use the extended critical pair analysis to
decide conﬂuence (yes or no answer in all cases), they will get two kinds of answers,
either yes or maybe.
Whittle et al. do not provide a formal nor a precise deﬁnition of a match, and they
do not present the details of how the sequence diagram aspects are mapped to graph
transformation rules. Unfortunately, this means that a further comparison against our
work is not possible.
We are not aware of any related work addressing conﬂuence analysis based on the
concrete syntax of sequence diagram aspects. The rest of this section discusses if our
conﬂuence results are applicable to other sequence diagram aspect proposals.
Solberg et al. [18] deﬁne aspects for sequence diagrams by tagging the base dia-
gram elements to be aﬀected, which means that there is no non-deterministic aspect
application and a conﬂuence analysis is superﬂuous.
Clarke and Walker [2] and Deubler et al. [3] both deﬁne sequence diagram aspects
limited to single event matching only and with synchronous messages. Although our
decidability result of theorem 2 seems valid for these two approaches, the advice nor-
mally introduces events on lifelines not part of the match, which in the general case
leads to non-conﬂuence. With single event matching the extended critical pairs reduce
to traditional critical pairs.
Klein et al. [8] deﬁne semantics-based sequence diagram aspects with four alter-
native matching strategies. Theorem 2 can be applied to their enclosed part and strict
part matchings to decide conﬂuence. The other two matching strategies of Klein et
al. [8] assume implicitly that there are arbitrary events allowed in any position. How-
ever, they do not have an unambiguous deﬁnition on how to merge new events with
the arbitrary events, which means that we always have non-conﬂuence in the general
case. Unless special care is taken, the merging of new events with arbitrary events may
lead to invalid woven sequence diagrams. Klein et al. have not described support for
negative pointcuts.
9 Future Work
As future work it remains to investigate if it is decidable to determine conﬂuence for
other classes of aspect diagrams, e.g. allowing either the arbitrary events symbol or
negative pointcuts, but not both, or plain additive aspect diagrams with both the arbi-
trary events symbol and negative pointcuts.
For the classes of aspect diagrams where conﬂuence is undecidable, future work
should still identify a set of suﬃcient criteria to conclude that conﬂuence holds.
For simplicity we have not included symbolic message signals (e.g. ∗ to repre-
sent arbitrary message signals) in our formalism. It should be quite straightforward to
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extend the match deﬁnitions to support matching message signals based on regular ex-
pressions for strings. However, for the construction of critical pairs, symbolic message
signals may be more diﬃcult. Two aspects may for instance have related messages,
where one message signal is a specialization of the other. We need further investiga-
tion to see how this inﬂuences the conﬂuence analysis.
Since our conﬂuence results depend upon terminating sets of aspects, future work to
establish a termination theory would be a strong complement to the conﬂuence theory
presented in this paper. We consider to implement a conﬂuence test algorithm in our
aspect weaver tool, to support the extended critical pair analysis.
10 Conclusions
This paper presents a sequence diagram aspect language with formal match and weave
deﬁnitions. The aspect language includes support for arbitrarily large pointcut descrip-
tions, negative application conditions, and allowing an arbitrary number of events in
predeﬁned positions. A formal trace model for sequence diagrams is used as the basis
for the match deﬁnition. It is proven that our match and weave deﬁnitions ensure valid
woven sequence diagrams.
We have shown how the features of an aspect language for sequence diagrams
constitute a trade-oﬀ between high expressiveness and decidability of conﬂuence. This
paper proves that conﬂuence is decidable for one class of aspect diagrams (as opposed
to the more general graph transformation systems), while it is undecidable for another
more expressive class of aspect diagrams. In the decidable case we needed to extend
traditional critical pair analysis to be able to detect all the possible conﬂicts.
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A Appendix with proofs
A.1 Helping lemma for lemma 1 (All pointcut traces are matched)
Lemma 12 If the mapping φ deﬁnes a semantics-based match between a pointcut di-
agram dpc and a base diagram db, then there is a direct partial order between two
pointcut events in the pointcut diagram if and only if there is a direct partial order
between the corresponding mapped events in the base diagram.
Formally:
smatchφ(dpc, db)⇒
∀a, b ∈ ev.dpc : ((a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo⇔ (φ(a), φ(b)) ∈ db.dpo)
Proof:*
〈1〉1. Assume: smatchφ(dpc, db)
Prove: (a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo⇔ (φ(a), φ(b)) ∈ db.dpo for arbitrary a, b ∈ ev.dpc
〈2〉1. Choose tpc ∈ [[ dpc ]] and tb ∈ [[ db ]] such that matchφ(tpc, tb)
Proof: The assumption in step 〈1〉1 and deﬁnition 2 of smatch.
〈2〉2. a ∈ tpc ∧ b ∈ tpc
Proof: 〈1〉1, 〈2〉1 and dpc being a basic sequence diagram.
〈2〉3. a ∈ tb ∧ b ∈ tb
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈2〉2, φ is the identity mapping, and deﬁnition 1 of match.
〈2〉4. a ∈ ev.db ∧ b ∈ ev.db
Proof: 〈2〉1 and 〈2〉3.
〈2〉5. (a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo⇔ (a, b) ∈ db.dpo
〈3〉1. Case: a is the send and b the receive event of the same message, i.e.
a.m = b.m
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Proof: By 〈1〉1 and 〈2〉4, m is a message in both dpc and db. 〈2〉5 then follows
from the message invariant stating that for all messages, there is a direct partial
order between the send and the receive event of the message.
〈3〉2. Case: a and b occur on the same lifeline, i.e.
a.ll = b.ll
〈4〉1. ((a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo ∧ a.ll = b.ll)
⇔ substr(〈a, b〉, tpc a.ll)
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈2〉2, dpc being a basic sequence diagram, and the relationship
between direct partial orders and the traces of a sequence diagram.
〈4〉2. ((a, b) ∈ db.dpo ∧ a.ll = b.ll)
⇔ substr(〈a, b〉, tb a.ll)
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈2〉3, db being a basic sequence diagram, and the relationship
between direct partial orders and the traces of a sequence diagram.
〈4〉3. substr(〈a, b〉, tpc a.ll)⇔ substr(〈a, b〉, tb a.ll)
Proof: By 〈2〉2 and 〈2〉3, a and b is in both tpc and tb. By 〈2〉1 and deﬁni-
tion (1) of match, tpc is a substring of tb. Hence, tpc  a.ll is a substring of
tb a.ll and 〈a, b〉 is a substring of either both or none of them.
〈4〉4. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈4〉1, 〈4〉2, 〈4〉3.
〈3〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: The cases are exhaustive as a direct partial order is either a consequence
of the message invariant or the result of two events occuring (directly) after
each other on the same lifeline.
〈2〉6. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈2〉5.
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof:⇒-rule and ∀-rule.

A.2 Formal proof of Lemma 2 (Lifeline-based equals semantics-
based match)
lmatchφ(dpc, db)⇔ smatchφ(dpc, db)
Proof:
〈1〉1. Assume: lmatchφ(dpc, db)
Prove: smatchφ(dpc, db)
〈2〉1. ∀l ∈ L : substr(φ(dpc{l}), db{l})
Proof: 〈1〉1 and Def. of lmatch.
〈2〉2. ∀a, b ∈ ev.dpc : (a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo⇔ (φ(a), φ(b)) ∈ db.dpo
〈3〉1. Assume: ∀a, b ∈ ev.dpc : (a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo
Prove: (φ(a), φ(b)) ∈ db.dpo
〈4〉1. Case: a =!x, b =?x
Proof: (φ(!x), φ(?x)) ∈ bb.dpo follows directly from how φ works.
〈4〉2. Case: a and b occur on the same lifeline l
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〈5〉1. dpc{l} = h1  a b h2, with some event sequences h1 and h2.
Proof: Follows directly from 〈3〉1 and the deﬁnition of dpo.
〈5〉2. substr((φ(h1)φ(a)φ(b)φ(h2), db{l}))
Proof: 〈2〉1 and 〈5〉1.
〈5〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉2 and the deﬁnition of dpo.
〈4〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: dpo relations is either the message invariant or occurrences on the
same lifeline. Hence, the cases 〈4〉1 and 〈4〉2 are exhaustive.
〈3〉2. Assume: ∀a, b ∈ ev.dpc : (φ(a), φ(b)) ∈ db.dpo
Prove: (a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo
〈4〉1. Case: φ(a) =!x, φ(b) =?x
Proof: (a, b) = (!y, ?y) for some y due to how φ works.
〈4〉2. Case: φ(a) and φ(b) occur on the same lifeline l
〈5〉1. h1 φ(a)φ(b) h2 is the event order on lifeline l in db, for some
event sequences h1 and h2
Proof: The deﬁnition of dpo
〈5〉2. h3  a b h4 is the lifeline l in dpc, for some event sequences h3 and
h4
Proof: 〈5〉1, 〈2〉1, and how φ works
〈5〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉2 and the deﬁnition of dpo
〈4〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: dpo relations is either the message invariant or occurrences on the
same lifeline. Hence, the cases 〈4〉1 and 〈4〉2 are exhaustive.
〈3〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈3〉1, 〈3〉2,⇐-rule, and⇒-rule.
〈2〉3. ∃tpc ∈ [[ dpc ]], tb ∈ [[ db ]]
Proof: All diagrams are valid.
〈2〉4. ∀a ∈ (ev.db\φ(ev.dpc)),∀e1, e2 ∈ φ(ev.dpc) : (e1, e2) ∈ db.po ⇒ ¬((e1, a), (a, e2) ∈
db.po)
Proof: Assumption 〈1〉1, deﬁnition of match blocking partial order, and deﬁnition
of lmatch which excludes match blocking partial orders.
〈2〉5. ∃tb ∈ [[ db ]], where tb = h1 m h2, and where (ev.h1 ∪ ev.h2) ∩ φ(ev.dpc) =
∅ ∧ ev.m = φ(ev.dpc), i.e. m contains all and only the mapped events, while h1
and h2 contains no mapped events.
Proof: 〈2〉4 and that the trace set [[ db ]] includes all possible permutations that
fulﬁll the po relation.
〈2〉6. ∃tb ∈ [[ db ]], where tb = h1 φ(tpc) h2
Proof: 〈2〉2, 〈2〉5, and that the trace set [[ db ]] includes all possible permutations
that fulﬁll the po relation.
〈2〉7. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈2〉6 and deﬁnitions of smatch and match.
〈1〉2. Assume: smatchφ(dpc, db)
Prove: lmatchφ(dpc, db)
〈2〉1. ∃tpc ∈ [[ dpc ]], tb ∈ [[ db ]] : substr(φ(tpc), tb)
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Proof: Assumption 〈1〉2 and deﬁnitions of smatch and match.
〈2〉2. ∀l ∈ (L) : substr(φ(tpc  l), tb  l)
Proof: 〈2〉1 and how substr works.
〈2〉3. ∀l ∈ L : dpc{l} = tpc  l
Proof: All diagrams are basic sequence diagrams and traces must preserve the
event orders per lifeline.
〈2〉4. ∀l ∈ (L) : substr(φ(dpc{l}), db{l}), i.e. cmatchφ(dpc, db)
Proof: 〈2〉2 and 〈2〉3
〈2〉5. Assume: There exists a match blocking partial order, i.e. ∃a, b ∈ (ev.db \
φ(ev.dpc)), e1, e2 ∈ φ(ev.dpc) : (e1, a), (a, b), (b, e2) ∈ db.po
Prove: ⊥
〈3〉1. Any base trace, tb ∈ [[ db ]], contains the event sequence: e1  h1  a h2  b h3  e2,
for some event sequences h1, h2 and h3.
Proof: 〈2〉5 and how traces adhere to the po relation.
〈3〉2. Any pointcut trace, tpc ∈ [[ dpc ]], contains the event sequence: e1  g e2,
for some event sequence g that does not contain the a and b events.
Proof: Assumption 〈2〉5, how traces adhere to the po relation, and how φworks.
〈3〉3. tpc ∈ [[ dpc ]], tb ∈ [[ db ]] such that substr(tpc, tb)
Proof: 〈3〉1 and 〈3〉2.
〈3〉4. Q.E.D.
Proof: By contradiction. 〈3〉3 and assumption 〈1〉2.
〈2〉6. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈2〉4 and 〈2〉5.
〈1〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈1〉1 and 〈1〉2,⇐-rule, and⇒-rule.

A.3 Formal proof of Lemma 4 (Lifeline-based match with negative
pointcuts equals semantics-based match with negative point-
cuts)
Proof:
〈1〉1. φ deﬁnes a lifeline-based match between the pointcut and the base diagram if
and only if φ deﬁnes a semantics-based match between the pointcut and the base
diagram, i.e.:
lmatchφ(dpc, db)⇔ smatchφ(dpc, db)
Proof: This is lemma 2.
〈1〉2. Choose arbitrary negative pointcut diagram dnpc ∈ Dnpc.
〈1〉3. Choose arbitrary φ′ such that φ  φ′, i.e. for all messages shared between dpc
and dnpc, φ and φ′ maps to the same message in db.
〈1〉4. φ′ does not deﬁne a lifeline-based match between the negative pointcut diagram
dnpc and the base diagram db if and only if φ′ does not deﬁne a semantics-based
match between the negative pointcut and the base diagram, i.e.:
¬lmatchφ′ (dnpc, db)⇔ ¬smatchφ′ (dnpc, db)
Proof: This is the contrapositive of lemma 2.
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〈1〉5. For any negative pointcut diagram dnpc ∈ Dnpc, then for any φ′ such that for all
messages shared between dpc and dnpc, φ and φ′ maps to the same message in db,
φ′ does not deﬁne a lifeline-based match with the base diagram if and only if φ′
does not deﬁne a semantics-based match with the base diagram, i.e.:
(∀dnpc ∈ Dnpc : ∀φ′ : φ  φ′ ⇒ ¬lmatchφ′ (dnpc, db)) ⇔ (∀dnpc ∈ Dnpc : ∀φ′ :
φ  φ′ ⇒ ¬smatchφ′ (dnpc, db))
Proof: Follows from the steps 〈1〉3, 〈1〉2 and 〈1〉4 using the ∀-rule twice.
〈1〉6. Q.E.D.
Proof: The lemma follows from steps 〈1〉1 and 〈1〉5 using deﬁnitions 5 and 2 of
lmatch and smatch.

A.4 Helping lemma for lemma 7 (Independent derivations)
Lemma 13
∀l ∈ L, e ∈ Event, e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event :
B
A1,φ1−→ B1 A2,φ2−→ B2 ∧ e1 = ﬁrst((A1.pc){l}) ∧
e2 = ﬁrst((A2.pc){l} ∧ e = φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)
⇒
before(e, B2) =
be f ore(e, B)φ1(before(e1, A1.a))φ2(before(e2, A2.a))
Proof:
〈1〉1. Assume: For arbitrary l ∈ L, e ∈ Event, e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event:
1. B
A1,φ1−→ B1
2. B1
A2,φ2−→ B2
3. e1 = ﬁrst((A1.pc){l})
4. e2 = ﬁrst((A2.pc){l}
5. e = φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)
Prove: before(e, B2) =
be f ore(e, B)φ1(before(e1, A1.a))
φ2(before(e2, A2.a))
〈2〉1. Choose h1, h2 ∈ Event∗ such that
B{l} = h1 φ1((A1.pc){l}) h2 and
B1{l} = h1 φ1((A1.a){l}) h2
Proof: 〈1〉1:1 and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈2〉2. e ∈ φ1((A1.a){l})
〈3〉1. e ∈ φ1((A1.pc){l})
Proof: 〈1〉1:3 and 〈1〉1:5.
〈3〉2. e ∈ B1{l}
Proof: By 〈1〉1:4 and 〈1〉1:5, e must be in any base diagram using matching
the pointcut of A2 (with respect to φ2). By 〈1〉1:2 and deﬁnition 7 of a direct
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derivation, φ2 deﬁnes a match between B1 and the pointcut of A2. Hence, e
must be an event in B1. By 〈1〉1, l is the lifeline of e, giving that e is an event
on B1{l}.
〈3〉3. e  h1 ∧ e  h2
Proof: 〈2〉1 (B{l} = h1 φ1((A1.pc){l}) h2), 〈3〉1 and uniqueness of events.
〈3〉4. e ∈ φ1((A1.a){l})
Proof: 〈2〉1 (B1{l} = h1 φ1((A1.a){l}) h2), 〈3〉2 and 〈3〉3.
〈3〉5. Q.E.D.
〈2〉3. Choose h3, h4 ∈ Event∗ such that φ1((A1.a){l}) = h3  h4 and ﬁrst(h4) = e
Proof: 〈2〉2.
〈2〉4. B1{l} = h1  h3  h4  h2
Proof: 〈2〉1 and 〈2〉3.
〈2〉5. Choose h′1, h′2 ∈ Event∗ such that
B1{l} = h′1 φ2((A2.pc){l}) h′2 and
B2{l} = h′1 φ2((A2.a){l}) h′2
Proof: 〈1〉1:2 and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈2〉6. h1  h3 = h′1
Proof: 〈2〉4 and 〈2〉5, as the two expressions for B1{l}must be equal, together with
〈2〉3 (ﬁrst(h4) = e), 〈1〉1:4 and 〈1〉1:5.
〈2〉7. B2{l} = h1  h3 φ2((A2.a){l}) h′2
Proof: 〈2〉5 and 〈2〉6.
〈2〉8. e ∈ φ2((A2.a){l})
Proof: Symmetrial to the proof of 〈2〉2.
〈2〉9. Q.E.D.
Proof: By 〈2〉7 and 〈2〉8, before(e, B2) =
h1  h3  before(e, φ2((A2.a){l})). By 〈2〉1 and 〈1〉1, h1 is the same as before(e, B).
By 〈2〉3, h3 is the same as before(e, φ1((A1.a){l})), which by deﬁnition of before
and φ1 equals φ1(before(e1, A1.a)). Similarly,
before(e, φ2((A2.a){l})) equals φ2(before(e2, A2.a)).
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: ∀-rule and⇒-rule.

A.5 Proof of lemma 7 (Independent derivations)
The proof consists of four parts. First, it is proven that the three criteria follow from
independence. Then, it is proven that the three criteria together ensure independence.
For simplicity, we use x = 1 and y = 2 in the proofs, but the proofs are equally
valid for x = 2 and y = 1.
〈1〉1. Assume: B1 A1,φ1←− B A2,φ2−→ B2 are independent
Prove: ∀a, b ∈ ev.(A1.pc) : (φ1(a), φ1(b)) ∈ B.dpo⇒ (φ1(a), φ1(b)) ∈ B2.dpo
〈2〉1. Assume: (φ1(a), φ1(b)) ∈ B.dpo for arbitrary a, b ∈ ev.(A1.pc)
Prove: (φ1(a), φ1(b)) ∈ B2.dpo
〈3〉1. Choose Bjoin such that B1 A2,φ2−→ Bjoin A1,φ1←− B2
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Proof: 〈1〉1 and deﬁnition 12 of independence.
〈3〉2. smatchφ1 (A1.pc, B)
Proof: 〈1〉1 (B A1,φ1−→ B1) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈3〉3. (a, b) ∈ (A1.pc).dpo
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈3〉2 and lemma 12.
〈3〉4. smatchφ1 (A1.pc, B2)
Proof: 〈3〉1 (B2 A1,φ1−→ Bjoin) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈3〉5. (φ1(a), φ1(b)) ∈ B2.dpo
Proof: 〈3〉3, 〈3〉4 and lemma 12.
〈3〉6. Q.E.D.
〈2〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: ∀-rule and⇒-rule.
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.
〈1〉1. Assume: B1 A1,φ1←− B A2,φ2−→ B2 are independent
Prove: ∀a, b ∈ ev.B1 : ¬blockingφ2 (a, b, B1)
〈2〉1. Choose Bjoin such that B1 A2,φ2−→ Bjoin A1,φ1←− B2
Proof: 〈1〉1 and deﬁnition 12 of independence.
〈2〉2. smatchφ2 (A2.pc, B1)
Proof: 〈2〉1 (B1 A2,φ2−→ Bjoin) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈2〉3. lmatchφ2 (A2.pc, B1)
Proof: 〈2〉2 and lemma 2.
〈2〉4. ∀a, b ∈ ev.B1 : ¬blockingφ2 (a, b, B1)
Proof: 〈2〉3 and deﬁnition 5 of lmatch.
〈2〉5. Q.E.D.
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.

The following proof proves criterion 3 for the ﬁrst/before-case. The end/after-case
is proved in a symmetrical manner.
〈1〉1. Assume: B1 A1,φ1←− B A2,φ2−→ B2 are independent
Prove: ∀l ∈ L : e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event :
e1 = ﬁrst((A1.pc){l}) ∧ e2 = ﬁrst((A2.pc){l}) ∧ φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)⇒
(before(e1, A1.a) = ∅ ∨ before(e2, A2.a) = ∅ ∨ φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) =
φ2(before(e2, A2.a)))
〈2〉1. Assume: e1 = ﬁrst((A1.pc){l}) ∧ e2 = ﬁrst((A2.pc){l}) ∧ φ1(e1) = φ2(e2) for
arbitrary l ∈ L : e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event
Prove: before(e1, A1.a) = ∅ ∨ before(e2, A2.a) = ∅
∨φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) = φ2(before(e2, A2.a))
〈3〉1. Let: e = φ1(e1) = φ2(e2), with l the lifeline of e.
Proof: 〈2〉1.
〈3〉2. Choose Bjoin such that B1 A2,φ2−→ Bjoin A1,φ1←− B2
Proof: 〈1〉1 and deﬁnition 12 of independence.
〈3〉3. before(e, Bjoin) =
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before(e, B)φ1(before(e1, A1.a))
φ2(before(e2, A2.a))
Proof: 〈1〉1, 〈2〉1, 〈3〉1, 〈3〉2 and lemma 13 (with B2 = Bjoin).
〈3〉4. before(e, Bjoin) =
before(e, B)φ2(before(e2, A1.a))
φ1(before(e1, A2.a))
Proof: 〈1〉1, 〈2〉1, 〈3〉1, 〈3〉2 and lemma 13 (with B1 = B2 and B2 = Bjoin).
〈3〉5. before(e1, A1.a) = ∅ ∨ before(e2, A2.a) = ∅∨
φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) = φ2(before(e2, A2.a))
〈4〉1. φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) = ∅ ∨ φ2(before(e2, A2.a)) = ∅∨
φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) = φ2(before(e2, A2.a))
Proof: 〈3〉3 and 〈3〉4. (The two expressions for
before(e, Bjoin) must be equal, which can only be the case if the two sub-
expressions φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) and φ2(before(e2, A2.a)) are equal, or at least
one of them is empty.)
〈4〉2. For x ∈ {1, 2}, (φx(before(ex, Ax.a)) = ∅)⇔ (before(ex, Ax.a) = ∅)
Proof: By deﬁnition of φ. (The mapping results in an empty sequence of
base events if and only if we start with an empty sequence of aspect events.)
〈4〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈4〉1 and 〈4〉2.
〈3〉6. Q.E.D.
〈2〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: ∀-rule and⇒-rule.
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.
〈1〉1. Assume: 1. None of the two derivations deletes a direct partial order which is
part of the other derivation’s match, i.e.:
∀a, b ∈ ev.(Ax.pc)) :
(φx(a), φx(b)) ∈ B.dpo⇒
(φx(a), φx(b)) ∈ By.dpo
where (x, y) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.
2. None of the two derivations produces a match blocking partial order
for the other derivation’s match, i.e.:
∀a, b ∈ ev.Bx : ¬blockingφy (a, b, Bx)
where (x, y) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.
3. If there is a lifeline where the matches of the two derivations start
(end) with the same event, the two derivations cannot add unequal
event sequences before (after) that event, i.e.:
∀l ∈ L, e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event :
e1 = ﬁrst((A1.pc){l}) ∧ e2 = ﬁrst((A2.pc){l})∧
φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)
⇒
( before(e1, A1.a) = ∅
∨ before(e2, A2.a) = ∅
∨ φ1(before(e1, A1.a)) = φ2(before(e2, A2.a)) )
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∀l ∈ L, e1 ∈ Event, e2 ∈ Event :
e1 = last((A1.pc){l}) ∧ e2 = last((A2.pc){l})∧
φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)
⇒
( after(e1, A1.a) = ∅
∨ after(e1, A2.a) = ∅
∨ φ1(after(e1, A1.a)) = φ2(after(e2, A2.a)) )
Prove: B1
A1,φ1←− B A2,φ2−→ B2 are independent
〈2〉1. Let: l be an arbitrary lifeline in L.
〈2〉2. Choose B1,2 such that B1 A2,φ2−→ B1,2
〈3〉1. substr(φ2((A2.pc){l}), B1{l})
〈4〉1. ∀a, b ∈ ev(A2.pc) : (a, b) ∈ (A2.pc).dpo⇒ (φ2(a), φ2(b)) ∈ B1.dpo
〈5〉1. smatchφ2 (A2.pc, B)
Proof: 〈1〉1 (B A2,φ2−→ B2) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈5〉2. ∀a, b ∈ ev.(A2.pc) : ((a, b) ∈ (A2.pc).dpo⇒ (φ2(a), φ2(b)) ∈ B.dpo
Proof: 〈5〉1 and lemma 12.
〈5〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉2 and 〈1〉1:1.
〈4〉2. For any diagram d:
∀a, b ∈ ev.d,∀l ∈ L : substr(〈a, b〉, d{l})⇔ (a, b) ∈ d.dpo
Proof: deﬁnition of substr(t1, t2) and dpo.
〈4〉3. ∀a, b ∈ ev.(A2.pc),∀l ∈ L :
substr(〈a, b〉, (A2.pc){l})
⇒ substr(〈φ2(a), φ2(b)〉, B1{l})
Proof: 〈4〉1 and 〈4〉2.
〈4〉4. substr(φ2((A2.pc){l}, B1{l})
Proof: By 〈4〉3, any two consecutive events on the same lifeline in the point-
cut of A2, is mapped to two consecutive base events in B1
(note that 〈φ2(a), φ2(b)〉 = φ2(〈a, b〉) by deﬁnition of φ). Hence, any consec-
utive sequence of events on one lifeline in the pointcut of A2 is mapped to a
consecutive sequence of events on the same lifeline in B1.
〈4〉5. Q.E.D.
〈3〉2. smatchφ2 (A2.pc, B1)
〈4〉1. lmatchφ2 (A2.pc, B1)
〈5〉1. cmatchφ2 (A2.pc, B1)
〈6〉1. ∀l ∈ L : substr(φ2((A2.pc){l}), B1{l})
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈3〉1 and ∀-rule.
〈6〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: deﬁnition 3 of cmatch.
〈5〉2. ∀a, b ∈ ev.B1 : ¬blockingφ2 (a, b, B1)
Proof: 〈1〉1:2.
〈5〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉1, 〈5〉2 and deﬁnition 5 of lmatch.
〈4〉2. Q.E.D.
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Proof: Lemma 2.
〈3〉3. Choose h1, h2 ∈ Event∗ such that
B1{l} = h1 φ2((A2.pc){l}) h2
Proof: 〈3〉1 and deﬁnition of substr(t1, t2) from section 3.
〈3〉4. Let: B1,2{l} = h1 φ2(A2.a{l}) h2
〈3〉5. B1 A2,φ2−→ B1,2
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈3〉2, 〈3〉3, 〈3〉4, ∀-rule and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈3〉6. Q.E.D.
〈2〉3. Choose B2,1 such that B2 A1,φ1−→ B2,1
Proof: Symmetrical to the proof of 〈2〉2.
〈2〉4. B1,2 = B2,1
〈3〉1. B1,2{l} = B2,1{l}
〈4〉1. Case: On the lifeline l, the events in the pointcuts of A1 and A2 maps to
disjoint set of events in B, i.e.
ev.(φ1((A1.pc){l})) ∩ ev.(φ2((A2.pc){l})) = ∅
Proof sketch: As the matches are disjoint, the event sequences in B1,2{l} and
B2,1{l} are trivially equal.
〈5〉1. Choose t1, t2 ∈ Event∗ such that
B{l} = t1 φ1((A1.pc){l}) t2
Proof: 〈1〉1 (B A1,φ1−→ B1) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈5〉2. Case: substr(φ2((A2.pc){l}), t1)
〈6〉1. Choose t3, t4 ∈ Event∗ such that
B{l} = t3 φ2((A2.pc){l})
 t4 φ1((A1.pc){l}) t2
Proof: 〈5〉1 and 〈5〉2.
〈6〉2. B1{l} = t3 φ2((A2.pc){l})
 t4 φ1((A1.a){l}) t2
Proof: 〈6〉1, 〈1〉1 (B A1,φ1−→ B1) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈6〉3. B1,2{l} = t3 φ2((A2.a){l})
 t4 φ1((A1.a){l}) t2
Proof: 〈6〉2, 〈2〉2 (B1 A2,φ2−→ B1,2) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈6〉4. B2{l} = t3 φ2((A2.a){l})
 t4 φ1((A1.pc){l}) t2
Proof: 〈6〉1, 〈1〉1 (B A2,φ2−→ B2) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈6〉5. B2,1{l} = t3 φ2((A2.a){l})
 t4 φ1((A1.a){l}) t2
Proof: 〈6〉4, 〈2〉3 (B2 A1,φ1−→ B2,1) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈6〉6. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈6〉3 and 〈6〉5.
〈5〉3. Case: substr(φ2((A2.pc){l}), t1)
Proof: Symmetrical to the proof of 〈5〉2.
〈5〉4. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉2 and 〈5〉3, as the cases are exhaustive by 〈4〉1 and 〈5〉1.
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〈4〉2. Case: On the lifeline l, the events in the pointcuts of A1 and A2 maps to
at least one common event in B, i.e.
ev.(φ1((A1.pc){l})) ∩ ev.(φ2((A2.pc){l}))  ∅
〈5〉1. Let: ct be the sequence of B{l}-events matched by both pointcuts, i.e.
substr(ct, B{l})∧
∀e ∈ Event : e ∈ ct ⇔
e ∈ ev.(φ1((A1.pc){l})) ∩ ev.(φ2((A2.pc){l}))
〈5〉2. Choose h1, h2 ∈ Event∗ such that
B1,2{l} = h1  ct h2
Proof: 〈5〉1, as 〈1〉1:1 ensures that the common event sequence ct cannot
be changed by any of the aspects.
〈5〉3. Choose t1, t2 ∈ Event∗ such that
B2,1{l} = t1  ct t2
Proof: Symmetrical to the proof of 〈5〉2.
〈5〉4. h1 = t1
〈6〉1. Case: The ﬁrst event in ct is the ﬁrst event on l matched by both A1
and A2, i.e.
ﬁrst(ct) = φ1(ﬁrst((A1.pc){l})) =
φ2(ﬁrst((A2.pc){l}))
〈7〉1. Let: e1 = ﬁrst((A1.pc){l})
e2 = ﬁrst((A2.pc){l})
e = ﬁrst(ct) = φ1(e1) = φ2(e2)
Proof: 〈6〉1.
〈7〉2. h1 = before(e, B)
φ1(before(e1, A1.a))φ2(before(e2, A2, a))
Proof: 〈1〉1, 〈2〉2, 〈5〉2, 〈7〉1 and lemma 13 (with B2 = B1,2).
〈7〉3. t1 = before(e, B)
φ2(before(e2, A2.a))φ1(before(e1, A1, a))
Proof: 〈1〉1, 〈2〉3, 〈5〉3, 〈7〉1 and lemma 13 (with B1 = B2 and B2 =
B2,1).
〈7〉4. h1 = t1
Proof: 〈7〉1, 〈7〉2, 〈7〉3 and criterion 3.
〈7〉5. Q.E.D.
〈6〉2. Case: A1.pc matches at least one event before the ﬁrst common
match event on l, while the ﬁrst event matched by A2 is the
ﬁrst event in ct. i.e.
ﬁrst(ct)  φ1(ﬁrst((A1.pc){l}))∧ﬁrst(ct) = φ2(ﬁrst((A2.pc){l}))}
〈7〉1. Choose s1, s2, s3, s4 ∈ Event∗ such that B{l} = s1  s2  ct s3  s4
and φ1((A1.pc){l} = s2  ct s3 (i.e. s1 is the sequence of B-
events before the A1-match, s2 is the ﬁrst part of the A1-match,
not matched by A2, s3 is the (possibly empty) ﬁnal part of the A1-
match (not matched by A2), and s4 is the remaining events not
matched by A1 (but possibly by A2)).
Proof: 〈5〉1 and 〈6〉2.
〈7〉2. s2  ∅
Proof: 〈5〉1, 〈6〉2 and 〈7〉1.
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〈7〉3. Let: e = ﬁrst(ct) = ﬁrst(φ2((A2.pc){l})
e1 = φ−11 (e)
e2 = φ−12 (e)
Proof: 〈5〉1 and 〈6〉2.
〈7〉4. before(e, B) = s1 φ1(before(e, A1.pc))
Proof: 〈7〉1 and deﬁnition of before
〈7〉5. before(e, B1) = s1 φ1(before(e, A1.a))
Proof: 〈1〉1 (B A1,φ1−→ B1), 〈7〉4, deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation and
deﬁnition of before.
〈7〉6. before(e, B1,2) =
s1 φ1(before(e, A1.a))
φ2(before(e, A2.a))
Proof: 〈2〉2, 〈7〉5, deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation and deﬁnition of
before.
〈7〉7. before(e, B1,2) = s1 φ1(before(e, A1.a))
Proof: 〈7〉6 as φ2(before(e, A2.a)) must be empty by 〈6〉2, 〈7〉1 and
〈1〉1:1.
〈7〉8. before(e, B2) = s1  s2
φ2(before(e, A2.a))
Proof: 〈1〉1 (B A2,φ2−→ B2), 〈7〉4, deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation and
deﬁnition of before.
〈7〉9. before(e, B2) = s1  s2
Proof: 〈7〉8 as φ2(before(e, A2.a)) must be empty by 〈6〉2, 〈7〉1 and
〈1〉1:1.
〈7〉10. before(e, B2,1) = s1 φ1(before(e, A1.a))
Proof: 〈2〉3, 〈7〉9, deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation and deﬁnition of
before.
〈7〉11. h1 = before(e, B1,2)
Proof:〈5〉2, 〈7〉3 and deﬁnition of before.
〈7〉12. t1 = before(e, B2,1)
Proof:〈5〉3, 〈7〉3 and deﬁnition of before.
〈7〉13. h1 = h2
Proof: 〈7〉7, 〈7〉10, 〈7〉11 and 〈7〉12.
〈7〉14. Q.E.D.
〈6〉3. Case: A2.pc matches at least one event before the ﬁrst common
match event on l, while the ﬁrst event matched by A1 is the
ﬁrst event in ct. i.e.
ﬁrst(ct)  φ2(ﬁrst((A2.pc){l}))
∧ﬁrst(ct) = φ1(ﬁrst((A1.pc){l}))}
Proof: Symmetrical to the proof of 〈6〉2.
〈6〉4. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈6〉1, 〈6〉2 and 〈6〉3 as the cases are exhaustive (by 〈5〉1, both A1
and A2 cannot include matched events before the ﬁrst event in ct, as ct
should contain all common matched events).
〈5〉5. h2 = t2
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Proof: Symmetrical to the proof of 〈5〉4.
〈5〉6. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉2, 〈5〉3, 〈5〉4 and 〈5〉5.
〈4〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈4〉1 and 〈4〉2 as the cases are exhaustive.
〈3〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈3〉1 and ∀-rule.
〈2〉5. Let: Bjoin = B1,2 = B2,1
Proof: 〈2〉4.
〈2〉6. Q.E.D.
Proof: By deﬁnition 12 of independence, as 〈2〉2, 〈2〉3 and 〈2〉5 gives B1 A2,φ2−→
Bjoin
A1,φ1←− B2.
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.

A.6 Helping lemma for lemma 8 (Independent derivations with
negative pointcuts and arbitrary events symbols)
Lemma 14 The mapping φ deﬁnes a candidate match between a pointcut diagram dpc
and a base diagram db if and only if there is a direct partial order between two pointcut
events in the pointcut diagram exactly when there is a direct partial order between the
corresponding mapped events in the base diagram. Formally:
cmatchφ(dpc, db)⇔
∀a, b ∈ ev.dpc : ((a, b) ∈ dpc.dpo⇔ (φ(a), φ(b)) ∈ db.dpo)
A.7 Proof of lemma 8 (Independent derivations with negative point-
cuts and arbitrary events symbols)
〈1〉1. Assume: B1 A1,φ1←− B A2,φ2−→ B2 are independent
Prove: Criteria 4, i.e.
∀d ∈ A1.Npc : ∀φ′1 :
φ1  φ
′
1 ⇒
( (∃a, b ∈ ev.B2 : blocking(d,φ′1)(a, b, B2))∨
(∃a, b ∈ ev.d : (a, b) ∈ d.dpo
∧(φ′1(a), φ′1(b))  B2.dpo) )〈2〉1. Assume: φ1  φ′1
Prove: (∃a, b ∈ ev.B2 : blocking(d,φ′1)(a, b, B2))∨
(∃a, b ∈ ev.d : (a, b) ∈ d.dpo
∧(φ′1(a), φ′1(b))  B2.dpo)
for arbitrary φ′1, d ∈ A1.Npc
〈3〉1. Choose Bjoin such that B1 A2,φ2−→ Bjoin A1,φ1←− B2
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Proof: 〈1〉1 and deﬁnition 12 of independence.
〈3〉2. smatchφ1 ((A1.pc, A1.Npc), B2)
Proof: 〈3〉1 (B2 A1,φ1−→ Bjoin) and deﬁnition 7 of a direct derivation.
〈3〉3. ¬smatchφ′1 (d, B2)
Proof: 〈2〉1, 〈3〉2 and deﬁnition 8 of smatch.
〈3〉4. ¬lmatchφ′1 (d, B2)
Proof: 〈3〉3 and lemma 2.
〈3〉5. ∃a, b ∈ ev.B2 : blocking(d,φ′1)(a, b, B2)∨¬cmatchφ′1 (d, B2)
Proof: 〈3〉4, deﬁnition 5 of lmatch and ﬁrst-order logic.
〈3〉6. Case: ∃a, b ∈ ev.B2 : blocking(d,φ′1)(a, b, B2)〈4〉1. Q.E.D.
〈3〉7. Case: ¬cmatchφ′1 (d, B2)〈4〉1. ∃e1, e2 ∈ ev.d :
((e1, e2) ∈ d.dpo ∧ (φ′1(e1), φ′1(e2))  B2.dpo)∨
((e1, e2)  d.dpo ∧ (φ′1(e1), φ′1(e2)) ∈ B2.dpo)
Proof: 〈3〉7 and deﬁnition 3 of cmatch.
〈4〉2. Case: Choose e1, e2 ∈ ev.d such that ((e1, e2) ∈ d.dpo∧ (φ′1(e1), φ′1(e2)) 
B2.dpo)
〈5〉1. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈4〉2 with e1 = a and e2 = b.
〈4〉3. Case: Choose e1, e2 ∈ ev.d such that ((e1, e2)  d.dpo∧ (φ′1(e1), φ′1(e2)) ∈
B2.dpo)
〈5〉1. Case: φ′1(e1) and φ′1(e2) are the send and receive event of the same
message
Proof: Impossible, as we would then also have (e1, e2) ∈ d.dpo by deﬁni-
tion of φ and the message invariant, which contradict the case assumption
(e1, e2)  d.dpo.
〈5〉2. Case: φ′1(e1).ll = φ′1(e2).ll〈6〉1. Let l = e1.ll = e2.ll
Proof: 〈5〉2 and deﬁnition of φ.
〈6〉2. Case: (e2, e1) ∈ d.dpo
〈7〉1. (φ′1(e2), φ′1(e1)  db.dpo
Proof: 〈4〉3, 〈6〉2 and deﬁnition of dpo.
〈7〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: Let e2 = a and e1 = b.
〈6〉3. Case: ∃e3 ∈ ev.d{l}.dpo : (e1, e3) ∈ d.dpo ∧ (e3, e2) ∈ d.po
〈7〉1. (φ′1(e1), φ′1(e3)  db.dpo
Proof: 〈4〉3, 〈6〉1 and 〈6〉3 and deﬁnition of dpo.
〈7〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: Let e1 = a and e3 = b.
〈6〉4. Case: ∃e3 ∈ ev.d{l}.dpo : (e2, e3) ∈ d.dpo ∧ (e3, e1) ∈ d.po
〈7〉1. (φ′1(e3), φ′1(e1)  db.dpo
Proof: 〈4〉3, 〈6〉1 and 〈6〉4 and deﬁnition of dpo.
〈7〉2. Q.E.D.
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Proof: Let e3 = a and e1 = b.
〈6〉5. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈6〉2, 〈6〉3 and 〈6〉4 as the cases are exhaustive by 〈4〉3 and 〈6〉1
(as e1 and e2 are on the same lifeline, there must be a partial order
between them, but not a direct partial order from e1 to e2).
〈5〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉1 and 〈5〉2 as the cases are exhaustive by deﬁnition of dpo.
〈4〉4. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈4〉2 and 〈4〉3 as the cases are exhaustive by 〈4〉1.
〈3〉8. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈3〉6 and 〈3〉7 as the cases are exhaustive by 〈3〉5.
〈2〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: ∀-rule and⇒-rule.
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.
〈1〉1. Assume: Criteria 1–4 holds.
Prove: Independence.
Proof: The proof is equal to the corresponding proof of lemma 7, with the exception
of step 1.2.2 (i.e. step <3>.2 under <2>.2 under <1>.1):
〈2〉2. Choose B1,2 such that B1 A2,φ2−→ B2
〈3〉2. smatchφ2 ((A2.pc, A2.Npc), B1)
〈4〉1. lmatchφ2 ((A2.pc, A2.Npc), B1)
〈5〉1. lmatchφ2 (A2.pc, B1)
Proof: This is sub-proof 1.2.3.1 (<4>1) in the proof of lemma 7.
〈5〉2. ∀d ∈ A2.Npc : ∀φ′2 : φ2  φ′2 ⇒ ¬lmatchφ′2 (d, B1)〈6〉1. Assume: φ2  φ′2
Prove: ¬lmatchφ′2 (d, B1)
for arbitrary φ′2 and d ∈ A2.Npc〈7〉1. ¬cmatchφ′2 (d, B1)∨¬(∀a, b ∈ ev.B1 : ¬blocking(d,φ′2)(a, b, B1)〈8〉1. Case: ∃a, b ∈ ev.B1 : blocking(d,φ′2)(a, b, B1)
Proof: First-order logic.
〈8〉2. Case: ∃a, b ∈ ev.d :
(a, b) ∈ d.dpo∧
(φ′2(a), φ
′
2(b))  B1.dpo〈9〉1. ¬∀a, b ∈ ev.d :
((a, b) ∈ d.dpo⇔
(φ′2(a), φ
′
2(b)) ∈ B1.dpo)
Proof: 〈8〉2 and ﬁrst-order logic.
〈9〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: ¬cmatchφ′2 (d, B1) follows from lemma 14.〈8〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: The cases are exhaustive by criterion 4 and 〈6〉1.
〈7〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: deﬁnition 3 of cmatch.
〈6〉2. Q.E.D.
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Proof: ∀-rule and⇒-rule.
〈5〉3. Q.E.D.
Proof: 〈5〉1, 〈5〉2 and deﬁnition 9 of lmatch.
〈4〉2. Q.E.D.
Proof: Lemma 4.
〈1〉2. Q.E.D.

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Abstract
The setting for this paper is a UML-based software engineering pro-
cess, where sequence diagrams are used to model the requirements, and
state machines are used to implement the system. There is a great deal
of overlap in the information captured by these two diagram types, and
the designer needs to be careful when designing the state machines so
that they are consistent with the previously deﬁned sequence diagrams.
Consistency can be deﬁned by an existing reﬁnement theory. This paper
proposes a transformation from sequence diagrams to state machines. The
transformation is helpful within our described modeling process, which is
based on the reﬁnement theory. We take advantage of the added expres-
siveness in UML 2 where combined fragments (e.g. conditional behavior,
loop) can be used to deﬁne more precise sequence diagrams than in previ-
ous UML versions. The main contribution of the paper is a set of transfor-
mation rules. The rules are based on graph transformation and extended
with tailored transformation support for combined fragments.
1 Introduction
UML-based software development processes [1] prescribe the usage of multiple
diagram types. These diagram types provide diﬀerent views of the system,
and which diagram types to be used depends on the diﬀerent phases of thes
development process. Also, these diagram types are used in diﬀerent ways,
ranging from highly informal idea sketches to formal speciﬁcations of a system
that can be used to automatically produce test synthesis or executable artefacts
of a running system.
UML sequence diagrams are popular for capturing requirements. These dia-
grams represent example executions of the system which can be understood also
by non-technical stakeholders of a system. UML state machines are normally
used in a later phase than sequence diagrams to deﬁne more precise speciﬁca-
tions or even complete speciﬁcations of the system.
Although sequence diagrams and state machines are used in diﬀerent phases
and are made with diﬀerent diagram types, there is a great deal of overlap
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between the two speciﬁcations. The behavior deﬁned by the sequence diagrams
should also be recognized as behavior by the state machines.
In the last decade there has been a lot of eﬀorts to transform from sequence
diagram-like speciﬁcation languages to state-based languages (e.g. [11, 17, 18,
15]). Some of the previous UML-based eﬀorts (e.g. [17]) have been applied before
combined fragments were introduced in UML 2, and to our best knowledge none
of the previous approaches have linked their transformation approach to a formal
reﬁnement theory. With the limited expressiveness in UML 1.x, the generated
state-based system would either contain duplicated states, or the modeler would
need to tag the sequence diagrams with additional information in a notation
which is not part of the sequence diagram notation.
The combined fragments in UML 2 includes possibilities to model optional
behavior, conditional behavior and loops, and these can have guard expressions
and be arbitrarily nested. This added expressiveness compared to previous UML
versions, makes it possible to specify detailed and precise diagrams. We pre-
scribe a modeling process where the transformation from sequence diagrams to
state machines is an important part. In order to be successful, the sequence dia-
grams need to be speciﬁed in a precise manner, with suﬃcient usage of combined
fragments, prior to the transformation to state machines.
The set of sequence diagrams is normally a partial speciﬁcation, which means
that the generated state machines should be further detailed and reﬁned to
become a complete speciﬁcation. It is desirable that the manual updates of
the state machines are not in conﬂict with the sequence diagrams, particularly
if the sequence diagrams are deﬁned and approved by other stakeholders than
those developing the state machines. An existing reﬁnement theory by Runde
et al. [13, 14] and tools make it possible to automatically validate if the updated
state machines remain consistent with the set of sequence diagrams (e.g. a tool
developed by Brændshøi [2]).
The main contribution of the paper is a graphical transformation language
with which we can deﬁne a transformation from sequence diagrams to state ma-
chines. The transformation language is graph transformation-based [3], where
the rules use the concrete syntax of sequence diagrams and state machines. This
can be challenging since the abstract syntax of sequence diagrams is quite dif-
ferent from the concrete syntax. This makes it interesting to study if and how
graph transformation can be applied to sequence diagrams and in particular for
the combined fragments.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we in-
troduce sequence diagrams, state machines, traces and the reﬁnement theory;
Section 3 describes our proposed modeling process in relation to the reﬁnement
theory, and where a transformation from sequence diagrams to state machines
is a valuable part; Section 4 describes preliminaries on graph transformation;
Section 5 describes how we adapt graph transformation to sequence diagrams;
Section 6 presents our graph transformation rules; Section 7 compares our ap-
proach with related work; and ﬁnally Section 8 concludes the paper.
2
From Sequence Diagrams to State Machines
2 Sequence Diagrams, State Machines and Re-
ﬁnement
As our example, we model the interaction between a user, an automatic gas
pump, and a bank to verify the inserted credit card. Figure 1 shows a sequence
diagram and a corresponding state machine to represent the behavior of the
second lifeline object (GasPump) in the sequence diagram. The sequence diagram
has two lifelines with the types User and Gaspump, and two messages with the
signals insertCard and requestPin. A lifeline, visualized with a rectangle
and a dashed line below, represents an interacting entity on which events take
place in an order from top to bottom on the dashed line. Each message is
represented by two events, a send event (at the source of the message arrow)
and a receive event (at the target of the message arrow). In this paper we only
consider sequence diagrams with asynchronous messages. We omit the optional
rectangles to visualize when a lifeline is active, since these are more relevant for
synchronous messages.
Idle S1
insertCard
/ requestPin;
:User :GasPump
insertCard
requestPin
GasPump
Figure 1: Consistency between sequence diagram and state machine
The state machine has one initial state with a transition leading to the state
named Idle. Transitions have the form: trigger [ guard ] / effect. A trigger
corresponds to a receive event, and an eﬀect corresponds to a sequence of send
events. Transitions without trigger, guard and eﬀect are called empty transi-
tions, such as the transition from the initial state to the Idle state. The tran-
sition from Idle to S1 has no explicit guard (implying that the guard is always
true), a trigger insertCard and requestPin as its eﬀect. For brevity we use
the message names directly as both triggers and eﬀects, even though the latter
more precisely could be displayed with send as preﬁx, e.g. send requestPin.
STAIRS [13] gives the semantics of a sequence diagram using traces that
represent possible executions. The semantics of a sequence diagram can be de-
scribed as a set of positive traces and a set of negative traces. Positive traces
deﬁne valid behavior and negative traces deﬁne invalid behavior, while all other
traces are deﬁned as inconclusive. In the sequence diagram of Figure 1, there is
exactly one positive trace < send insertCard, receive insertCard, send request-
Pin, receive requestPin >. Negative traces are described by special operators
(e.g. neg), which are not used in the diagram of Figure 1. Hence, all other traces
than the single positive trace, are inconclusive.
The leftmost part of Figure 2 shows a graphical notation of the universe
of traces, where a rectangle is divided into positive (p), inconclusive (i) and
negative (n) traces. In reality there are inﬁnitely many inconclusive traces for the
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sequence diagrams, and inﬁnitely many negative traces for the state machines.
p i n
universe of traces:
positive
inconclusive
negative
positive
supplementing
p i n p i n p i n
negative
supplementing
narrowing
Figure 2: Universe of traces and reﬁnement
The rest of Figure 2 shows the three kinds of sequence diagram reﬁnement
that are deﬁned by STAIRS [14]:
1. positive supplementing. A previously undescribed scenario is described as
positive behavior
2. negative supplementing. A previously undescribed scenario is described as
negative behavior
3. narrowing. Some previously described positive behavior is described as
negative behavior
In our mapping each lifeline corresponds to a state machine. Send events are
preﬁxed by !, and receive events are preﬁxed by ?. The set of positive/negative
traces can be ﬁltered with respect to a lifeline by removing all events that does
not occur on the lifeline.
A state machine generates a language, where all sentences in the language
correspond to positive traces. The allowed words are the triggers and eﬀects
of the state machine, where triggers are preﬁxed by ?, and eﬀects are preﬁxed
by !. The path from the source to the target of a transition generates part
of a sentence: <?trigger,!effect>. A sentence is grammatically correct if it
can be generated from a path starting in the initial state and ending in a ﬁnal
state. The language of the GasPump state machine has a single possible sentence
〈?insertCard, !requestPin 〉, which is identical to the single positive trace of
the GasPump lifeline.
The set of sequence diagrams describing a system will normally have a non-
empty set of inconclusive traces, which we call a partial speciﬁcation. An actual
implementation may choose to implement the inconclusive traces as either pos-
itive or negative. A state machine on the other hand, has no inconclusive traces
and is thus a complete speciﬁcation.
Since the set of sequence diagrams is only a partial speciﬁcation, the au-
tomatically produced state machines are only intended to be a good starting
point for a manual reﬁnement. This makes it important that the produced
state machines are readable.
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3 A Modeling Process from Sequence Diagrams
to State Machines
In Figure 3 we show our recommended modeling process of ﬁve steps, starting
with the early phase of simple sequence diagrams and ending with the ﬁnal
state machines that can be used to generate Java code [9]. The artefact of each
step is shown in separate rectangles containing example diagrams. For each
artefact we also show the universe of traces to illustrate how the relative sizes
of the three trace sets (positive, inconclusive, negative) evolve throughout the
modeling process.
Step 1. Scenarios can easily be described with intuitive and simple diagrams
showing example executions in the to-be-implemented system. These initial
sequence diagrams (in step 1 and 2) should not be too detailed and they should
use few or no combined fragments, since this could be counterproductive in the
idea and brainstorming phase.
The separation between step 1 and step 2 is more to explain the eﬀects of
the modeling process, rather than being a natural milestone for the modeler.
Step 2. We use positive and/or negative supplementing to reﬁne the speci-
ﬁcation of sequence diagrams from step 1. We make multiple diagrams involv-
ing the same lifelines, where similar behavior often occurs in several diagrams.
Sometimes the similar behavior is accidentally equal, and other times it rep-
resents the same system state. The latter example should be merged prior to
generation of state machines so that we don’t produce duplicated states. It is
impossible to automatically distinguish the unintended similar behavior from
step 5
L3 L4L1 L2
L3 L4
a
b
alt
x
y
L1 L2
c
d
loop
z
w
alt
positive supplementing,
detailing
• simple diagrams
• duplicated behavior
across diagrams
• detailed diagrams
• duplicated behavior is 
merged into a single diagram
• combined fragments
L3 L4L1 L2
c
d
• few, simple diagrams supplementing
step 1 artefact step 2 artefact
ip n
p i n
step 3
merging,detailing, 
narrowing
step 3 artefact
step 4 artefact
step 2
p i n p n
step 5 artefact
step 4
ip n
ip n ip n ip n
b
a c
d b
a
p i n
sd2sm
initial 
modeling
step 1
Figure 3: Modeling process from sequence diagrams to state machines
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the actual similar behavior as explained by Whittle and Schumann [17].
Step 3. We propose instead, in step 3, that the user takes advantage of the
combined fragments which are new in UML 2 sequence diagrams, to manually
merge similar behavior from multiple diagrams into a single diagram. The
advantage is that this all happens in the context of the well-known sequence
diagrams with no need to clutter the sequence diagrams with other expressions,
nor a need to master another description language. Another beneﬁt is that
there is an existing tool available that can be used to check that the modiﬁed
sequence diagrams are reﬁnements of the previous sequence diagrams [12].
The combined fragments to merge similar behavior includes: 1) alt operator
to express the diﬀering behavior inside its operands, while similar behavior
occurs prior to or after the operator, and 2) loop operator to express repeated
behavior where the number of repetitions varies between diﬀerent execution
scenarios. A combined fragment is displayed with a rectangle that spans the
involved lifelines, an operator type shown in the top left corner of the rectangle,
and dashed lines as operand separators in cases with multiple operands.
In step 3, the modeler should also detail the diagrams such as decomposing
a lifeline into a set of lifelines, and by adding guards to combined fragments.
The merging of diagrams and decomposition of lifelines will not aﬀect the set
of positive or negative traces. Adding guards, on the other hand, changes some
traces from positive to negative (narrowing).
Step 3 ensures that each lifeline only occurs in a single diagram. This can
always be achieved by using enough combined fragments. For convenience, un-
related scenarios involving the same lifeline can be kept in several diagrams.
The manual work in step 3 can be followed by a transformation that merges all
lifelines into the same diagram. This transformation can introduce one outer-
most alt operator with one operand for each of the urelated scenarios. Such a
transformation is semantics-preserving with respect to the traces that a set of
sequence diagrams represent.
The step 3 artefact represents a contract which an implementation must
fulﬁll. We interpret all the positive traces as mandatory behavior which must
be implemented, while the negative traces describe prohibited behavior. A state
machine that fulﬁlls the contract must therefore have sentences corresponding
to all the positive traces and no sentences corresponding to the negative traces,
while we optionally may provide sentences corresponding to inconclusive traces.
Step 4. Our automated generation sd2sm, in step 4, makes a state machine
where a sentence is grammatically correct if and only if the corresponding trace
is positive. This means that by default all the inconclusive traces are not imple-
mented, and these traces become negative. Hence, step 4 performs a negative
supplementing.
Step 5. In step 5, the modeler reﬁnes the generated state machines so that
they are detailed enough to express a full implementation. Furthermore, the
modeler may also freely increase the number of implemented traces, but re-
stricted to those that are inconclusive in the contract (positive supplementing).
All modiﬁcation of the state machines should be checked to see if they represent
a breach of contract. A breach of contract should be reported to the modeler by
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highlighting the sequence diagram that is no longer supported. Either the mod-
eler should undo the last state machine modiﬁcation, or the sequence diagrams
should be updated. Brændshøi has implemented an automated tool that checks
if a state machine is a ’proper implementation’ of a set of sequence diagrams
[2].
The rest of the paper describes the automated transformation of step 4 from
sequence diagrams to state machines. In the next section we introduce the graph
transformation-based rule language.
4 Concrete Syntax-based Graph Transformation
The graph concept [3] is based on nodes and directed edges in which we can
represent most of todays diagram types. A diagram type has a metamodel
where each type in the metamodel is represented as a graph node, and graph
edges represent relationships between the nodes.
A model transformation can then be deﬁned by a set of graph transformation
rules. A graph transformation rule consists of exactly one left hand side graph
(LHS), a (possibly empty) set of negative application condition graphs (NACs),
and exactly one right hand side graph (RHS). The LHS deﬁnes a subgraph for
which we are looking for matches within the graph to be transformed. A NAC
prevents application of a rule if the LHS combined with the NAC has a match.
None of the NACs can have a match in order to apply a rule. When a rule is
matched by a LHS, then the matched LHS within the source graph is replaced
by the RHS of the matched rule.
Graphs have a predeﬁned visual representation, called the abstract syntax.
The abstract syntax visualizes all nodes in a similar way, and all edges in a
similar way. Typically, a node is visualized with a rectangle separated into two
compartments. The ﬁrst compartment denotes the instance identiﬁer and node
type, while the second compartment contains a list of attribute values. An edge
is normally visualized with an arrow, where the edge type is placed next to the
arrow.
An identiﬁer, displayed next to a graph element, denotes a shared element
between the LHS and the NACs/RHS. Elements shared between the LHS and
the RHS are preserved by the rule, while the other elements in the LHS are
deleted, and the other elements in the RHS are added. We follow the widely
used principle (known as double pushout), where the dangling condition [7]
ensures that a rule, involving node deletion, is only applied when there will be
no dangling edges in the resulting graph.
The concrete syntax of a diagram type uses a tailored visualization with
icons and rendering rules depending on the element types. To improve the
usability for the graph transformation designer, we deﬁne the transformation
rules upon concrete syntax and refer to this approach as concrete syntax-based
graph transformation (CGT).
When applying graph transformation at the concrete syntax of a diagram
type, the basic principle is to deﬁne a mapping between the concrete and ab-
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stract syntax of a diagram type. Then, both the rules and the models at the
concrete syntax are translated into abstract syntax, the rules are applied, and ﬁ-
nally the result is translated back to concrete syntax. Our experience is that this
principle is directly suitable for many diagram types including state machines
[4].
We have previously introduced a collection operator [4] that can be used in
a graph transformation rule to match and transform a set of similar subgraphs.
This makes it possible to use a single rule where several rules were necessary
without the collection operator. The collection operator is illustrated in the
transformation rules presented in Section 6.
5 Applying CGT to Sequence Diagrams
Since sequence diagrams are quite diﬀerent from graphs and other diagram
types, we need a specialized CGT treatment. While graphs have no ordering
among its incident edges, the events on a lifeline are ordered. Sequence diagrams
are properly supported in CGT by replacing each event sequence in the LHS by
the RHS event sequence per lifeline.
Figure 4 shows our choice of abstract syntax for sequence diagrams. The
event sequence of a lifeline is represented by a linked list of Event typed nodes.
We use special marker event nodes to represent the start (kind="first") and
end of the event list (kind="last"). In addition each event node has an ll-
typed edge back to the lifeline on which the event occurs. These choices allow
us to relatively easily map the CGT rules into abstract syntax rules. As we
Lifeline
Event
Event
kind=”first”
Event
kind=”last”
next
next
...
a
1: Lifeline
Message
signal=”a”Event
kind=”!”
send receive
next
id=1 id=2
x
id=1 id=2
y
ll
ll
ll
3: Eventll
4: Event
next
2: Lifeline
Event
kind=”?”
next
5: Event ll
6: Event
next
LHS
1: Lifeline
Message
signal=”x”Event
kind=”!”
send receive
next
3: Event
ll
4: Event
next
2: Lifeline
Event
kind=”?”
next
5: Event
6: Event
next
Message
signal=”y”Event
kind=”!”
send receive
next
Event
kind=”?”
next
ll ll
ll
RHS
concrete syntax abstract syntax
abstract
syntax for the
ordered event 
sequence on
a lifeline
Figure 4: CGT for sequence diagrams
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see in Figure 4 such a rule matches event sequences anywhere on a lifeline and
replaces the matched event sequence by the RHS event sequence, as desired.
For combined fragments we deﬁne that the LHS sequence diagram matches
inside a combined fragment, but LHS structures cannot cross the combined
fragment borders or cross an operand separator.
The next two subsections introduce transformation mechanisms tailored for
matching and transforming combined fragments. These two mechanisms apply
to any type of combined fragment, and the latter mechanism is also applicable
to state regions for UML state machines.
5.1 Fragment projection
In our transformation sd2sm, only a single lifeline is relevant for each generated
state machine. This fact can be directly exploited with a new mechanism, called
fragment projection, that can project a combined fragment onto a single lifeline.
The fragment projection in general ﬁlters a matched combined fragment onto a
proper subset of its lifelines such that an event is only kept if both its receiver and
sender lifelines are part of the combined fragment in the RHS. If the combined
fragment to be projected contains nested combined fragments, then these are
preserved, except for having a subset of the original events.
Figure 5 shows the eﬀets of applying a rule with fragment projection from
three lifelines onto two lifelines. The x and z messages are deleted, since they
involve the third lifeline which no longer takes part in the combined fragment.
Fragment projection is used in the rule SplitFragment, which is introduced in
Section 6.
loop x
:L1 :L2
z

:L3
y
w
loop
:L2
z
:L3
y
:L1
b b
LHS RHS
loop
:L1 :L2 :L3
id=1 id=2 id=3
id=4
loop
:L2 :L3
id=2 id=3
id=4:L1
id=1
Figure 5: Applying a rule involving fragment projection
5.2 Compartment Operator: Fragment Operands and State
Regions
A combined fragment with operator opt, loop, break or neg contains exactly
one operand, while for other operators (e.g. alt, par) it contains an arbitrary
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number of operands. In some rules there is a need to express the matching of a
single operand, or arbitrary many operands in the LHS, and to sometimes keep
only the operand parts in the RHS of a rule.
In a concrete syntax rule, it is not straightforward how to distinguish be-
tween the combined fragment operator itself and its operands. A similar chal-
lenge applies to state regions of state machines, which are also displayed in
separate compartments of a state. We introduce the compartment operator as
a new graphical element to be used in CGT rules. It is displayed as a rectangle
with a label depending on the model construct (’operand’/’region’ for combined
fragments/state regions), and it is placed inside its parent (fragment opera-
tor/state). Since this operator has a clear border between the compartment
content and its parent, it is well suited to use in CGT rules.
Multiple operands/regions may be expressed by explicitly drawing several
compartment operators, or by placing a collection operator around a compart-
ment operator. Figure 6 shows a rule that matches all the operands of an alt
fragment involving the two lifelines of type L1 and L2. The result of applying
the rule on an alt fragment with two operands is that the alt fragment is re-
moved, and that we get two copies of the L1 and L2 lifelines, one copy for each
alt operand. Events before or after the alt fragment on the L1 and L2 lifelines
will be preserved in both the copies, e.g. the send and receive events of the x
message.
alt y
:L1 :L2
z
y
:L1 :L2

x x
z
:L1 :L2
x
alt
2..*
operand id=3
:L1 :L2
2..*
operand id=3
:L1 :L2
LHS RHSid=1 id=2 id=1 id=2
Figure 6: Applying a rule with compartment operator
Compartment operators are also used in the rules Alt, Loop and Par, which
are introduced in Section 6.
6 Transformation Rules
In this section we present the transformation rules, and we show how the rules
gradually transform from a sequence diagram into state machines.
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We use the term source model for the model to be transformed, and target
model for the ﬁnal result of the transformation. The source model in Figure 7
(labeled 1) is a sequence diagram for a gas pump scenario. A user inserts a
payment card (insertCard). The gas pump requests the pin code from the user
(requestPin) and the user enters the pin code (pinCode). A bank validates the
pin code (validate and result), and an alt operator models the two possible
outcomes: 1) valid pin code: The user is informed to start fuel (startFuel)
and the user indicates end of fueling by hanging up the gas pump (hangUp), or
2) invalid pin code: The user is informed that the entered pin code is invalid
(invalidPin). In both cases, the scenario ends by ejecting the card (cardOut).
alt
:User :GasPump
insertCard
requestPin
pinCode
startFuel
invalidPin
:GasPump
receive
insertCard
send
requestPin
SplitMessage9, SplitFragment (GasPump only)

hangUp
alt
send
startFuel
send
cardOut
cardOut
:Bank
validate
[pinOK]
...
...
send
invalidPin
[! pinOK]
result(pinOK)
[pinOK]
[! pinOK]
1 2
?m
LHS
send
id=1 id=2
id=1
id=2
SplitMessage – layer 0
?m
receive
?m
RHS
*
id=1
1..*
id=2
id=1
1..*
SplitFragment – layer 1
RHSLHS
id=2 *
Figure 7: GasPump: From SD to SM. Source model (labeled 1), intermediate
model (labeled 2) and two rules: SplitMessage (layer 0) and SplitFragment
(layer 1)
In the transformation sd2sm, each lifeline corresponds to a state machine.
When producing a state machine, it is suﬃcient to look at the single corre-
sponding lifeline with its events and how these events are structured within the
combined fragments. A prerequisite to this claim is that each lifeline occurs
only in one sequence diagram, which is ensured by introducing the combined
fragments in step 2 of the method described in Section 3.
The intermediate models in the transformation process contains sequence
diagrams, state machines and helper edges with type name state to link each
lifeline to its state machine.
The transformation rules are grouped in ﬁve layers (0 to 4). The idea of
organizing rules into diﬀerent layers is taken from the AGG tool [16]. A layer
has an index, and all rules in the layer with the lowest index are applied non-
deterministically within the layer and as long as possible, i.e. until no more rules
are applicable in the layer. Then the application of rules proceeds to the next
layer, and we may also loop over the layers when the layer with the highest
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index has no more applicable rules.
Layers 0 and 1. A sequence diagram with n lifelines are, by the rules in
layers 0 and 1, replaced by n separate sequence diagrams, each with a single
lifeline and where all the original lifelines occur once. In these new sequence
diagrams the original combined fragment structure is preserved, while only the
events concerning the single lifeline are kept.
In the transformation process we want to treat each lifeline in isolation. The
lifeline events shall be mapped to triggers and eﬀects in the corresponding state
machine, and mapped events are to be removed. However, an event is always
part of a message with another event. Thus, removing an event of a message is
not possible without also removing the entire message including the other event
of the message which normally belongs to another lifeline.
Our transformation encodes a single message by four reﬂexive messages, i.e.
messages where the sender and receiver lifelines are the same. For simplicity
we assume that send and receive are not used as original message names, and
that these pseudomessages mean that the following message is either a send or
a receive event respectively. The rule SplitMessage (Figure 7) encodes all the
original non-reﬂexive messages, and the rule SplitSelfMessage (not shown)
encodes all the original reﬂexive messages. These two rules constitute layer 0.
When none of the two rules from layer 0 can be applied, all remaining mes-
sages are reﬂexive, and we can safely use the fragment projection mechanism in
the rule SplitFragment (Figure 7) of layer 1 to copy and project the fragment
operators onto each lifeline.
The collection operator expresses that there can be an arbitrary number
of lifelines, which ensures that any combined fragment operator is matched.
In the RHS the collection operator also includes the fragment operator, which
means that the fragment operator will be copied onto each lifeline. The fragment
projection mechanism ensures that only events concerning the respective lifelines
are kept inside the fragment operator. The model labeled 2 in Figure 7 shows the
lifeline GasPump after the rules in layers 0 and 1 are ﬁnished. The SplitMessage
rule is applied nine times followed by one application of the rule SplitFragment.
Layer 2. Layer 2 consists of three rules that prepares each lifeline to be
transformed into a state machine (Figure 8). The rule InitSM adds a new state
machine with an initial state with an empty transition leading to the Idle state.
Furthermore, it adds a helper edge of type state (pointing to the current state)
from the lifeline to the Idle state.
The rule InitLifelineMessageOnTop adds a reﬂexive message with name
top to be the very ﬁrst message on the lifeline. Again we assume for simplicity
that top is not used as a message name in the source model.
A similar rule InitLifelineFragmentOnTop initializes the lifeline when a
combined fragment, and not a message event, is the ﬁrst occurrence on a lifeline.
The NACs ensure that the InitSM rule is applied exactly once, and that one of
the two init lifeline rules are applied exactly once, on each lifeline. The model
labeled 3 in Figure 8 shows the result after the rules in layer 2 are ﬁnished.
Layer 3. The rules in layer 3 pops the top-most ’occurrence’ on a lifeline
and adds corresponding behavior to the state machine which belongs to the life-
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id=1
InitLifelineMessageOnTop – layer 2
id=2
NAC-1
id=1
id=2
?before
id=1
id=2
top
InitSM – layer 2
id=1
state
:?L
id=1
Idle:?L
id=1
state
?L RHSLHSNACLHS RHS NAC-2
id=1
id=2
*
id=1
InitLifelineFragmentOnTop – layer 2
id=2
NAC-1
id=1
?before
NAC-3
id=1
top
id=1
top
RHSLHS NAC-2
id=1
**
id=2
*
id=2*
id=2
*
NAC-3
top
id=2
:GasPump
receive
insertCard Idle
GasPump
top
state
InitLifelineMessageOnTop, InitSM

...
3
Figure 8: GasPump: From SD to SM. Intermediate model (la-
beled 3) and three rules (layer 2): InitSM, InitLifelineMessageOnTop,
InitLifelineFragmentOnTop
line. A top-most ’occurrence’ is either a combined fragment or it is an encoded
event (send+message or receive+message). The rule Send (Figure 9) pops an
encoded send event (two reﬂexive messages) and adds a corresponding eﬀect on
the incoming transition to the current state.
Re
ce
iv
e
–
la
ye
r
3
id=1 state
id=2
id=1
top
state id=2
newName()
top
receive
?m
?m
LHS
Se
nd
 –
la
ye
r
3
id=1 state id=2
RHS id=1
top
state
top
send
?m
id=3
/?action
id=2
id=3
/ if ?action = null
then ?m
else ?action
+ ”; ” + ?m
LHS RHS Receive,Send,Receive,
Send,Receive (layer 3)
:GasPump
alt
Idle
GasPump
top state
S1
insertCard
/ requestPin;
S2
pinCode
/ validate;
...
send
cardOut
result(pinOK)
S3
4

Figure 9: GasPump: From SD to SM. Intermediate model (labeled 4) and two
rules (layer 3): Receive and Send
The rule Receive (Figure 9) pops an encoded receive event (two reﬂexive
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insertCard
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send
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state
S4
S3
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send
startFuel
top
send
invalidPin
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state
state
receive
hangUp
S6
result(pinOK)
[pinOK] [! pinOK]
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Idle Idle
S2
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5 GasPump
Idle
S4
S3
S5
/startFuel; /invalidPin;
/cardOut;
Send3,Receive,FinalState3 (layer 3) 

hangUp
[pinOK]
Idle
[! pinOK]
Idle
S1
insertCard
/ requestPin;
result(pinOK)
S2
pinCode
/ validate;
6
alt
id=1
1..*
LHS
Alt – layer 3
top
stateid=2 id=2
[?guard]
newName()
RHS
id=1
top
state
top state
1..*
newName()
Idle
Idle
operand id=3
[?guard]
operand id=3 RHS
LHS
state
id=1
id=1
top
FinalState – layer 3
Figure 10: GasPump: From SD to SM. Intermediate models (labeled 5 and 6)
and two rules (layer 3): Alt and FinalState
messages), adds a state which now becomes the current state, and adds a tran-
sition with trigger labeled by the receive message name. The transition goes
from the previous current state to the new current state.
The model labeled 4 in Figure 9 shows the result after applying the rule
sequence <Receive, Send, Receive, Send, Receive>.
The rule Alt (Figure 10) pops an alt fragment, makes the current state into
a composite state by adding internal behavior: initial, Idle and ﬁnal states, an
inner composite state for each alt operand.
We produce a transition from the Idle state to each inner composite state,
where the transition guard is equal to the corresponding alt operand guard. For
each alt operand we also produce a new lifeline with the alt operand content
and where the lifeline has a current state edge to the Idle state of the inner
composite state. Finally the original lifeline where we popped the alt operator,
gets a new state as its current state, and the old current state gets a transition
leading to the new current state. The model labeled 5 in Figure 10 shows the
result after applying the Alt rule.
The rule FinalState (Figure 10) deletes a sequence diagram with a top
message, and its current state is replaced by a ﬁnal state. Due to the dan-
gling condition, such a deletion is only allowed when the sequence diagram has
no other connecting messages than the top message. The model labeled 6 in
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Figure 10 shows the result after applying the rule sequence <Send3, Receive,
FinalState3>, where an exponent indicates multiple applications of the same
rule.
The rule Loop (Figure 11) pops a loop fragment, makes the current state
into a composite state, and adds a reﬂexive transition for the composite state
with a guard equal to the loop fragment guard. The lifeline from which we
popped the loop fragment gets a new state as its current state, and the old
current state gets a transition leading to the new current state. In addition the
rule produces a new lifeline for the loop content with the Idle state of the inner
composite state as its current state.
loop
id=1LHSLoop –
layer 3
top
stateid=2 id=2
[not ?guard]
RHS
id=1
top
top
state
newName()
Idle [?guard]
stateoperand id=3
[?guard] operand id=3
Figure 11: Transformation rule (layer 3): Loop
The rule Par (in Figure 12) pops a par fragment and makes the current
state into a composite state with one region for each par operand to represent
the concurrent behavior. The rule Opt (in Figure 12) for an opt fragment is
a special case of the alt operator, where we introduce a new composite state
with two inner branches. One branch which goes straight to the ﬁnal state in
case the guard from the opt operator is false, and another branch for the body
of the opt operator when the guard from the opt operator is true. The rule Neg
simply removes a neg operator without any eﬀects on the state machine since
only positive behavior inﬂuences our initial state machines.
Layer 4. Figure 13 shows the target state machine model (still only corre-
sponding to the GasPump lifeline). We have applied three ﬂattening rules of layer
4 to produce a more readable and concise state machine. The ﬂattening rules
collapse composite states that have been produced by the combined fragment
rules (e.g. the Alt and Loop rules). Figure 13 shows only the three ﬂattening
rules that is used to collapse composite states produced by the Alt rule. A
few additional ﬂattening rules, not shown, are needed for the other combined
fragment rules.
The FlattenIntoChoice rule starts the ﬂattening process of the state ma-
chine produced for an alt operator. The rule removes the composite state and
its initial, idle and ﬁnal state. Furthermore, it introduces a choice and a merge
with the same guarded branches as there were within the composite state. The
FlattenSubState1 and FlattenSubState2 rules collapses the composite states
within each of the guarded branches between the choice and the merge. We
need two rules to handle two diﬀerent cases. The ﬁrst case is when the compos-
ite state has no inner states except the initial and ﬁnal states. The other case
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Figure 12: Transformation rules (layer 3): Par, Opt and Neg
is when there are additional inner states.
Since the transformation produces one state machines per lifeline, these state
machines should be combined to one state machine. Each state machine in this
combined state machine is placed in a separate region. This means that all the
state machines are started in parallel.
The transformation rules are implemented in the graph transformation tool
AGG. The transformation is tested with success on some examples, including
the GasPump example shown in this paper. The AGG tool only supports abstract
syntax rules, and we have manually translated from concrete syntax to abstract
syntax rules. In future work it is desirable to automate the translation from
concrete syntax rules to abstract syntax rules for sequence diagrams and state
machines, as we have demonstrated previously for activity models [5].
Figure 14 shows the AGG rule for Receive. Reﬂexive messages are repre-
sented with only one event on the lifeline to get more concise graphs. Notice
also that the LHS of the rule needs to match the parent of the current state of
the lifeline. Then this parent can be set as the parent of the new state in the
RHS of the rule. The rest of the translation from concrete to abstract syntax is
straightforward and follows the principles from Figure 4.
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LHS
FlattenIntoChoice
–
layer
4
id=1
[?guard]
RHS
id=2
1..*Idle
id=3
id=1
[?guard]
id=2
id=3
id=1
[?guard]
id=2
?trigger
/ ?effect
id=1
?trigger [?guard]
/ ?effect
id=2
LHS RHS
id=1
[?guard]
id=4
?trigger
/ ?effect
LHS RHS
id=3
id=2
FlattenSubState1
–
layer
4
FlattenSubState2 –
layer 4
id=1
?trigger
[?guard]
/ ?effect
id=2
id=4
id=3
insertCard
/ requestPin;
S1Idle
pinCode
/ validate;
S2
[pinOK]
/ startFuel;
[! pinOK]
/ invalidPin;
S3 hangUp
/ cardOut;
result(pinOK)
GasPump7
FlattenIntoChoice, FlattenSubState1, FlattenSubState2 (layer 4) 
Figure 13: GasPump: From SD to SM. The ﬁnal resulting state machine corre-
sponding to the GasPump lifeline
Figure 14: The transformation rule Receive as represented by an abstract syn-
tax rule in AGG
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7 Related Work
Our methodology is quite similar to the one prescribed by Whittle and Schu-
mann [17] and Ziadi et al. [18]. Whittle and Schumann need OCL expressions
to express similar behavior across multiple diagrams, while we and Ziadi et al.
take advantage of the combined fragments which were introduced in UML 2
after the work of Whittle and Schumann.
Ziadi et al. [18] deﬁne their transformation by pseudocode operating on al-
gebraic deﬁnitions of sequence diagrams and state machines, while our transfor-
mation is based on graph transformation. Our support for guards in alt/loop
and support for par/opt/neg is new compared to their approach.
Harel et al. [8] deﬁne a transformation from Live Sequence Charts to State
to UML state charts. They include support for mandatory behavior which is
not covered in our work. Multiple diagrams involving the same lifeline lead
to orthogonal states in their approach, while we use multiple composite states
in our approach. As opposed to their work, our proposed modeling process is
linked to a formal reﬁnement theory, and the validity of reﬁnements can be
checked in all phases including the manual modiﬁcation of the generated state
machines. Our transformation is deﬁned by graph transformation rules that
use the concrete syntax of sequence diagrams and state machines, while their
transformation is deﬁned as mathematical formulas.
If we combine our approach of generating state machines from sequence
diagrams with sequence diagram aspects [6, 10], then weaving at the sequence
diagram level should be avoided. Such weaving clutters the main sequence
diagrams, since the aspects are woven into multiple places, which leads to non-
optimal state machines. A better strategy is thus to postpone the weaving and
to transform the sequence diagram aspects into state machine aspects, or to
aspects at an even later stage such as AspectJ if the state machines are used to
produce Java code.
Our previous work of semantics-based weaving of sequence diagrams [6] is
not suitable within our proposed methodology in this paper. This is because
the weaving does not preserve the structure of the sequence diagrams with the
original combined fragments. This will lead to non-optimal state machines.
Sun [15] speciﬁes a transformation from state charts to state machines in the
AToM tool. Their transformation is restricted to the combined fragments alt
and loop, while we also have rules for the opt, par and neg operators. For the
comparable part we have about half as many rules as Sun. Furthermore, our
rules are deﬁned entirely by graphs, while Sun extensively needs textual pre-
and post-conditions to specify much of the transformation logic for each rule.
8 Conclusions
Although there is much previous work on generating state-based speciﬁcations
from interaction speciﬁcations, our approach is novel in two ways: 1) our mod-
eling process relates to an existing reﬁnement theory and combined fragments
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are exploited in the diﬀerent steps of the modeling process, and 2) the graph
transformation to specify the transformation rules are based on the concrete
syntax of sequence diagrams and state machines.
The usage of concrete syntax in the graph transformation rules appears to
make the rules more intuitive and more concise than traditional graph trans-
formation rules which are speciﬁed in abstract syntax. To our best knowledge
no other works have deﬁned specialized transformation mechanisms to support
combined fragments.
We leave it as future work to develop tool support for our proposed modeling
process. Such tool support should integrate existing reﬁnement checker tools
[12, 2] to provide messages of reﬁnement violations.
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